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The Republican county committee,
and seveVal of the Knox county mem
bers of Legislature met in this city
Saturday night to consider the reclas
sification which will he necessary wheri
the number of representatives is re
duced from six to five. This is unfor
tunately made necessary by the de
cline in Knox county’s population, and
the increase which other counties are
showing.
The Legislative reapportionment Is
made, according to law every 10th year,
following the announcemnt of the cen
sus. Under the present population, and
with no change in the House member
ship, a representative district must
have a population of approximately
5086 persons.
It is not easy to divide Knox county
into five such districts having any
thing like contiguous territory or com
mon interests, hut at the request of the
county committee a tentative classifi
cation has heen drawn up which cer
tainly has much to recommend itself,
and which would eliminate some of the
eccentricties (to say the least) which
were contained in the apportionment
made by tiie Democrats 10 years ago.
By consulting the appended tabula
tion it will be seen that the largest
population in any one district would be
5428 and the smallest would be 5076.
Rockland, having a population of
8,109, is too large for a single repre
sentative, and too small for two. What
appears to be a happy arrangement is
made where Rockland is classed with
Thomaston and Cushing, and a double
district created. Under this classifica
tion Rockland would have two repre
sentatives at three sessions of Legisla
ture, while Thomaston and Cushing
will be represented at Augusta as often
as at present.
The Democrats perpetrated a joke at
their own (and Rockland’s) expense 10
years ago when they cut down Rock
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Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Apropos of your recent editorial in
Wefe you down to the baked bean quiry, “Does anyone read Dickens now?”
supper In Friendship last Wednesday A few of us old-timers are doing it and
night? If you stayed home you missed
the biggest feed of your life. It sure take great delight in it. I bought a set
was a good old fashioned feed, with of Dickens 35 years ago, but some
plenty of good tilings for a chaser, years before that I Rescued a copy of
such as cakes, ice cream, home made Nicholas Nickleby from the village ragcandy and all kinds of pies except shop and became a reader. The set is
“cranberry": No excuse for any one to on my table in the living room and I
go away hungry.
Everyone knows can pick up a volume and get inter
that Friendship is the place where the ested in4a minute.
“good cooks grow," and they certainly
The characters are ail well known to
stirred the dough to fit the occasion.
us and we do not have to get acquaint
The proceeds, $105.07, go to the ed. Where will you find in fiction, or
Friendship Baseball Clul). We believe life either, a character more noted for
this is the largest sum ever received filial affection, self-sacrifice and love
for a supper in this town. The boys than "Little Dorrit,” born in Marshalwish to express their thanks through sea Prison, where her father was in
this paper to the many people who carcerated for debt and where he lived
helped to make this event a great suc for so many years as the Father of the
cess, and we especially thank the ladies Marshalsea. She stayed there with
who so willingly prepared this feast.
him until his release, working outside
Yours till spring,
for means to sustain his existence.
Baseball Management.
Where do you find any writing more
touching than the “Death of Little
TEACHER OF PIANO
Nell?” “She was dead. There, upon
her little bed she lay at rest.
She
MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN seemed a creature fresh from the hand
Pupil of Elizabeth S. Burger
of God, and waiting for the breath of
Northwestern University
life; not one who had lived and suf
13 Myrtle Street.
Tel. 582-M fered death.” “When I die, put me
14-45
near something that has loved the light
and had the sky above it always."
AUGUSTA TALBOT
These were her words.
And there are our friends Pip and
Violinist and Teacher
Jo, in Great Expectations. Poor Pip, who
Pupil ot Lillian Shattuck
was brought up by hand by his sister
Tel. 136-5 Mrs. Jo, who used to go on the ram
16 Central St.
148-tf
page. And our old friend Sairy Gamp
Camden
who occasionally could drink a glass of
rum—"A tiling," she sAid, "as hardly
ever, Mrs. Mould, occurs with me un
less it is when I am Indispoged, and
find my half a pint of porter settling
heavy on my chest." Twenty years
ago I had a three-months siege of sci
Over Scott Tea Co.'
atica and suffered untold agony night
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES ON
and day. I read Pink wick I’apers and
PORTRAITS IN NEWEST FOLD
laughed until the tears ran down my
ERS
FOR
FEBRUARY
AND
face. It had to be something ex
MARCH.
tremely funny to make me laugh In
COPYING,
ENLARGING
ANO
those days. Mr. Pickwick and the two
FINE FILM FINISHING.
Wellers, and all the others. Listen to
this:
“Would you like to see a whistling
shop, sir?” inquired Job Trotter.
tf-T-ll
“What do you mean?" was Mr. Pick
wick’s counter inquiry.
“A vistlin’ shop, sir," Interposed Mr.
ROCKLAND
Mr. Weller.
“What is that, Sam? A bird fan
LOAN AND BUILDING
cier’s?” inquired Mr. Pickwick.
ASSOCIATION “Bless your heart, no, slr,”i replied
Job; “a whistling shop is where they
—HAS PAID—
sell spirits.”
Dear, delightful old Mr. Pickwick,
gone but not forgotten by his old
SINCE 1907
friends.
The Chaplain
THE FRIENDSHIP BANQUET

IN ROCKLAND
THE TYLER STUDIO

VELOX PRINTS

land’s representation one-half. They
figured that Rockland would remain
safely Republican, and that by taklngaway one of its representatives Knox
county would not only lose a Republi
can member, but the Democrats would
gain one by having the representation
go to a class which was considered
safely Republican.
The joke on the Democratic party
was that Rockland became Democratic
territory, but under their own appor
tionment could have but one represen
tative. The joke on Iiokiand was that
it became about a third or fourth rate
ciy, having with its population of 8120
no longer representation than another
Knox county class which had a popu
lation of only 3870. It was a raw deal,
hut the Democrats had everything their
own way, and they created six repre.sentative classes which seemed to in
sure as many Democratic representa
tives. « —•
—
......
The union of Rockland, Thomaston
and Cushing seems to be a logical one,
for Rockland and Thomaston are not
only contiguous territory, but were
originally one town. Cushing’s inter
est# are practically all with Thomas
ton, hence the practicability of this
three cornered class.
*
in class No. 3 the territory is con
tiguous, and all but Friendship is de
voted to agriculture.
Class No. 4 is composed of Camden
and Rockport, which were formefly one
town, and whieh have community in
terests.
The fifth class is composed wholly of
island or eoast towns, whose principal
industries are fishing and granite, and
which have community interests.
The published apportionment is only
a tentative one, as has already been
explained and is published for the ben
efit of the parties interested.
The
county committee would like any sug
gestions prior to its meeting of Satur
day evening, Feh. 19, when the final
recommendations/ will be made.

TENTATIVE LEGISLATIVE APPORTIONMENT FOR 1921 31
Knox County
Rep.
Dem
1503
993
8109
Rockland .......
420
357
Thomaston ....
2019
10644
Cushing ........
416
(5322)
61
61
—v----1411
1984
146
81
Friendship ........................ .........
696
364
192
Warren ....................................... 1500
254
Union ................................ ......... 1113
5073
307
660
116
139
Washington ..................... .........
Appleton ............................ .........
683
147
113
424
87
Hope ............................................
109
1124

No. 4

No. 5

Camden ............................. .........
Rockport'........................... .........

3403
1774

North Haven ................... .........
Vinalhaven ....................... .........
South Thomaston ........... .........
St. George ......................... .........
Matinicus .......................... .........
Isle au Haut ..................... .........
Criehaven ......................... .........
Mussel Ridge ................... .........
Hurricane ......................... .........

510
1965
947
1654
140
102
63
36
11

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Deposits $2,263,152 49

DISTRICT

Miss Clara Spalding I lopes
Movement To Make Knox
Knox
County,
With
Reduced
Population,
To
Lose
a
Rep

South Thomaston Will Not
Academy a State Institution
resentative—Tentative Plan Would Correct Injustice.
Do It.
Finds Favor With Scientists.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The question of the division of the
town of South Thomaston Is a very se
rious matter for Ihe town as a whole.
,\ll fair-minded citizens should give
due thought to the question.
It may be that some parts of the
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established. In town have not had their just proportion
1846. In 1874s the Courier was established, of the taxes and it may not be so.
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. That is a matter the voters should look
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. into and rectify. However, I cannot
see how a division of the town would
—.
.
.
.
z*
« » .
Grows three chicks where one grew These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
The best made. Come in and let us
help any one.
before. Coal burning, self feeding and
••• ••• •••
.«. .«.
.«.
gp
In the first place, instead of our
.*.
show you how a Buckeye operates.
se|f regulating. Two sizes, 500 and •••
township of respectable size and valu
—
Heaven never helps the man who will
1C00 chicks.
•— not act.—Bhkkespeare.
••• ation there would he two towns each
\
•
•••
of about the standing of a plantation.
1
*••• ••• ••• •
••• ••• ••• •••
•••
There would have to be two sets of
town officers, while one set does all the
REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES business at present, double expenses of
administration such as printing, elec
tions, reports, etc., and a higher tax
WARD CAUCUSES
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby noti ate for both.
fied to meet in caucus in their several ward
Because several estimable citizens
rooms TUESDAY, FEB. 15, 1921, at 7.30 p. m. may have' some private grievances,
for the purpose of nominating*in each ward a
full ticket of ward officers; to elect for each either of omission or commission, there
ward a member of the city committee for the is no reason to ruin the whole town
ensuing year; and to transact such other busi ship. Good schools, good schoolhouses
ness as may legally come before said caucuses
and good roads, are all very desirable
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
The Republicans-of Rockland are hereby notT and should he added wherever the town
fled to meet in caucus at City Council room. can afford it. it is the easiest thing in
Spring street, WEDNESDAY. FEB. 16. 1921, the world to find fault, but a new small
INDUSTRIAL
at 7.30 p. m., for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Mayor for t(ie ensuing year; and town would find it had many problems
to transact such business as may legally come on it% hands and it would find it could
before said caucus.
DEMOCRACY
not nave all the luxuries that some
<
Per order,
REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE, people expect, unless they wish to raise
taxation to a state of confiscation.
J. A. Richan, Chairman,
plans well for the future, works efficiently,
J. C. Wiley, Secretary
In regard to roads, the main arteries
Hated at Rockland Feh 4, 1921.
overcomes difficulties and increases produc
should he kept in a good condition as
the money appropriated will allow,
tion. Let us show you how useful the
INCOME TAX RETURNS
with the assistance that the State gives.
Rockland National Bank can be to you in
Other roads should he kept in a safe
Many Who Filed In 1919 Will Be Ex
condition but only to country stand
financial matters.
empt In 1920.
ards. With present costs of construc
tion the expense of modern road build
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
“If you get a Federal income tax
ing through the whole town would be
blank by mail from the Internal Rev
more than the total valuation.
enue Office and did not earn sufficient
If a division must come it would be
income in 1920 to be obliged to tile a more natural for the people of In
return just ignore it.”
graham's Hill and the Head of the Bay
Rockland, Maine
This is the advice given by collect to join the City of Rockland. The tax
ors to thousands of Federal taxpayers rates would be higher hut they would
i MEMBER
FEDERAL "RESERVE SYSTEM::1'
who died returns for 1919, but who, have certain fire and police protection,
owing to the business situation, did less rates of insurance, better school
not make enough money over the ex privileges, better mail service and all
emptions they are allowed to have a the benefit of the Public Library.
taxable income for 1920
From a point of sentiment a division
1. L. SNOW CO.
"Unless a person’s net income for is to be regretted. The first settle
the
taxable
year
1920
amounted
to
ments in that vicinity were made in
We are equipped to make STEAM and GASO
$1,000, if single, or if married and not the confines of the present town. The
LINE ENGINE REPAIRS, both marine and stationary.
living .with wife or husband, or old church that stood on the hill was
<2,000 if married and living with wife the first in the county.
From the
Build and repair Boilers, Tanks and Smokestacks. Oxyor husband, no return need be made,” banks of the Wessaweskeag River and
acetelene Welding and Electric Welding.
they say.
from the shores of both Ingraham's
If the combined income of husband, Hill and Owl’s Head many a ship has
’*•'
We hav* a large stock of Steam Fittings, Pipe and
wife and dependent , minor children gone forth showing the labor of a
Boiler Plates.
equalled or exceeded <2,000 all such united people. In the little burying
income must he reported either on a grounds, whieh are scattered around,
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS
joint return or on separate returns of lie the remains of our kindred, all of
husband and wife. If single and :he whom worked for the common good.
I. L. SNOW CO.
net Income, including that of depend Newcomers may not value such things
ent minors, if any, equalled or ex hut the older do. It would be far wiser
Rockland, Maine
ceeded $1,000 one return must be for all to pull together and make the
filed. However, a minor having a net old town stronger and better than to
income of $1,000 or $2,000, according divide and make both sections weaker
Ifinpnrp
to the marital status, must iile a r
and poorer.
"in union there is
gBBB»
turn, as such person is not considered strength."
a dependent.
'
Clara O. Spalding.
“Income of a minor or incompetent,
if derived from a separate estate un
“WHO READS DICKENS?”
der control of a guardian, trustee or
other fiduciary, must be reported by Lots of People, In the Opinion of This
his guardian or other legal represen
Long-time Admirer.
ESTABLISHED 1868
tative.”

I

Volume 76................. Number 17.

SQUEEZING

DIVIDING THE TOWN

The Courier-Gazette

THE STANDARD
COLONY BROODER

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

OUT OF THE ORDINARY

5177

5428

of scientific knowledge.
Prof. Thomas A. .James, curator of
the State House museum, writes;
“Am much pleased to learn that you
have made such healthy progress with
the Maine Academy of Sdiepce. You
certainly have a good crowd along
with you and I trust everything will
work out well. I think 1 will enroll
a« a life member, as no doubt at this
time funds will be needed more than
in after years. 1 will also be glad to
contribute articles for your Museum
and for the Bulletin,” Clarence H.
Clark of the Department Store firm
of Lubec says:
“1 enclose check for $25 and shall
bp pleased to be a life member of the
Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences.
I am pleased to know about this
splendid work, as this great Nature
State has given too little attention to
research work along this line in an
effective manner, although she pos
sesses many men and women of abil
ity who have dono very much in an
individual way. You are too far
away to enable me to derive much di
rect benefit, but 1 so greatly felt tho
need of some such institution during
a period when 1 was endeavoring to
obtain some of this valuable and
much desired knowledge, that I am
pleased to aid in the encouragement
of others who may be like interested,
especially the youth of the State. I
believe that with sufficient support,
this institution will become an important factor for education of a na
ture which will be of great value to
Maine throughout the future’”
Several most interesting articles for
the first number of tbe Bulletin have
already been received, one by the
most eminent authority on bees of
the United States, John IT. Lovell of
Waldoboro, entitled: “Bees and Birds
as Builders of Bl< ssonis;” another on
by John M.
573 Forest Influences”
Briscoe, professor of forestry of the
University of Maine. The ten asso
ciate editors ate each
prtparing
“copy” for their respective depart
ments, and the first number, which
the Academy Council plafi to issue
about March first, bids fair to be an
193 extremely
interesting
publication
that every Nature lover, teacher and
student in Maine will certainly want.

265

931
463
298

1046
150
307
148
150
27
28
16

761
44
254
135
205
6
18
10

285

825

668

158

781

SALT HORSE. FOR SAILORS

compared
the times when “salt
horse” was the chief food in the fore
castle, are shown by a new set of re
quests just formulated by the Feder
ated Seamen’s Union of Australia
They ask that their menu should in
elude canned efruits, condensed milk,,
Worcestershire and tomato sauces,
qolls and smnes, bacon and eggs,
boiled eggs, steak and onions, soup,
Irish stew, roast beef, mutton, veal,
assorted salads, cakes, plum pudding
with sauce, custards, jellies “Salt
horse” was not on the list. Enam
elled utensils and clean tablecloths
three times a week are insisted upon.
CLEVER PLUMBER

A Bath plumber took a cup half
filled with'water in a house Thurs
day and ran his finger, previously
dipped in the water, along the frozen
service pipe until it stopped. “It is
frozen there” he said and soon had
SAILORS’ SUPERSTITIONS
the water running. The finger thus
immersed in the hot water seems to
From time immemorial supersti stop as if magneticaly attracted over
tions of sailors, with few exceptions, the frozen spot in a pipe, according
have naturally been associated with to the plumber.—Times.
things of the sea, notably the belief
which marks departure from port on
Friday as a certain omen of bad luck.
St. Elmo’s fire, the bo’sun fish, whistl
ing for the wind in a calm, the pres
ence of a priest on board ship, all
these deal with actual elements of sea
life that played a great part among
Rockland
such legends. The Flying Dutchman
legend was also born of the sea; like
wise the ghostly crew coming from
the wreck of a sunken ship to haunt
DOLLARS EARNING
the crew of the vessel which caused
their loss.
INTEREST WORK
A more annoying variety of super
stition was revealed the other day by
24 HOURS A DAY
the action of the crews of two Amer
ican tugs who deserted their boats at
Quebec. Before these two boats left
Detroit bound for New York a fortune
teller predicted the doom of one of
It is time to take inven
the boats before it finished its voyage.
This prophecy so worked on the sen
tory of your stock. If you
sibilities of the members of the two
have saved, remember
crews that they struck on reaching
Quebec. Old salts might sniff at such
that during this period in
a prophecy as this as being of the
terest is compounded. If
fresh water brand and not worthy to
be enrolled in the ancient and honor
you have not saved, it is
able company of deep sea supersti
time to begin.
tions, hut the prophecy worked its
evil upon the tug owners. The loss
of their crews made a real thing of it.

SECURITY TRUST CO.

5/2% DIVIDENDS

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT

,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Shares in the 67th Series now on sale
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE
111

Those small ads in The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.

YOU CAN ALWAYS

The Savings Habit is a good Habit.

BUY FRUIT

Thia Bank will help you cultivate it.

Right at the
PARK THEATRE FRUIT STAND

Fresh Candy.

Full Lina of Cigars,

“AUNT ABBIE" HIGGINS
Smart Hancock County Woman is 94.
—Has Sister in Rockland

A Live Frog in a Pickerel’s Stomach.
The changes which have taken
—What Manner of Bird, This?
place in the demands of seamen as

A frog which had taken up residence
In a pickerel’s stomach, was dispos
sessed by Harry Fairbanks of Boston
who hooked the fish through the Ice
at Mill Pond, N. H. A few minutes
after eviction the tailless amphibian
shook off the winter torpor and hopped
lanquidly to new quarters behind a
stove. The pickerel houseboat was 15
inches long.
• • • •
Cornwall, Vt. ornithologists are en
deavoring to ascertain the species of a
strange bird which decended in the
barnyard of Mrs. F. D. Manchester,
wooed a Plymouth Rock hen, ahd was
slain in a duel with a jealous rooster.
The stranger was gray, about the size
of a duck, had a long red hili, and such
short legs that it waddled with diffi
culty. Its feet were webbed, and in
fighting it used its bill like a rapier.
Superior agility won for the rooster.

The Knox Academy people are
much encouraged by the returns now
coming in from over the State in re
sponse to the circular letter recently
sent out, calling on scientists, natur
alists, nature teachers and students
to lend a hand in making Knox
Academy a State Institution for sci
entific research and the dissemination

—BRANCHES AT—

Vinalhaven, Union Warren,

The Bar Harbor Times has the fol
lowing about a smart Hancock coun
ty woman who has just celebrated
her 94th birthday:
“Mrs. Willard Higgins, affectionate
ly known to hosts of friends at Aunt
Abbie, celebrated her 94th birthday
Saturday afternoon at. the home of
her daughter, Mrs. C. il. Norris, with
whom she is spending the winter.
Maliy friends called to offer congrat
ulations, and cards, letters, good
wishis and
loyiRk
remembrances
from hosts of friends everywhere tes
tified to the place which Mrs. Hig
gins has in the hearts of all who
know her.
’Mrs. Higgins was probably the
happiest of the-happy throng gath
ered to do her honor. She added
much to the afternoon’s program by
telling with accuracy and with many
a fine touch of humor, so characteris
tic of her, many quaint reminiscences
of interest to all who listened so eag
erly and who were delighted with
them.
“With untiring industry Aunt Ab
bie is still knitting stockings and
mittens. She has knit 33 pairs this
winter and she has also done some
fine handiwork in braiding rugs. If
good wishes may prove talismans
then will Aunt Abbie reach the century
murk and celebrate the day surround
ed by loving friends. Delicious re
freshments were served and the day
was in every way a red letter one for
all. Mrs. Norris was assisted by Mrs.
Victor Gooch and Mrs. Charles Hig
gins.”
Mrs. Higgins has a brother, Meltiah
Salsbury, living at North Lamoine,
who is 92 years old, and equally as
active as Aunt Abbie, and a sister,
Mrs Elizabeth Walker, who is spend
ing the winter with Mrs. Edward W.
Berry in Rockland.

“Can’t get along without the home
news," writes Leroy Dolham from
Whitefield, N. II., enclosing subscrip
tion for The Courier-Gazette. “Plenty
of snow up here, and some cold. It is
also very sickly here now."

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affair*, do not
fall to secure at leaat a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your loner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Bliot Norton.
THE WHITE SQUALL

The sea was bright, and the bark rode well;
The breeze bore the tone of the vesper bell;
As £ver launched on the heaving wave.
’Twas a gallant bark with a crew aa brave
She shone In the light of declining day,
And each sail was set, and each heart was g. y.
They neared the land where In beauty smiles
The sunny shore of the Grecian Isles;
All thought of home, of that welcome dear
Which soon should greet each wanderer’s earl
And in fancy joined the social throng
In the festive dance snd the joyous song.
A white cloud gljdee through the azure sky,—
What means that wild despairing cry?
farewell the visioned scenes of home I
That cry is "Help,” where no help can come;
For the While Squall rides on the surging wave.
And the bark is gulfed In an ocean grave
— Bryan Waller Procter.

The Courier-Gazette

SAVE THE

EUROPEAN

Rockland, Maine, February 8, 1821.
Personally appeared Prank S Lyddie. who
on oath declares that he Is pressman ln the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co , and that
of the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of Feb. 5,
1921, there was printed a total of 6,128 copies
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

The Hoover Fund Is Well Along—Knox County Asked
To Complete Its Quota By Feb. 15.

Only a small amount remains to be
raised in completion of Knox county's
share in Herbert Hoover’s fund for the
starving children of Central Europe.
The appeal goes to the heart of every
person not too busy to take an interest
in the welfare of a suffering neighbor.
No more pitiful appeal has ever been
made than the silent one going up from
the innocent children across the sea,
aftermath of the German-made war.
It is our high privilege to give them the
help that our dollars can provide.
Any contributions sent to The CourierGazette office will be passed over to
Chairman Orne. It is desired to close
the canvass Feb. 15.

European Children yesterday received the following tele*

The meeting of the Knox County
Public Health Association tomorrow
evening at the City Council room de
serves a good attendance. Dr. Laugh
lin and Nurse Chaplin will have a word
to say about the progress of the work
since its small beginnings of last
spring. The membership of the asso
ciation, which carries with it the priv
ilege of contributing a dollar a year to
ward the work, ought to be increased
to a very large number.

indication of a purpose to co-operate in a final effort that

FOUR PROJECTS PLANNED

left at The Courier-Gazette office or sent by mail will be

Knox & Lincoln Farm Bureau Lays
Out Work For Present Year.
An all day community planning
meeting of the Knox & Lincoln Farm
Bureau was held at Pleasant Valley
Grange hall last Friday, with a very
satisfactory attendance.
The meeting was called to order at
10.30 a. m. by Ralph C. Wentworth, the
new county agent, who explained
Farm Bureau work, and gave a talk on
dairy and poultry needs. Many helpful
things for the farmer’s benefit were
mentioned by the speaker.
At noon a basket lunch was served,
hot coffe being provided by members’
wives. After lunch the meeting was
again called to order, and the program
for 1921 was taken up. Four projects
were decided upon together with the
leaders. The list follows:
Dairy—Arthur B. Packard.
Poultry—W. A. Ripley.
Clubs—Mrs. Beulah S. Oxton.
Farm Accounts—F. M. Piper.
There will be demonstrations on
these projects during the year.
MAYNARD BURTON'S DEATH
The Courier-Gazette :o in receipt
of the following communication from
Mrs. L. Mae Wotton of Shirley, Mass.,
a sister of the late Maynard Burton.
• • * •
Hyde Park, Mass., Feb. 4.
I saw the item from Woodfords in
The Courier-Gazette of Thursday,
asking correction of "several errbrs,"
which appeared in the item recently
republished from a Boston newspaper
relative to the tragic death of Chief
Machinist’Mate Maynard E. Burton,
who was lost overboard from the U.
S. S. Stoddert.
The Boston newspaper item which
appeared in The Courier-Gazette, was
entirely correct, as far as I knew,
with exception of plade of birth
which should have read Warren. The
last news I had of William .1. Burton,
was that he was dying in a hospital
nt Portland, Maine—was so informed
by his present wife. 1 also wish to
state that the late Maynard E. Burton,
C. M. M., was not in Rockland at
any time during the year 1917. al
though at that time a member of the
Maine Naval Miiitla.
Trust you will
allow this space in your next issue of
paper. I sincerely regret that there
should be any controversy concerning
this matter, especially at this sad
time.

98 Gents
Criimmers' Samples

in Men’s and Women’s Comfy
Slippers and Feet Juliettes, value
up to $3.00 for ........................... 98c

W. L. DOUGLAS
SHOES FOR MEN
nowcelling
now selling
now selling
selling
now selling
now selling

$8.00
7.50
7.00
7.00
6.50
6.00

Practically the same Mark
Down on all leather goods
bought before the recent decline
in prices in Men’s, Boys’, Worn*
en*s, Misses and Children’s Shoes
Pumps and Oxfords.

CLOSING OUT
odd lots and discontinued lines
at less than half price.
FOR INSTANCE

1 lot Women’s Pumps and
Oxfords, reduced to ....... a. $1.98
| 1 lot Women’s Boots, re
duced to ...............................$2.95
I lot Women’s Rubbers, re
duced to ............................... 49c
And some Women’s Spats,
for ............................. 19c and 49c
THE PLACE WHERE YOU
CAN ALWAYS BUY RIGHT

EVERYTHING IN
FOOTWEAR
(And Never Undersold)

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main St., Rockland, Maine

Chairman Orne of the Knox County Fund for
gram from the State chairman, Herbert J. Brown of Port

,

land:

1

’’Hoover European Children's Fund is with
in $20,000 of $150,000 quota for Maine. The
campaign ends Feb. 15.
Can you either raise
$1500 in your county by that time, or can you
get a group who will underwrite thia amount
now, as your county share of the remaining
$20,000? In addition to the amounts you have
already sent in this is considerable reduction
from your county quota. We must not fail. I
make this final appeal for your utmost effort to
reach the goal by Feb. 15.”

From this point of view Chairman Ome has taken
up the matter with town chairmen and received prompt
shall meet this appeal of Chairman Brown.

There are

some who have not yet contributed to this high call for
help, but are purposing to do so.

Rockland’s fund has

been showing a steady gain and there remains not a very
large amount to raise.

MAINE LEGISLATURE

LINCOLNVILLE

fSpecial to The Courier-Gazette.]
Augusta, Feb. 7.—After a week of
inaction as far as legislation is con
cerned, the lawmakers are back to
work, and tho bills and measures are
being introduced in large quantities,
making up for the delays caused by
the week's adjournment.
The Senate and House convened
Monday afternoon at 4.30.
Among the measures introduced at
i 'Thursday’s session was an act by
Representative Walter L. Brewster of
o.iand appropriating $10,000 to be
paid to the town of Bucksport for the
repair of the highway leading from
the town line between Orrington nnd
Bucksport village on the river road,
so called.
Representative Fred L. Mason of
Ellsworth, Monday In the House, inmeasures:
troduced the following
Resolve appropriating $5,000 to aid in
repairing the Rayside road in Ells
worth leading to the town of Trenton.
Resolve appropriating $20,000 for the
construction of a road around “Chick
Hill" so called, locatd partially in
the town of Amherst. Hancock county,
and partially in the town of Clifton.
Penobscot county.
Resolve appro;
priating $10,000 to aid in repairing
th road leading from Ellsworth to
land. Resolve appropriating $5,000 to
aid in repairing the road leading from
•Brimmer’s bridge, so called, in Ells
worth to the town of Otis and Mariaville.
,
Representative John F. Wood of
Bluehill introduced The following:
Resolve appropriating $3,750 for the
maintenance of Oeorge Stevens Acad
emy at Bluthill.
The Committee on Towns is to hold
a hearing Thursday of next week on
the petition for the division of South
Thomaston.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES

Miss Callie Lermond is visiting in
Camden for a week.
Tranquility Grange, P. of H.. enter
tain Mystic Grange of Belmont Satur
day evening.
Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Simmons of Oak
land have heen in town thts week,
called by the Illness of Mrs. Bessie
Wentworth.
Miss Mildred Lermond spent the
weekend at her home in town.
Mrs. Iva Clarke of Camden is pass
ing a few days at her old home.
Dr. Gould of Camden spent a few
days in town attending to his regular
patients.
Harold Hardy spent ihe weekend
with Herbert Hardy at the Kelly farm
in Hope.
The Grange social on Wednesday
evening was a success both financially
and socially. A fine program, ar
ranged by Mrs. Biantha Brown, chair
man of the entertainment committee,
(insisting of vocal and instrumental
selections, dialogues, tableaux, mono
logues and readings, was presented
and the sum of $24 was received to
swell the Grange fund.
Colds are prevalent in this section
and many are confined to the house
with them.
Mrs. Maude Ames spent last week in
Camden.
J. Crosby Hobbs of Camden was a
visitor in town last week on business.
W. S. Knights had the misfortune
to cut his left hand badly while saw
ing wood last Friday. One of the
cords was severed which will necessi
tate his losing one of his fingers. He is
attended by Dr. Green of Camden.
Mrs. Effie Goodwin of Camden was
at her former home in town Sunday.
Beach Chapter, O. E. S., held its an
nual installation of officers on Jan. 28.
Mrs. Effie Goodwin performing the in
stalling ceremonies in a most pleasant
manner. A large gathering was pres
ent and a short program was rendered
which was followed by a fine banquet.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE

CLARRY HILL

CHILDREN

__________ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK__________

Stamped $10.00;
Stamped
9.50;
Stamped
9.00;
Stampel8.50; now
Stamped
8.00;
Stamped
7.50;

Every-Other-Day
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Let those who have not con

tributed avail themselves promptly of the privilege.
Send their pledges to Arthur L. Ome; any contributions
promptly turned over to him.

ITS

LAST REGULAR

MEETING

City Government Passes Salary Resolve, With Better
Wages For the Firemen—Women Arrived Too Late
To Witness Session.
The outstanding feature of the Feb- drant at the corner of Columbia av
lary City Government meeting last enue and the New County Road, was
night was the passage of the annual referred to the fire department com
mittee, with request for a report at
salary resolve, carrying an increase the special meeting Feb. 21.
of about $1,000 over the total of last
The petition of A. M. Moody foi
year. This increase is nearly all ac license to build a storage tank tor
counted for in the Fire Department, gasolene at the corner of Brick and
Park streets was granted.
the salary of each of the volunteer
The petition of Ihe Knox County
companies having been increased so Electric Co for a change of two pole
that tbe pay now amounts to $100 a locations on Grove street, was receiv
year per man.
Americus Hook & ed, and hearing was ordered for Feb.
23 at 7 p. m. As this occurs on Al
Ladder Co., receives $200 more than derman Britto’s birthday, and will be
each of the hose companies for the the last lime the present municipal
reason that it carries 12 men. The officers are together, it is up to some
increase is made in accordance with body t,o open a bottle of Poland water.
The Western Union Telegraph Co.
a petition which had something like
5000 signers—many of them business was given permission to change its
illuminated sign.
men with large proprety interests.
A bequest of $200 contained in the
Aside from the firemen the only
salary increase of consequence is that will of the late Sarah L. Black, for
bf the health officer, who will receive the perpetual care of her cemetery
$600 a year instead of $500 for his lot was accepted.
Alderman Titus’ order for an in
services.
The salary resolve now carries a candescent light above Oliver street,
total of $34,664 which is quite im on Limerock, was passed.
City Treasurer Virgin reported the
pressive in comparison with 20 years
ago. but a glance at the accompany month’s total receipts to be $23,114;
ing list will fail to show anybody who the disbursements $20,120, and cash
is in danger of getting into the capi balance at end of the month $2,991.
talist class while working for the The roll of accounts carried a total of
$5,760. Tax collections amounted to
city.
$4,222. Expenditures in the road de
The Salary Resolve
$ 500 partment were $579. Goods to the
Mayor .....................................
75 amount of $1,222 were bought for the
Clerk of Common Council .
1500 pauper department.
City Treasurer .....................
250
City Solicitor ........................
Littlefield Memorial Church was
60
City Auditor ........................
1300 crowded to the doors Sunday night,
Tax Collector ......................
1300 and many were turned away, unable
City Clerk, fees to the city
520 to gain admission. The occasion was
Stenographer to Mayor, etc.
1350 a union service in honor of Rev. How
Board of Assessors............
1300 ard A. Welch, who has just closed his
Road Commissioner ..........
1400 pastorate here after six years of ser
City Marshal ........................
1200 vice which have won him the esteem
Deputy Marshal ..................
4800 of all denominations and all the peo
Four patrolmen ........ each $1200
250 ple in the city. On the platform with
City Physician .....................
400 ' Mr. Welch Sunday night were Rev. J.
Overseers of Poor .............. .
I S. Crossland of the Methodist Church,
Chairman ......................... $ 200
Other two members, each 100
, Rev. W. S. Rounds of the Congrega
Master and Matron of
tional Church, Rev. B. B. Browne of
900 the First Baptist Church and Elder
Almshouse ........................
250 William Brewster.
Keeper of City Store..........
”1 am the Way,
50 the Truth and the Light’ was the text
Inspector of Plumbing ....
75 of the sincere, able, and effective, ser
Milk Inspector .....................
Chief of Fire Department
mon, with which Mr. Welch said good
850 bye to his flock and his friends. Af
and Inspector of B’ld’gs.
200 ter the regular service the visiting
Supt. of Fire Alarm............
300 pastors each paid a brief tribute to
Three Asst. Engineers each $100
1200 Mr. Welch, saying eloquently what
Atnericus H. & L. Co..........
1000 each friend and acquaintance would
N. A. Burpee Hose Co. ...
1000 like to have said in person. The choir
Gen. Berry Hose Co.............
1000 sang two special selections.
J. F. Sears Hose Co............
The
Driver of Gen. Berry Hose
Welches go to their new home in
1100
Team ...................................
Brewer today, and their career there
Driver of N. A. Burpee Hose
will be watched with the most kindly
1100 and sympathetic interest.
Team .......... ........................
Driver of City Teams,
2200
..................................... each $1100
200
Truant Officer.................... .
1000
Police Matron ......................
Chemical Fire Apparatus,
permanent men, first and
second $1500 each; third
184
and fourth $1092 each ..
600
Health Officer .................. ...
Engineer of Steamer, in
cluding fireman and As
250
sistant Engineer ..............

Total .......................................
$34,664
Sealer of Weights and Measures, no
salary, has fees, and furnishes own
team.
• * • •
Last night's meeting was the last
regular meeting of the present City
Government,
although
the
swan
song will not be heard until Monday
night Feb. 21, when the city fathers
assemble to hear an aecount of tlie I
year’s stewardship.
Femininity fluttered about the cor
ridors of the City Government rooms
last night in the form of tlie Woman’s
Educational club
which had ad
journed early and came to the city
building to see what a City Govern
ment looked like. Unfortunately the
meeting was on the point of adjourn
ing when the fair sex arrived, and all
the women saw was a vision of fleet
ing coat-tails surmounted by tlie
classical domes of embryo statesmen.
The drawing of traverse jurors for
the April term of court was one of
last night's tasks. The men chosen
were: John J. Wardwell, William A.
Seavey, Herbert L. Shadie, Albert R.
Marsh, Melvin Pratt. Charles L. Rob
inson and Walter 8. Tripp
The order for changing the polling
place in Ward 4. which came from the
lower board, at the last meeting, was
tabled.
W. L. Rokes, turnkey at the county
jail, was appointed measurer of wood
and hark, and Abraham Levy was li
censed as auctioneer.
Alderman Sullivan’s order for a hy-

New Dresses
AND OTHER

ARRIVING

WE STILL HAVE A
FEW OF THOSE

JUDICIARY

<15-17

TOWNS
The Committee on Towns will give a public
hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
Augusta, on FEBRUARY 17, 1921. at 2 p. m
on the following;
•
An Art to divide the town of South Thom
astou.
ERNEST H. EMERY, Secretary
14-16

A handsome gold watch to which is
attached
an
equally
handsome
Knights of Columbus charm has been
on exhibition in he window of Chish
olm Bros.’ candy store. The time
piece and its auxiliary were presented
by employes of the Knox County
Electric Co. to their former superin
tendent. Valentine Chisholm, in rec
ognition of the 28 years’ service
which he gave to the Street Railway
and the harmonious relations which
existed between the official and the
employes. The watch is a 17-jewelled
Hamilton open face. The presenta
tion s|>eech was made by Forrest K.
Hatch, with eloquence befitting the
occasion.
Mr. Chisholm’s response
was brief, but left no doubt a=; to
how much he appreciated the boys'
gift.

o
Caps were worn from time
immemorial, but hats—caps with
a brim—first came into fashion
in England during the reign of
Edward 1, about 1275.
They were made of cloth with a
slight projection at the top, the
brim turned up and scooped
away in front.
Today we can show you what
time and brains have done in
perfecting the soft hat. The
shape and brim were never more
practical, graceful and head con
forming.
Mallory Hats, $6.00 and tax,
$7.50 and tax,
|

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.

George recently.
t
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson was
a business caller here last Friday.
Arvine Miller has shot 60 rabbits
this winter and has very generously
remembered his neighbors.
Mrs. A. C. Lamont is the guest of
friends for a few weeks at the Com
mon. *W. J. Smith finished harvesting his
ice last Saturday.
Mrs. Augusta Mank of North Wal
doboro visited her sister. Mrs. Sarah
Jameson, last Friday.
John Miller visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Miller last Satur
day.
Marion Smith is the guest of Jlontell Ross for a few weeks.
A. T. Norwood of Warren was a
business cailer at the home of E. H.
Clarry one day recently.

WHY NOT LET HIM GO MAD?
Philadelphia Newspaper Asks Per.
tinent Question Concerning a Cen>
tain Long-Distance Musician.

DAILY

(JIAQQ
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VELOUR SKIRTS
$10.50 QUALITY

DRESSES

fcE CD

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS

You can

always

do

better

at
-—
U

DAVIS'

5
( i

CORNER OF MAIN AND ELM STREETS

PEOPLE OF

OUR TOWN

ODD ACCIDENTS THESE

A Man Pleased With a Broken
Rib — How Al. Rawley
Helped a Friend.
Standing near the edge of the Ed
ward Bryant lime quarry irt Rockport
a few weeks ago. Stephen II. Cables
lost his fooling, fell against a rock and
sustained a broken rib.
Most folks
would call that hard luck, hut Stephen
II. Cables shakes hands with himself
every time he thinks of it, for If the
rock had not stopped his progress Mr.
Cables would have gone into the bot
tom of the quarry 125 fpet below, and
would probably have never come out
alive. So wliat matters a broken rib
under such circumstances, and with a
comfortable accident insurance with E.
C. Moran & Co.

Ordered, the House concurring, that tlie time
for the reception of petitions and bills tor pri
vate and special legislation be limited to
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Jackson were in
Thursday, February 10. 1921, at 4 o'clock p.
in, and that all such petitions and bills pre Rockland last Thursday.
sented slier that dale be referred to the next
Ira Davis of Feylers’ Corner vis
Legislature; that the secretary of the Senate
cause copies of this order to be published in ited relatives here a few days re
all the daily snd weekly papers of the Stale cently.
until and including February 9. 1921.
Miss Sadie Kelley is ill and is at
In Senate Chamber
tended by Dr. L. W. Hadley of Union.
January 20, 1921.
Read and passed
Oscar Gould of Waldoboro visited at
Sent down for concurrence
the home of Will Smith last Monday
L ERXBST THORNTON. Sec.
and Tuesday.
ln House of Representatives
January 21, 1921.
Zerah Robbins of Appleton was in
Read and passed in concurrence.
this place last Friday.
CLYDE R. CHAPMAN. Clerk
0. P. Jameson visiu>d his brother
11-17

Tlte Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
lic hearing in its rooms at the State House.
In Augusta, on WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 9
1921. at 2 00 p. m. on the following :
5
An Act to Amend Section 13 of Chapter 6
of the Revised Statures of .Maine relating to
Primary Elections
S. No. 7 An Act to Amend Chapter 132.
Laws of 1919, entitled ' An Act to Create the
Maine Water Power Commission.”
An Act to Amend Section 14 of Chapter 2.
of the Revised Statutes relating to notice of
proceedings for Yellnqu.shment to the United
Hates of the Title to certain lands.
THURSDAY, FEB. 10. 1921, at 2 p. m. on
the following:
S No 14 Resolve in favor of the Austin
W. Jones Co, VearJe Me, reimbursing for
property destroyed by Are.
An Act to amend Chapter 65 of the Private
and Special Laws of 1919 entitled "An act to
authorize Ihe County of Androscoggin to enlarge
and repair the County buildings ln Auburn in
said County and erect a new building and to
enlarge and construct safety vaults.
Receive, appropriating money to pay the claim
of Roswell S Cushing against the State of
Maine
An Act to ratify, confirm and make valid
the doings of the Old Folks Home, in Bath
and the Home for Aged Couples and old men,
ln consolidating the homes for the Aged main
mined by them severally.
S. No. 18 An Act to Repeal Sections 1 and
3 of Public Laws of 1917 relating to the fore
closures of mortgages on real estate.
An Act to validate the incorporation of
Libby, McNeal nnd Libby and io amend Its
corporate purposes.
An Act tu amend Chapter 10, Section 1 of
the Revised Statutes so as to impose a poll
tax on every inhabitant over twenty-one years
of age.
WILLIAM T. GARDINER, Sec.

GOODS

The Handy Man Is going to Lay Off
fixing the Flivver to Help Out with the
Noon Rush at the Imperial cafe. Then
he’s got a Roof to tar for Doc Smith,
ond tonight being Saturday, he will
Hold Down tlie third chair ia Bill
Jones’ barber shop. If he lived in a
City, he’d get In u Jam with all the
Unions.

Tlie Morans have just paid a goodsized check to Albert J. Rawley, a well
known St. George traveling man, who
came to grief some weeks ago while
showing a friend how to crank a sta
tionary engine. The cr|'nk flew off.
struck Mr. Rawley in the mouth and
quite changed the -geography of his
good looks. To make matters worse
infection set in and A. J. Rawley’s best
friends have hern passing him on the
street without recognizing him.
• 4 • •

Among the health claims lately paid
by this concern are:
Capt. Ellis
Sprague, threatened pneumonia, now
back on the job with A. C. McLoon &
Co.; Harold Wall, grippe, out of the
hospital; William Sampson of North
Haven, six weeks’ sickness with in
fluenza. at work again.

At its regular meeting held last
night, Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows ad
mitted the following persons to mem
bership by the ceremonies of initiation:
Floyd H. Stahl, Walter L. Kaler, Mil
ton T. French, Sherman J. Rokes,
Herbert Kalloch, Horace E. Colburn,
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
Charles B. Hare and Fred R. Wilson.
The first degree staff will hold a drill carries the home news of Knox county
meeting at the lodge rooms next Fri to every State in the Union and to
day evening to prepare for conferring many foreign lands.
the degree next Monday evening.
Abram W. Nye was elected vice grand
to fill the vacancy therein created by
the resignation of Charles E. Gregory You Know What You Are Doing.
of Glencove. Thirteen new members
Other People Nay Not,
have been admitted by card and initi
ation since the beginning of the year.

At certain seasons men will talk,
and even write, of anything. So that
serious comment on a long-distance
piano-playing contest is quite In the
Tell Them Through an Advertise
cards.
Telephone that item of news to The
ment In This Paper.
Leonard Liebling spreads some wis
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
dom abroad anent such a contest la
readers will see it
his regular editorial column in Mu
sical Courier.
That Is to say, the
contest will not be in Musical Cour
ier, but In Croyden, England.
One hundred hours of continuous
playing, no Item to be repeated, is tlie
idealistic goal set in view; find a
world’s championship the stake. Also
there will be a prize naturally.' Why
this competition did not find a place
In the Current Belgian Olympiad
TODAY : : :
doesn't come in for explanation. Per
haps long-distance piano-playing is
looked upon as an Indoor sport,
“S1CK
WALLACE
though It might be mnch more fetching
-mABED”
al fresco.
REID
One of the contestants has been
writing letters to his American friends.
With Pretty BEBE DANIELS as NURSE!
This said contestant, a Londoner, Is
Hf.rry Kemp (obviously not Harry
WEEKLY REVIEW | “HIS YOUTHFUL FANCY”
Kemp, the Greenwich village poet),
who lias already hung up gt mark of
(57 hours of continuous piano play
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
ing. However, Mr. Kemp Is still rath
er something short of the'existing rec
‘THE WtllTE MOLL’’
ord. which runs up to 82 hours.
A feature story with an absorbing’mystery.
The fascinating sections of the let
ters deal with Harry Kemp's system of
“SHUFFLE THE QUEENS’’
training. He practices normally every
A comedy with a full measure of laughs.
day, from ten to fifteen hours; of
course, on exceptional days he may
WEEKLY REVIEW
practice more.
(We should love to
With topics of the day.
live In the apartment above,blm!)
During the practice his arms hnve
to be tightly hound tn bandages tn
keep the blood away from his fingers.
The fingers, It seems, are the impor
ffiBSHIBBir
tant factors In long-distance piano
playing.
As he practices, Keinp’,s
wife from time to time sprays tlie keys
of (he poor belabored Instrument with
alcohol; not for the Instrument’s sake,
but for the soke of those important
fingers.
Alcohol helps to harden
them, the theory Is, and so protect
them from the tragedy of splitting.
: : :TODAY : : :
Manifestly, too, if a player may not
repeat any cdmposltion in the trial. Ills
Jacques Futrelles celebrated story—
head mjtst remain clear, his memory
alert. So Mrs, Kemp keeps bathing
“MY LADY’S GARTER’
her husband's wearied brow, and put
A dash of mystery and lots of thrills.
ting up series of little objects tn dis
tract his attention. This latter pre
caution, it is hoped, will keep the man
“RUTH OF THE ROCKIES,” Episode No. 2
from going mad.
But, on the whole, the care spems
excessive. Why not let him go mad?
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
—Philadelphia Record.

A Horse!* A Horse!

MARION

DAVIES in

“APRIL

FOLLY”

My Kingdom For a Horse!

She found her life too tame. So she threw discretion to the winds
and started out alone to seek adventure. You'll say she wasn’t disap
pointed! A dashing mystery romance.

Cried Richard 11L Forgetting That an
Advertisement In the Local Paper
Would Bring Immediate Results.

Don’t miss the last installment of “BRIDE 13.” It’s
called “THUNDERING VENGEANCE,” and it’s a

Patronize Our Ad Columns
IT PAYS

corker.
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The Methodist ladles will meet Wed
nesday afternoon at the church for
work.

Calk of tbe cown
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*

Feb. 9—Lent begins
Feb. 9—Country Club, ladies aucUon,

p tn

Feb.

i 30

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

9—Official visit to Aurora Lodge, F.

& A M.
Feb. 9—(7 30 p m 1—Meeting of parents of
all Rockland school children, Assembly Boom,
High School.
Feb. 10—(Basketball)—Rockport High vs.
Rockland High, boys and girls. Kimball AU.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14-16—Annual Convention of Maine
Fruit Growers aid Beekeepers ln Auburn.
Feb. 17—Child Welfare Day
Feb. 13—Country Club, luncheon at 7 p m.
Feb. 14—(7 p. m)—Regular meeting of the
Woman's Educational Club, Methodist parlors.
Feb ‘15—(7 30 p. m.)—Republican ward
caucuses in the seven poling places
Feb 16—(7 30 p m.)—Republican caucus
to nominate a candidate for Mayor, ln City
Government rooms
x
Feb. 16—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Feb. 17—Valentine dance, given by tele
phone girls In Temple hall.
Feb 17—Mid-winter meeting of Maine Fed
eration of Women’s Clubs, Augusta.
Feb 18—(130 p m.)—Lodge of Perfection
end Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem,
meet.
Feb. 18—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
C. D. North, 15 Beech street.
Feb 18—Country Club, men and women,
luncheon and auction, 6.30 p. in
Feb 21—Bpeelal meeting of the City Gov
ernment.
Feb. 21-28—Masonic Food Fair ln the Arcade
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday
Feb. 22—Maine Society, Sous of American
Revolution, at Portland, Judge A. M. Spoar.
speaker.
Feb. 22—Country Club, auction afternoon,
supper 6.30, dancing 8 o’clock.
Feb. 25—(Basketball)—Rockland High vs.
Rockport High. Boys and Girls. Kimball hall.
Feb. 26—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets ln Camden.
Feb 27—Country Club, concert at 4 30,
luncheon 6 30
Feb. 28-March 5—Maine Automobile Dealers'
automobile show, Exjwsition Building. Portland.
March 2—Country Club, ladies' auction at
2.30 p. m

March 3—Chapman Concert, Unlversalist
church, under auspices Wight Philharmonic
Society.
March 4-6—State Boys’ Conference meets In
City hall. Portland.
March 12—Boston Automobile Show opens
ln Mechanics Building
March 16—Easter sale and supper at the
Congregational church.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 20—Palm Sunday.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
April 11-16—Be Kind to Animals week.
April 19—Patriots Day.
April 22—Total eclipse of the moon.
May 27—Knox-Waldo Music Feitivsl ln
Camrlen Opera House.

Lent begins tomorrow.

Weather predictions for the North
Atlantic states this week (not ours,
however.) are: Unsettled:
normal
temperature;
probably
occasional
rains and snows.

The meeting
sionary Society
church, will be
Aged Woman
o'clock.

of the Woman's Mis
of the First Baptist
hdW at the Home for
Wednesday
at 2.30

DOMESTIC

DEPARTMENT

BASEMENT
Our stock in this section was reduced to a very low
ebb, so Mr. Burpee could place orders for New Cottons,
Percales, Ginghams, Nainsooks, Long Cloths, Sheets,
Pillow Slips, Tubing, etc., at the lowest prices that have
been reached in the last four years.
Below we take great pleasure in making a few quo
tations for comparison of war and peace prices. Should
any article be closed out, will take orders and deliver on
arrival. Do your spring and summer sewing now.

YOU’LL
BE
SURPRISED, Mr.
Business Man, at the pleasure you
get from sending flowers. T.ake
Valentine's Day.
If you send a
Floral Valentine to your wife you’ll
feel young all day—positively kippy.
She’ll be pleased, too. If you don’t
know what to choose, leave it to us.
We’ll put it over for you daintily
and gracefully. We don't need to
remind the boys to send flowers—
the wide-awake ones are already
putting in their orders.
VIOLETS
COLONIALS

The regular meeting of the Ladies’
Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post
will be held Wednesday evening at
the Post rooms at 7 o’clock. The Sew
ing Circle of the Ladies’ Auxiliary is
to meet with Mrs. D. L. Haskell. 322
Old County road, Friday afternoon at
2 o'clock. All members are cordially
invited.
The past matrons of Golden Rod
Chapter will have a rehearsal at
Temple lia.ll tomorrow afternoon at
2.30.

H. M. SILSBY

A meeting of the Municipal Court
judges will be held at the Augusta
House tomorrow aftprimon.
Judge
Miller is planning to attend.
He
leaves tomorrow morning and returns
Thursday night.
Mrs. Willis Williams of Fort Pierce.
Florida, has The Courier-Gazette’s
thanks for a copy of the News-Tribune
of that town containing an interesting
account of the visit of President-elect
Harding and party and the distin
guished gentleman’s enjoyment of the
Fort Pierce golf, coursb. "This is the
sportiest course I have .played on for a
long time and I like it.” the President
elect is quoted us saying. It was an ideal
day for golfing and the foursotr1' went
a couple of rounds. The score made by
the President-elect is not given. We
believe it is usual not to print the
scores of great men.

The Knox County Health Associa
tion will meet in the common council
room on the third floor of the City
Building, Rockland. Wednesday even
ing, Feb. 9 at 7.30 o’clock. Dr. J. M.
lAUghlln, the District Health Officer,
and Miss Lenora A. Chaplin, tile Pub
lic Health Nurse, will speak. All In
terested in the cause of public health
are urged to attend, whether mem
bers of the Association or not.

While In New York last week Ruben
stein Bros, secured the Hart Schaffner
& Marx line of clothing for Rockland.
—adv.

JONQUILS

ROSES

FLORIST
253 Camden Street
ROCKLAND

at the Arcade

SIMONTON’S

February 21-26,1921
Colossal

Mamnioth

Gigantic

FREE GIFTS DAILY

Clearance Sale

BABY SHOW

OF

An assortment of exhibits that will dazzle the eye

J. C. Perry, a vice president of the
Security Trust Co., is on a fortnight’s
vacation trip which will take him to
Boston, N£w York and New Jersey.
Before returning he will visit his
daughter, Mrs. Louis J. Hary in
Woonsocket, R. I.

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

ence of income tax payers. He will
then go to Waldo county for two weeks,
and upon his return will be in Rock
land and Camden March 1 to 15, in
clusive.

Mammoth Masonic Food Fair

Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R. was
pleasantly entertained yesterday af
ternoon by Mrs. W. G. Butman and
Mrs. W. H. Kittredge at the former's
home on North Main street. Mrs. L.
F. Chase, Mrs. W. P. Walsh, Mrs.
Mary Spear Wiggin and Mrs. A. S. Littefield were elected delegates to the
State Conference. The report of the
auction party was received with much
satisfaction. An hour’s discussion of
the topics of the day—including local
politics—proved a lively feature of the
afternoon.

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Alden
Ulmer, Willow street, was the scene
of a very pretty party last night.
The dining room was decorated with
red hearts and ribbons with a cupid
MAIL AND
SAMPLES
in a basket having the seat of honor
TELEPHONE
SENT
in the center of the table. Red rib
ORDERS FILLED
bons with the initials “D. E. U.” and
ON REQUEST
“A. L. M. extended to the twenty
places at the table and announced the
War Prices Peace Prices engagement of Miss Doris E. Ulmer
Figured Curtain Muslin .......................................................
.55
.33
and Ambrose L. Melvin. RefreshCurtain Scrim ............................. ........ w.......................... 40, .50,. .65 .15, .25, .38
ents were served.
Figured Lingerie Mull ........................................ „.............
.60
.25
Bates Ginghams ...................................................................
.50
.25
Leonard H. Snow, a prominent mem
Endurance Cloths .... ...........................................................
.55
.30
ber of the local Masonic fraternity, and
Best Quality Percales ........... .................A...........................
.50
.25
for li years chairman of the South
Lockwood Cotton 81 in., bleached ...................................... 1.10
.io
Thomaston board of selectmen, dropped
Lockwood Cotton, 81 in. unbleached ............................. 1.00
.55
dead In the W. H. Glover Co.’s block
Fruit of the Loom Cotton ............
.so
.50
• .25
mill oh Tillson avenue yesterday af
Hill Cotton ..........................................................................
50
.50
.25
ternoon. Dr. Adams, who was sum
Berkeley Cambric .....’..........................................................................55
55
.25
moned, found that death had been
Pequot Sheets, 72x99 ....................
3.10
3.10
1.65
practically instantaneous.
Funeral
Pequot Sheets, 72x90 ............................................................... 2.90
1.50
services will be held Thursday after
Pequot Pillow Slips ........................................................................65
t;
.42
noon at 2 o'clock from Mr. Snow’s late
Pequot Pillow Tubing, 42 inch .......................................
.70
.42
residence, Ocean avenue, Ingraham
New Era Shgets ........................................................................ 2,2
2.25
1.25
Hill, and will be conducted by Clare
Indian Head 4-4 ...........................................................................
.50
.'50
.30
mont Commandery, K. T., of which
Bates Damask .......................................
j.50
1.50
.95
fhe deceased was a Past Eminent Com
Enamel Cloth (best) ........
70
.70
.42
mander. Obituary mention is deferred.
Outings (best) ......................................................................................
.45
.25
Outings, white (extra heavy) ........................................................50
50
.30
Hugo M. Smith is soon to retire 4s
Mercerized Damask ................................................................... 1.40
1.40
.80
United States Commissioner of Fish
Mercerized Damask ................................................................. 2.
2.00
1.25
eries. Among the several candidates
Good Colored Blanket ............................................................
3.50
3.50
2.50
mentioned as his possible successor is
Turkish Towel (large andheavy) ...............
1.40
1.40
1.00
Horatio D. Crie of Rockland, who
Turkish Towel, extra good quality .........................
.90
.50
holds the offlee of director of fisheries
Long Cloths .................................................. .... 40c, 45c, 50c, 55c 20c, 30c, 35c
in this State. Mr. Crie has given a
great deal of study to the subject of
fisheries all his life, and particularly
since he became a member of the Sea
and Shore Fisheries Commission. If
elected to the head of the federal fish
eries he would be possessed of a valuale fund of information before taking
offlee.

All new dance music will be played
by the Oakland Park Band on the oc
casion of its dance in the Arcade Fri
day night. The ticket sale indicates
u big crowd. The management has
Local Grand Army men will regret
Democratic voters of both sexes are
arranged to have cars after the dance. to learn that the National Grand
to have a meeting in Golden Cross
Army Encampment is not to he held hall Thursday evening at 7.30.
A
At the annual meeting of the I. L. in Portland this year. The railroads
baked bean supper will he served.
Snow Co. Friday night these officers
declined to grant excursion rates. A
were elected: President, Israel Snow; more centrally located city will be se
Helen, five-year-old daughter of Mr.
vice president, John I. Snow; secretary
lected.
and Mrs. Charles S. Hall, underwent a
and treasurer, R. K. Snow; directors,
serious operation at Knox Hospital
R. K. Snow, Israel Snow, Willis K.
The residents of Columbia avenue Saturday. Her condition yesterday
Snow, John I. Snow and Robert A.
and vicinity are very anxious for hy was as favorable as the surgeons could
Snow.
drant service, and point to last week’s I expect.
The Rockland Coal Co. and Central lire at Edwin G. Oney's residence as
Claremont Commandery voted last
lesson.
The
Ice Co. are housing some extra fine 14- an expensive object
nearest hydrants to that populous lo night to accept the invitation of De
inch Ice.
cality are at the corner of Pleasant Molay Commandery to spend St. John’s
Day in Skowhegan. The Camden and
The reorganized Church of Jesus street and the New County road, on Vinalhaven Commanderies are also in
Christ of Latter Day Saints will hold Pelt Hill and the Lime Rock R. R. vited. Claremont conferred the Orders
meetings
Mondays, Tuesdays and roundhouse, the last named hydrant of Red Cross and Malta last night
Wednesdays with preaching. Thurs being private property. The resi upon R. M. Packard, Albert D. Davis
day night will be a prayer service. dents of Columbia avenue feel that of Thomaston, Leroy M. Colburn and
The sermons will be *long lines of they are not getting a fair return for Bertrand r. Copeland of Thomaston
very important interest on topics ot their taxes. A woman who resides and Henry P. Mason of Waldoboro.
there tells The Courier-Gazette that
the Gospel. All are welcome.
Twelve applications were accepted.
it was only after a series of sassy
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. letters in the newspapers that the city
The whole of the spaces in the Ma
M. B. Dunton, Mechanic street at 2.30 finally dumped some ashes on the sonic Food Fair have been alloted and
p. m., Friday. Subject, Frances E. street.
two additional ones provided.
Willard Memorial Day service.
Frank W. Fullerton has bought
Patrons of the city directory will be
Rockland Encampment. I. O. O. F., from the H. P. Babb estate of Cam Well pleased to learn that F. H. San
will work the Royal Purple degree at den, the Babb granite quarry at South born is working on a 1921 edltloi^ It
the Wednesday night meeting.
Thomaston and the equipment with will show an astonishing number of
which it was operated by its late changes.
The Republican county committee owner. The quarry is located on a
met Saturday evening at the Republi tract of 117 acres which Mr. Fullerton
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne has det
can headquarters, 427 Main street. bought last year. The Babb quarry the mark at 150 for the First Baptist
The resignation of Fred M. Blacking- is a fine vein of granite, adjoining the church prayer meeting attendance,
ton was accepted, and Albert Win Anderson quarry, and there is appar the number present
last Tuesday
slow was elected to fill the vacancy ently an unlimited supply of stone. evening having been a few less than
from Rockland.
Mr. Fullerton is arranging to cut 100. One of the junior deaeons be
paving in the spring and is planning lieves that the goal can be attained
Right Worshipful F. A. Grindle, D. to use none but local cutters.
this Tuesday night. All who make
D. G. M., will pay his official visit to
this t^eir church home are urged to
Aurora Lodge tomorrow evening. The
Rubenstein Bros, plan
to open come.tonight and get others to ac
Master Mason degree will be conferred
their new store the first of March with company them, while a cordial invi
on four candidates.
a full line of Hart Schaffner & Marx tation is extended to all who enjoy a
live social service to attend. The
Deputy Collector Perry will be at clothes and every department fully
his office in the Chstom House all day stocked with the newest things ob topic is “Faith’’ and Rev. and Mrs.
Browne will sing a duet.—Adv.
Friday and Saturday for the conveni tainable.—adv.
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Philip Thomas caught a four-pound
landlocked salmon through the ice at
Chickawaukie Lake yesterday. It is be
lieved to be the first salmon of the
season taken from this pond, and was
a very pleasant surprise to Mr. Thomas
who was all set for a moderate sized
pickerel.—How long will a black bass
live after being taken from its native
element? Raymond Bird caught one in
Rocky Pond at 2 o'clock the other af
ternoon and threw the fish around in
the careless manner of the successful
angler. On the return home early ln
the evening Mr Bird thought he saw a
movement on the part of the bass, and
putting the fish into water found that
it had survived its strenuous afternoon.
The bass was still alive yesterday
morning and was being Exhibited as
proof of the winter’s most unusual fish
story.
The Courier-Gazette recently told
how an 80-foot smoke stack was toted
through Main street on its way to
South Union, where it was to be used
in connection with Thurston Bros’,
plant. Hauling a stack of this 8ize up
among the hills of Union was some
what of a task, but a mild one in com
parison with setting the big smoker.
The latter job was in the hands of
Ernest Wood of this city, and was ac
complished to the queen's taste,
Thursday of this week will see the
organization of a Rockland Parents’
Association. This organization is being
founded by those who have the interest
of the shools and school population of
this city sincerely at heart. It is hoped
that a goodly number of citizens will
show their interest by being present.
The meeting will be held in the High
School Assembly room and will start
promptly at 8 o'clock.
The High
School Orchestra and the Mandolin
Club will furnish popular music and
there will be a brief speech or two.
One or two other numbers of real in
terest are included in the program. The
officers will be elected for the year at
this meeting. These officers will not
include a treasurer, because the asso
ciation will have no dues or use for a
treasurer. One of the great objects
of this association is to give the par
ents a.chance to meet and talk with
the teacher as an individual, not as a
teacher. It will give them a chance to
talk informally and cannot help but
show both how closely they are related.
Thts meeting of Thursday is a general
session including all schools. The plan
is to have foul’ branches of the general
organization, Tyler and dependant
sehools, McLain, Purchase and High.
These will meet independently with an
occasional general session. The High
School special day is Friday of this
week.
CARD OF THANKS

PHILHARMONIC CLUB

BLANKETS

HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS

•
Motion Blankets, full size, white, grey,
regular price $3 50; reduced to . ..$2.19

CHARLIE CHAPLIN CONTEST
_____________
'
SEASON TICKET LIMITED TO 1000

Cotton Blankets, large size, white, grey,
regular price $4.00; reduced to ....$2.39
Wool Finish Blankets, silk bound, were
$6.50; reduced to ................................. $3.94

GET YOURS EARLY

Plaid Blankets, were $6.50; reduced to $4.44

$7.00 White Blankets, wool finish ....$4.44
$8.00 White Blankets, wool finish ....$5.94

Y. M. C. A. IS SOLD

Mrs. C. C. Kirk Buys Well
Known Property On Lime
rock, Street.
The Y. M. C. A. building on Lime
rock street changed ownership yes
terday, when it was sold through
Robert U. Collins real estate agency
to Mrs. C. C. Kirk of Pleasant street.
Mrs. Kirk informed The CourierGazette yesterday that she was unde
cided as to what disposition she
would make of the property.
Rumors have been current for sev
eral weeks that the Knights of Co
lumbus had eyes on this property, and
it has even been reported that Lime
rock Council was the purchaser. This
is not, however, the case. The prop
erty is admirably adapted for the
Knights of Columbus’ use. and would
enable Limerock Council to carry on
to much better advantage the im
portant work which it has undertak
en in recent months.
Among other speculations which
are being indulged in is the conver
sion of the two • upper stories into
flats—something for which there is
always a demand in a city of this
size.
The .building was bought by the
Young Men's Christian Association
About 30 years ago and was conduct
ed as such until a year or two ago,
when it was deemed best to postpone
further Y. M. C. A. activities until
a modern home of suitably size could
be provided. The upper stories have
until very recently served as a mis
sion, under the charge ot Rev. I. L.
Corson.
The ground floor otfeupants are
the Postal Telegraph Co., the I'. J.
Simonton Comitany, dry goods; Mrs.
M. A. Johnson, milliner; and E. H.
and O. L. Hatch, shoe repairing.
The ladles of fhe Universalist church
will serve a public supper Wednesday,
Feb. 9. Tickets are 50c and are on
sale by the chairmen, Mrs. Ada Mills,
Mrs. Augusta Tibbetts and their as
sistants; also at the store of Emma F.
Crockett, W. O. Hewett Co., and J. F.
Gregory Sons Co.
The tickets are
limited, so get your reservation as early
as possible, as there will be no tickets
sold at the door.—adv.
The removal- sale at
Brothers Is still going on.
big bargains in everything
furnishings, hats, caps,
—adv.

Rubenstein
They have
in clothing,
underwear.

DIED
Snow—Rockland, Feb. 7, Leonard H. Snow
of Ingraham Hili, aged 50 years, 10 months.
21 days
'
XViiislow—Thomaston, Feb. 7. Mrs Abbie
Winslow, aged 50 years, 4 months, 3 days.
Hall—Waldoboro. Feb. 4, Ida M Hall, aged
64 years, 2 months
Butler—South Thomaston, Feb. 6. Julia A.,
widow of William R. Butler, aged 85 years, 5
days. Funeral notice later.
Walcott—Union, Feb 6, Orissa A , widow of
Edgar H. Makoti, aged 78 years, 27 days
Funeral M'ednesday at 2 p. m
Dolham—Hope, Feb 6, Faustina S., widow of
Nelson Dolham, aged 85 years, 1 montlis. 20
days. Funeral Tuesday at 1 p. m
Burial
In Hope.
Martin—Union, Feb 4. Lucy Frohock Martin,
wife of Palmer B. Martin, aged 43 years, 1
month.

MRS. ABBIE S. MARKS

Early on Sunday morning Jan. 30,
at the home of her daughters on Cam
den street., Mrs. Abbie Marks came
to the end of her earthly pilgrimage
at the ripe old age ot 90 years and 9
months.
Ms. Marks xvas born at Su’an’s Is
land, April 23, 1830, the daughter of
Deacon James and Jane (Stinson)'
Joyce. She was one of a family of
13 children, only two of whom survive
her. In her teens she moved to
North Sedgwick where in November,
18u0, she was married to Isaac H.
Marks of that village. Of this union
two children were born. In 1865 they
came to Rockland.
They became
members of the old Cedar street
Baptist church and were active in its
work. Mr. Marks died in Not. 1883,
and since then the mother ha8 made
her home with her daughters.
Mrs Marks was a woman of quiet
and gentle life. £he was always de
voted to her home, and its interests,
she M'as a Christian woman, and as
long as she xvas able she attended
the services ot the church. She loved
the Bible and found great comfort in
its xx'ords. She was possessed of un
usual patience and even during the
past two years xvhen she has been so
helpless, she has tried not to over
burden others xvih her care. She ap
preciated the attention ot her loved
ones. She is remembered by all M’ho
knew her as a kind friend and neigh
bor.
Besides her two daughters, Mrs.
Ida Babbidge and
Mrs.
Florence
Keene, the deceased is survived by
one grandson, Ernest Keene of this
city; and one great grandson Walter
Keene. She also leaves one brother,
Levi B. Joyce of Swan’s* Island; and
one sister, Mrs. N. E. Gott of Balti
more.
The funeral services were held last
Wednesday afternoon at Littlefield
Memorial church. Rev. Howard A.
Welch officiating. Mrs. Myron Rol
lins tenderly sang two solos. The
beautiful floxvers and the presence of
friends and neighbors attested to the
esteem in which the deceased was
held. The hearers were Captain Frank
Gregory, A. D. Bird, James Seeley
and Charles Chase.

See Rubenstein Brothers line of Hart
Schaffner & Marx clothes.—adv.

CARD OF THANKS

M'e wish to express our sincere thanks and
appreciation to all relatives and friends who so
kindly helped us during the Illness and death
of our husband and father; also for the many
beautiful flowers.
, , „
Mrs Joseph Baum and family.
Clark Island
1?*
CARD OF THANKS

.1 wish to thank inv relatives, friends aud
neighbors tor their kindness to me during my
recent Illness at the Sllsby Hospital, Also
for the beautiful flowers, dainty delicacies and
kind messages of sympathy and cheer,
Mrs. Ralph Crawford.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

We Lead in Low Prices, others
follow
Very Best Dry Hard Wood
Per foot, fitted ...........................$2.40
In Half Cord Lots, fitted ......... $9.00
Sawed, per foot ...........................$2.25
Second growth Green Birch Hard
Wood, 4 feet long, per cord $12.00
Some extra nice Fireplace and
Furnace Wood
We guarantee oura the equal of
anybody’s in Quantity and Quality.
Why pay more? FREE DELIVERY.

SOUTH END WOOD YARD
C. F. PRESCOTT, Mgr.

Tel. 462-J.

OUR ENTIRE 1920 STOCK
BUNDLE
LOTS OF

Wall Papers

These Bundles are worth $2.50 (o $5.00 7£}C to
.a Bundle—Positively One of the Best
Values Ever Offered
Per Bundle

TWO GOOD THINGS
The Oakland Park Band
Concert and Dance
FRIDAY EV’NG, FEB. 11
The Colonial Restaurant
Anytime (When Hungry

Cosiest Restaurant in city
for an intermission or after the
Dance Lunch

2.50

OATMEAL PAPERS
30
Inches
Wide
Different
Colors
While They Last

20c

ROLL

25c values
I Sc hall

40c values
20c Roll

60c values
250 Roll

75c to $1.00 wPAPER
*lple
A Remarkable
Value

For All Rooms

40c

ROLL

Papers With Borders Sold as Shown—No Mail Orders

Cars to Thomaston

And the Hall will be Warm

KNOX COUNTY ELECTRIC CO.,
By H. P. Blodgett, District Supt

City of Rockland, Maine.

Feb 7, 1921.
Upon the foregoing petition, It la ordered
that notice thereof be given by publishing a
copy of said petition and thia,order thereon
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed
In the City of Rockland. Maine, and -that a
hearing thereof be given at the Alderman's
Room, ou the 23d day of February at 7 o'clock,
at which time and place residents and owners
of property upon the highways to be affected
by the granting of the permit applied for, and
ail other persons interts.eo, «nah have iuj.
opportunity to show causes why such permit
should not be granted, the last publication
of said notice to be at least fodrteen (14) days
before said hea/ing.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
Attest:

O E FLINT.
City Clerk.

CLEARANCE SALE
—OF—

BED SPREADS
$8.00 Satin Quilt, cut corner scalloped $6.95
$11.50 Satin Quilt, cut corner scalloped $9.45
$3 98 Plain Hemmed Quilt, 72x82 ........ $2.95
$3 50 Plain Hemmed Quilt, 72x80 ....$2.77
$2 75 Plain Hemmed Quilt, 65x76 ....$1.95
$2 39 Plain Hemmed Quilt, 69x79 ....$1.85
$4 75 Plain Hemmed Quilt, extra large $3.87
$4 00 Colored Quilts; reduced to .........$2.95
$2 00 Crib Bed Spreads ........................... $1.49

CLEARANCE SALE
—OF—

BATTING
3 lb. Snow White Batts, extend 72x90,
were <173 ; reduced to .......................$1.44
2 lb. Snow White Quilted Batts, were
$1 35; reduced to ................................. $1.14
2 lb Snodr White Batts, 72x90 .............. 94e
2ft lb. Comfort Batts. 72x90 .................. 84c
3^c Batts, reduced to ................................24c
20c Batts, reduced to ............................... 14c

CLEARANCE SALE
—OF—

SHEETS
—AND—

SHEETING
$2 50 Sheets, 81x90, now .........................$1.37
$2 00 Sheets, 72x90, now .......................$1.17
59c Pillow Cases, now .............................35c
81 in Vnbleaehed Sheeting, standard make
90c value; Teduced to .........................54s
54 In. Unbleached Sheeting, Pepperill
Mills, was 75c; now ...............................49c

-OF-

LONG CLOTHS

EMBROIDERIES
AND LACES
50c Long Cloth, 40 Inches wide, 33c; 10
yard piece .............................................$2.95
39c Long Cloth, English White Lily, 25c;
10 yard piece ....................................... $2.25
32c Long Cloth, Chamois finish, 20c; 10
yard piece ........................................... $1.79
Embroideries and Laces reduced to ........
........................................ 4e, 9c, 19c, 29c, 39o

BEDDING
$1.25 Pillows, sterilized feathers. A. C.
A tick ...................................................... 94c
$3.00 Pillows, half down, A. C. A. tick $2.44
$4 50 Bunk Mattress. Wool (boxed) $3.77
$4 00 Bunk Mattress (wool) ................ $3.44
$6 75 Bed Spring, woven wire, double
cross cable support, 4 ft. 6 in........... $3.44

AT THE ARCADE

CLEARANCE SALE
—IN—

CARPET ANNEX
<1 10 Felt Stair Carpet ............................ 69c
$1.25 Fibre Stair Carpet .........................79,
$15# Printed Tapestry Slalr Carpet ...,95o
$3.50 Grass Runs. 36x72. stencilled bor
ders. green, red, brown ....................$1.95
73c Overdrape, fancy patterns, also plain
patterns
...........................................39c
53c Cretons, 36 in wide; reduced lo ....29c
$15 60 Fiber Art Squares, 6x9, now ..$$.44

CLEARANCE SALE
—OF—

HOSIERY
Gents' Half Hose, cotton and wool, high
grade, seamless, all sizes, sold for 50c;
reduced to ....................................................29c

$1.50 Gents’ All Wood Worsted Hose, all
sizes, brown, black, natural .................85c
$3.00 Gents’ Ribbed Sport Hose ...........$1.59
Nemo Corsets, self-reducing, discontinued
model, sells for $5 50 ; reduoed to . .$4.45

Rockland, Me., Jan. 28. 1921.
In Bo
loard of Aldermen

$1 25 Crib Blankets, Indian and animal
designs; reduced to ................................97c

—OF—

WEDNESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 9

Dancing 8 to 11.

$10 00 All Wool Robes ............................ $7.95

$15.00 Plush Auto Robes ......................$12.75

CLEARANCE SALE

Miss Gladys Oliver of South Main street
takes this way of thanking her many friends
ROCKLAND. MAINE
who helped her in winning Ihe beautiful dressed 36 SCHOOL STREET
282 Main Street
doll thal was elven at the Catholic Coffee party
Hours 9:90 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
17-18
to the girl selling (he most tags
Evenings by Appointment
> Telephone 323.
1-tf
NOTICE
The Knox County Electric Company respect
fully petitions :he Mayor and Board of Al
dermen of the City of Rockland. Maine, for
a re-location of its poles and wires thereon,
and the necessary supporting and strengthen
ing fixtures and wires. In the following named
streets and hlghwaye In said city.
Said Company agrees to reserve space for
one cross arm at (lie top of all the above
poles for telephone, fire alarm and police
MIDWEEK DANCE
signal wires, owned by the City and used for
municipal purposes. Said poles to be erect
ed under tlie supervision of such officers as
said City may designate
Following are the streets and highways above
referred to:
One pole ou Ihe South side of Lindsey street
Great Floor : : : : Good Time : : : : Marston’s Music
corner of Main street, to be changed to the
North side nf said street, corner of Main

First pole in ou Lindsey street. South side,
to be changed tn the North or sidewalk side
of said street, 111 feet up from Main street
The above for tho purpose of re-arranglng
all wires in this section.

Indian Blankets, silk bound, large, were
$6 98; reduced to ..................................$5.44

17‘lt .

ARCADE BALL ROOM

C. M. Blake’s Wall Paper Sale

$10 95 White Blankets, extra fine wool,
silk bound ...............................................$6.94

CLEARANCE SALE

BiG DdOP ON WOOD

CARD OF THANKS

M'e wish to express our thanks to neighbors
and other friends for their kindness in our
bereavement—through the loss of our sister.
Mrs. Helen Butler—and for the beautiful floral
offerings which they sent.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Crockett.

$9 00 White Blankets, wool finish ...,$6.44

|

MASURY’S READY MIXED PAINT

$4.00 Washable Kid Gloves, black, brown,
sand, grey; reduced to ....................... $3.25

Muff Bed Foundations ..$1.00, $1.25, $2.75
Sign Muslin .......................................................50c

■ A Strictly Pure Paint of Highest Grade

Terry Cloth, was 50c; now .......................29 c

We are again making the famous

$4.00 per gallon
DI.00 per gallon below high price of last year

W. H. GLOVER CO.

MAIDWELL WRAPPERS
Select your pereale and have them made
to order.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 8, 1921.
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Every-Othex-Day

Shirley. In dressing gown and slippers,
to the stalrcnse.

ne<« he was far from feeling.
so horribly. I am surrounded hy ene
“Thank you so much. Cardigan.” mies—the most implacable enemies
“Uncle Sethi” she called. “What’s With the greatest good nature In life, They force me to fight the devil with
the matter?"
Pennington climbed Into the cab, fire—nnd here you are. giving them aid
"There’s the devil to pay.” he an reached for the hell-cord, and rang and comfort.”
swered. "That fellow Cardigan Is hack the hell vigorously.
“I want you to defeat Bryce Cardi
of the N. C. O.. afuer all, and he and
Then he permitted himself a tri gan. If von enn do It fairly."
Ogilvy have a gang of fifty men down umphant toot fif the whistle, after
“At another time and In a calmer
nt the Intersection of Water and B which he threw of! the air and gently mood we will discuss that villain." he
streets, cutting in a jump-crossing of opened the- throttle. He was not a lo said authoritatively. "Get into the car,
our line."
comotive engineer hut he had ridden and we will go hoiRe. There is uoth
He dashed Into the living room, and in the cab of his own locomotive nnd Ing more to be done tonight."
she heard him calling frantically Into felt quite coufideut of tils ability in
“Your sophistry does .mt niter my
the telephone.
.
a pinch.
opinion," she replied firmly. "How
“At last 1” she murmured, nnd crept
With a creak and a hump the train ever. ns you say, this is neither the
down the stairs, pausing behind the started, and the Colonel ran It slowly time nor the place to discuss It."
heavy portieres at the entrance to the up until the locomotive stood on the
They drove home in silence. Shirley
living room.
tracks exactly where Buck Ogilvy had went at once to her room. For the
"That you. Poundstone?” she heard been cutting In his crossing: where Colonel, however, the night’s work had
him saying rapidly Into the transmit- upon the Colonel locked Hie brakes, scarcely begun. The Instant he heard
I ter. “Pennington speaking. Young opened his exhaust, and blew the boil the door to his niece's room shut, lie
S©7ZO2
I Bryce Cardigan Is behind that N. C. I), er down. And when the last ounce of went to the teleplioue nnd called up
COPY'RIGHT, BY PETER JB.KYNE
i outfit, and It'S a logging road and not steam had escaped, he descended and
the Laguna Grande roundhouse. Sex
, intended to build through to Grant’s smilingly accosted Bryce Cardigan.
ton. tils manager, answered.
Pass at all. Cardigan and Ogilvy are
“That engine being my property." he
and into the back room, where a num
"Have you sent the switch engine to
8YNOPSIS.
at Water nnd B streets this very .In- announced. "I'll take the short end of
ber of poker games were tn progress.
tiie woods for Rondeau aud,his men?"
stant with a gang of fifty men cutting any het you care to make, young man,
For a monieql he stood, his cold,
“Just left."
CHAPTER I—Pioneer In the California
tn a jump-crossing of my line, curse that it will sit on those tracks until
"Good 1 Now, then. Sexton, listen to
redwood region, John Cardigan, at forty- ophidian glance circling the room un them! They’ll have It In by six o'clock
voiir temporary franchise expires. me: As you know, this raid of Cardi
wven. Is tile leading citizen of Sequoia, til il came to rest on no less a per
tomorrow morning tf something isn’t Cut in your Jump-crossing uow. If you
owner of mills, ships, and many acres of
gan's has developed so suddenly I am
Umber, a widower after three years of sonage than the Black Minorca, an, done—and once they get It iu. the fat's
nn, you whelp, and be d------ d to you.
married life, and father of two-day-old individual with whom the reader has
more or less taken by surprise nnd
in the fire.
Bryce Cardigan.
Tie got you blocked!"
already had some slight acquaintance.
have had no time to prepare the kind
“Telephone the rhief of police and
“I rather Imagine this nice gentle of counter attack that will lie most ef
CHAPTER II.—At fourteen Bryce makes It will he recalled that the Black
order him to take his entire force man lias it on us. old dear." chirped i
the acquaintance of Shirley Sumner, a vis
Minorca
led
the
futile
rush
against
fective. However, with the crossing
itor to Sequoia, and his Junior by a few
down there, if necessary, and stop that Buck Ogilvy plaintively. “Well! We
Bryce Cardigan that day In Penning
years. Together they visit the Valley of
blocked. I gain time in jvliich to organ
work.
To
blazes
with
that
temporary
did our damndest, which angels can't ’
the Giants, sacred to John Cardigan and ton’s woods.
ize—only there must lie no weak point
hla son as the burial place of Bryce's
franchise! You stop that work for do no more. Let us .gather up our
The Colonel approached the table
in the organization. In order io Insure
mother, and part with mutual regret.
two hours, and I'll do the rest. Tell tools and go home, my son. for some- j
where tiie Black Minorca sat thumb
thal. I am proceeding to San Fran
the chief of police not to recognize thing tells me thnt if 1 hang nimund
CHAPTER ITI—Whi’e Bryce is at col
cisco tonight hy motor, via the coast
lege John Cardigan meets with heavy ing the edges of his cards, and
that
temporary
franchise.
He
can
be here I’ll bust one of two things—this
buiiness losses and for the first time views touched the cholo on the shoulder.
road. I will arrive late tomorrow
| suspicious of it. can't he. and refuse to sleek scoundrel’s gray head or one of
the future with uncertainty.
The Black Minorca turned, and Pen
night, ami early Saturday morning I
let
the
work
go
on
until
he
finds
out?
my
bellicose
veins!
Hello!
Whom
CHAPTER IV—After graduation from nington nodded to him to follow;
will jippear in the United Stales dis
And you can be hard to find for two have we here?"
college, and a trip abroad, Bryce Cardi
whereupon the latter cashed in his
trict court with our attorneys and file
gan comes home. On the train he meets
hours,
can
you
not?
Delay,
delay,
man!
Bryce turned and found himself a complaint and petition for an order
Shirley Sumner, on her way to Sequoia to chips and joined his employer on the
, That’s all 1 want. . . . Yes. yes, I facing Shirley Sumner. Her tender
make her home there with her uncle,
Here a whispered conver
Col. Pennington. Bryce learns that his sidewalk.
understand. You get down about day lip was quivering, nnd the tears shone temporarily restraining the N. C. O
father’s eyesight has failed and that Col. sation .ensued, and at its conclusion
light and roast the chief of police for in her eyes like stars. He stared at from cutting our tracks.
Pennington is seeking to take advantage of
the Black Minorca nodded vigorously.
“1 will have to make an affidavit to
the old man’s business misfortunes.
Interfering, but In the meantime! her in silence.
“Sure!” he assured the Colonel. “I’ll . . . Thank you. Poundstone. thank
support the complaint, so I had better
CHAPTER V.-In the -Valiev of the
"My
friend."
she
murmured
tremu

Giants young Cardigan finas a tree felied fix ’em good and plenty.”
be Johnny-on-the-spot to do it, rather
you. Good-by1"
lously. “didn't I tell you 1 would not
directly across his mother's grave. Indi
Together Pennington and the Black
than risk the delay of making the nffi
cations are that it was cut down to secure
He stood at the telephone, the re permit yon to build the N. C. O.?“
davit tomorrow morning here and for
the burl, and evidence seems to show that i Minorca entered the automobile and ceiver still held to his ear and his
He bowed his head In rage nnd
Pennington and his woods-boss. Jules proceeded
swiftly to the Lacuna right forefinger holding down the hook
warding it hy mail to our attorneys
Rondeau, are implicated in the outrage.
shame at his defeat.
Buck Ogilvy .
Grande Lumber company’s mill olllce. while the line cleared. When he spoke
“Tiie judge will sign a restraining
took
him
hy
the
arm.
"Bryce,
old
j
CHAPTER VT —Dining with Col. Pen Fronj a locker the Colonel produced a
again, Shirley knew he was calling his chap, this Is one of those occnslons order, returnable in from ten to thirty
nington and his niece. Bryce finds the
room paneled with redwood burl, confirm- • repeating rifie and three boxes of
mill office. He got a response immedi where silence Is golden. Speak not days—1 11 try for thirty, because thal
Ing his suspicions of Pennington's guilt. cartridges, which he handed to the
ately. notwithstanding the lateness of PH do It for you. Miss Sumner," he will knock out tiie N. C. O.'s teinpornry
In a diplomatic way. unperceived by Shirley, the two men declare war.
i uiuiu, who departed without further
the hour.
continued, "and Colonel Pennington,” j franchise—and after I have obtained
ado into the night.
that
triumphant
rascal 1 the restraining order, I will have' the
CHAPTER VII —Pennington refuses tn
“Sexton? Pennington speaking. I've favoring
renew hfs logging contract with the Car JITwenty minutes later, from the top sent over the Black Minorca with a
with nn equally gracious how, "we United States marshal lelcgrnph It to
gans. believing his action means bank
ruptcy for the latter. Bryce forces Ron of a lumber pile In Cardigan's drying
rifle and sixty rounds of ammunition leave you InjjossesMoo of the field — Ogilvy and Cardigan!”
deau to confess he felled the tree in the
, . .
What? You con hear him temporarily.
"Bully!" cried Sexton heartily.
However, If ntlylnnly
Valley of the Giants, at Pennington’s or
der. After punishing the man. Bryce
shooting already? Bully boy with a should drive up It) a hack nnd lean "That will fix their clock.”
hurls him at Col. Pennington, who. with
crockery eye! He’ll clean the gang out and ask you. Just tell him Rock
"In the meantime." Pennington con
Shirley, had witnessed the fight. Penning
ton is humiliated, and the girl, indignant,
out and keep them from working until Qgllvy has another trump tucked away tinued. "logs will be glutting our land
orders Bryce to leave her and forget their
the police arrive. You've telephoned In Ids kimono."
ings. We need thnt locomotive for its
friendship. He leaves, but refuses to ac
cept dismissal.
Rondeau, have you? . . . Good!
Bryce turned to go. hut with a sud legitimate purposes. Take all tliat dis
He'll have his men waiting at the log den Impulse Shirley laid her hand on carded machinery nnd the old holler
CHAPTER VIII.—Returning to Sequoia,
the train on which Shirley, her uncle, and
landing, and there'll be no delay. Sex his arm—his left arm. "Bryce!” she •ve removed from the mill Inst fall,
Bryce are traveling, breaks away from
ton, we’ve got to block them. It means 'imriinired.
the locomotive, and Bryce, who could have
dump it on the tracks at the crossing,
escaped, at the risk of his life cuts out
a loss of millions to me if we fall 1"
tie liTted her hand gently from.his and get the locomotive hack on its run.
the caboose and saves them from certain
Shirley was standing in the doorway
death, being painfully injured in doing so
led her lo (he front of tile Understand? The other side, having
-‘io*
-b' ‘
I It,-I Of, 1<1
as he faced about from the telephone.
no means of removing these heavy ob
CHAPTER IX.-Moira McTavish. chila“Uucle Seth." she said quietly, “use the headlight. . Her fingers were crim structions. will he blocked until 1 re
hood friend of Bryce and employed in his
office, makes Shirley’s acquaintance and
any honorable method of defeating son with blood.
turn; by that time tiie matter will be
the two become friends. Needing money
Bryce Cardigan, but call off the Black
badly, John Cardigan offers to sell Pen
“Your uncle's killer did that, Shlr- in the dislMct_court, Cardigan will be
nington the Valley of the Giants, but the
Minorca. I shall hold you personally ly," he said -ironically. "It’s only a hung up until his temporary franchise
Colonel, confident the property must soon,
responsible for Bryce Cardigan's life,
expires—nnd the city cuuucil will not
be his through the bankruptcy of his
enemies, contemptuously refuses.
Un
and If you fail me, I shall never for
renew it. Get me?"
#
known to her uncle. Shirley buys the
“Yes. sir."
give you."
Valley and the Cardigans have a new
lease of business life. They interest capi
tSilly. silly girl I" he soothed her
“I’ll he hack Sunday forenoon. Goodtal and decide on a scheme to parallel
“Don't you know I would not stoop to
by."
Pennington’s logging railroad.
bush whacking? There’s sotnfe shoot
He hung up. went to his chauffeur’s
CHAPTER X.—Buchanan Ogilvy, rail
Ing going on. but Its wild shooting, Jusi
road contractor and Bryce’s college friend,
quarters over the garage, and routed
is decided on by the Cardigans as the
to frighten Cardigan and his moo of!
i lie man nut of bed. Then lie returned
man to figure as the builder of the pro
the Job."
quietly to his room, dressed nnd
posed railroad. Bryce goes to San Fran
cisco to meet him.
“You can’t fri»b'en him.” she cried
packed a bag for his Journey, left a
brief note for Shirley notifying her of
CHAPTER XI.—Ogilvy ostentatiously
passionately. "You know you can’t.
begins work of surveying for the line,
Ids departure, and started on his two
He'll
kill
the
Black
Minorca,
or
the
■which is announced as a proposed through
hundred and fifty-mile trip over the
Black Minorca will kill him. Go in
route. Pennington, vaguely alarmed, de
cides to block operations by making it im
mountains to the south. As his car
stantly and stop It."
possible to secure a franchise for the line
sped through sleeping Sequoia and
"All right, all right 1" he said rather
through Sequoia. In this he plans to en
list the aid of the mayor, Poundstone.
gained the open country, the Colonel’s
Bryce Cardigan Saw the Flash of a humbly, and sprang down the front
■heart thrilled pleasurably. He held
steps into the waiting car. “I'll play
CHAPTER XII.—“Buck” Ogilvy, as
Rifle.
builder of the projected Northern Cali
cards and spades, big and little casino,
the game fairly, Shirley, never fear."
fornia «fe Oregon railroad, meets Moira
four aces and the joker; therefore he
She stood In the doorway and
yard, Bryce Cardigan saw the flash of
McTavish and is much impressed. Bryce
and his father make plans for securing a
knew he could sweep the hoard ot his
a rifle nnd felt a sudden sting on his watched the red tail-light, like n
franchise for the line from the city
treasure. And during his absence Shir
left forearm. He leaped around In malevolent eye. disappear down the
council.
ley would have opportunity to cool off.
street.
And presently as she stood
front
of
the
cowcatcher
to
gain
the
CHAPTER XIII—Ogilvy, In a business
while he would find time to formulate
shelter of the engine, und another Bul there, down the boulevard a huge gray
Intertdew, favorably impresses the Mayor,
and later engages that official’s son as at
nn argument to lull her suspicious
let struck al Ills feet und ricocheted car catne slipping noiselessly—so
torney for the new road. Through him
upon his return.
they obtain the temporary franchise.
off Into ihe night. Il was followed bi noiselessly. In fact, that Shirley recog
Pennington, finally convinced that the
nized il by that very quality of silence.
a
fusillade,
the
bullets
kicking
up
th.
Cardigan interests are behind the scheme,
(To be continued—Began Dec. 28. Back
gets to work to balk them.
freshly disturbed earth among the It was Bryce Cardigan's Napier.
copies can be supplied.)
“George 1” she called. “Come here."
CHAPTER XIV.—Pennington refuses
workers and sending them scurrying
Bryce the use of a locomotive and trucks
The ear slid over to the gate and
lo
various
pointed
safety.
In
tfn
In
to move equipment for laying a switch,
and Bryce and Ogilvy plan to steal both
slant the crossing was deserted, and stopped at the sight of the slim white
figure running down the garden walk.
and during the night put in a crossing
work had lieen stopped, while from
cutting Pennington’s tracks in the city.
"Is Mr. Cardigan hurt?” she demaudPennington bribes Mayor Poundstone to
Ihe top of the adjacent lumber pile j
ed tn an agony of suspense.
ignore the temporary franchise granted
the
Black
Minorca
poured
a
stream
nt
and to refuse a permanent one.
That
George Sea Otter grunted comtemp
night Pennington hears the Cardigan
load and filthy invective al every pidiu
“Your Uncle’s Killer Did That, Shirtuously. "Nobody hurt 'cept the Black
Nothing Better to Straighten You Out
tracklavlng crew at work and hurries to
which
lie
suspected
of
harboring
a
ley.”
After Eating Too Much. Tonqe
the spot.
Minorca.’ I am taking him to your
Cardigan follower.
CHAPTER XV.-Bryce and Ogilvy diS-eLiver, Regulates Bowels. Acts
company hospital, miss. He tried to slight flesh wound, hut thnt Is un
Pleasantly. Guaranteed.
“I’d like to plug him." Buck inur
gard Pehnlngton’e frenzied remonstrances
shoot my boss, so I shot him myself fault of your allies. Good-night."
mured.
and continue work, but the Colonel gets
once through the leg. Now my boss
word to the Mayor and also employs a
And he left her standing, pale of
Many people eat too much every
“What would he the use? This will
desperado to shoot Bryce- Bryce is wound
day and most eat much too much
says: ‘Take him to the Laguna Grande face nnd trembling, in the white glare
he
his
last
night
iD
Humbert
(.nun
ed. Work on the track is stopped by the
some day?. That 13 why Americana
hospital.
George.'
Me,
1
would
drop
chief of police. Shirley accuses her urn le
of the headlight.
suffer more than any people in the
i.v—”
of conniving at the murder of Bryce, and
this greaser Iu the bay If 1 was the
world from indigestion, biliousness
He walked to his car nnd climbed
A rifle shot rang out from the side
the Colonel leaves for San Francisco to
and constipation.
boss."
safeguard his interest^ through further
Into It. Ogilvy remained merely long
With a little thoughtfulness and
of B street; from the lumber pile
She laughed hysterically. "On your
legal proceedings.
care, however, a great amount of
enough- to give orders to the foreman
across the street, Bryce amt Ogilvy
this distress could be avoided and
way back from the hospital stop and
to gather up the tools, store them In
you’ll never realize how true this is
heard a suppressed grunt of pain ami
CHAPTER XV—Continued
pick me up. George," she ordered.
until you become one of the several
the machine-shop of Cardigan's mill,
a
crash
ns
of
a
breaking
hoard.
In
Half an "hour-passed. An automo
million people of this country who
He touched his broad hat. and she and dismiss Ids gang: then he, too. en
keep a box of Nature’s Remedy (NP.
stantly
out
of
the
shadows
George
bile came slowly up Water street and
returned tn the house to dress.
Tablets) constantly on hand and use
tered
the
automobile,
and
nt
a
word
paused half a block away, evidently Sea Otter came padding on velvet
it whenever indigestion, biliousness or
Meanwhile Colonel Pennington had from Bryce, the car slid noiselessly
constipation threatens.
reconnoltering the situation/ Instant feet, rifle in hand—and then Bryce reached the crossing once more, sim
Unlike laxative purges, cathartics,
away into tiie darkness. The trackly the Colonel thrust his head out the understood.
such as oil, calomel, etc., which mere
ultaneously
with
the
arrival
of
Sain
cutting crew departed a few minutes
"All
right,
boss,"
said
Georg'e
sim
ly
force bowel action, Nature’s Remedy
cab window.
Perkins, the chief of police, accom later, and when Shirley found herself
exerts a beneficial influence upon the
“Sexton I” he shouted. “Cardigan’s ply as he Jojned Bryce and Ogilvy un panied hy two automobiles crammed
entire digestive and eliminative sys
alone with her uncle, the tumult In
tem—tho stomach, liver, bowels and
cutting In a crossing. He's holding der the lee of the locomotive. “Now with patrolmen. Perkins strutted up
even the kidneys. Its purpose is to
her heart gave way to the tears she
we
get
busy
again.
”
roe here against my will. Get the mill
promote vigorous and harmonious ac
to
Bryce
Cardigan
and
Buck
Ogilvy.
could no longer repress. Pennington
"Safe-o.
men."
Ogilvy
called.
“
Back
tion of all the organs that handle the
crew together and phone for Rondeau
“What’s the meaning of all this row, stood hy, watching her curiously,
food rnd body waste.
and his woods-crew. Send the switch- to the job." And while Bryce, fol
That is why tho results which fol
Mr. Cardigan?” he demanded.
coldly.
low the use of Nature's Remedy are
■ engine and a couple of flats up for lowed by the careless George Sea Ot
“
Something
has
slipped,
Sam,"
Presently
Shirley
mastered
her
always a delightful surprise to those
them. Phone Poundstone. Tell him ter, went into the lumber yard to sue
who first try it. The action while
cor the enemy. Ogilvy set an example Bryce retorted pleasantly. "You've emotion and glanced toward him.
prompt and thorough, is os mild ai.d
to have the chief of police—•”
been
calling
me
Bryce
for
the
past
gentle and pleasant as Nature her
“
Well,
iiiv
dear?"
he
queried.
Bryce Cardigan's great hand closed to the men by stepping Into the open twenty years, aud now you’re mister
self, and tho thorough cleansing tho
”1—1 think I laid better go home,”
body receives brings a feeling of
over the Colonel's neck, while down and starting briskly to work with a
ing me I The meaning of this row, she «nid without spirit.
real relief and benefit such as no
shovel.
Water street a dark streak that was
laxative pill or cathartic ever pro
“I think so. too.” he answered. “Get
At the bottom of the pile of lumhei yon ask?” Bryce continued. “Well.
duced for anyone.
Buck Ogilvy sped toward the automo
I'm
engaged
In
making
a
Jump
cross

Get a 23c box of Nature’s Remedy
Into
tiie
minor's
flivver,
in.v
dear,
and
bile. intending to climb in and make the Black Minorca was discovered with ing of Colonel Pennington's tracks,
(NR Tablets) and try it. There is no
risk in doing so, for it must give you
Pennington’s manager a prisoner also. a severe flesh wound In his right hip; under a temporary franchise granted I'll drive you. And perhaps tlte least
greater relief and benefit than any
He was too late, however.
Sexton also he was suffering from numerous ine by the city council of Sequoia. said about lids affair tiie better, Shir
liver or bowel medicine you ever used
or money back instantly. It is sold,
swung his car nnd departed at full bruises and contusions. George Sea Here’s the franchise.” And he thrust ley. There are many things tliat you
do
not
undi
stniid
nnd
which
cannot
guaranteed and recommended by your
speed down Water street, leaving the Otter possessed himself of the fallen
the document under the police chief's he elucidated by discussion."
druggist.
disappointed Buck to return panting cholo’s rifle, while Bryce picked the
& BRACKETT, Druggists
nose.
“
I
can
understand
an
attempt
at
as
wretch
up
and
carried
him
to
his
auto

to the scene of operations.
THOMASTON, MAINE
“This Is the first Tve heard about sassination. Uncle Seth.”
mobile.
Bryce Cardigan released his hold on
“Take the swine over to the Laguna any franchise,” Satn Perkins replied
“That blackguard Minorca! I should
Pennington’s neck.
“You win, Colo
suspiciously. “Seems to me yon been
nel," he announced.
“No good can Grande Lumber company’s hospital mighty secret about this Job. How do have knowu better than to put him on
such a Job. I told him to bluff and
come of holding you here any lunger. and tell them to patch him up,” he or I know this ain’t a forgery?"
dered George Sea Otter. “I'll keep both
threaten; Cardigan, I knew, would
Into your car and on your way."
"Call up the mayor and ask him,” realize the grudge the Black Minorca
“Thanl* you. young man,” the Colo rifles and the ammunition here for Bryce suggested.
Jules Rondeau and his woods gang.
has against him. nnd for tliat reason
Get a
W Tomolitnel answered, and there was a metal
“I’ll do that,” quoth Mr. Perkins I figured the greaser was the only man
They’ll probably he dropping In on us
lic ring in his voice. He looked at
Toniorrow
FeelRioht
25
Box
ponderously.
“
And
In
the
meantime,
about 2 a. m„ If 1 know anything about
who could bluff 1dm. While 1 gave
his watch In the glare of a torch.
don’t do any more digging or rail-cut him orders to shoot, I told him dis
Colonel
Pennington's
way
of
doing
“Plenty of time," he murmured. “Cur
ting.” He hurried away to his auto
Stomach Wrong?
tinctly not to hit anybody. Good Lord.
few shall not ring tonight” Quite things.”
mobile, leaving a lieutenant In charge
Every sufferer from stomach trouble,
Shirley, surely you do not think 1
deliberately he climbed Into the
of
the
squad.
gas. belching, sour stomach, nervous
Having dispatched the Black Minor
would wink at a murder!"
mayor’s late source of woe and
"Also In the meantime, young man,”
ca to hold up the work until the ar“I do,” she answered passionately. ness, dizziness and biliousness, should
breezed away.
Colonel Pennington announced, “you
get a box of Mi-O-na stomach tablets
Colonel Permlngton did not at once rival of re-enforcements. Colonel Pen will pardon me If I take possession of “With Bryce Cardigan out of the way today and start a treatment. Guaran
nington
fairly
burned
the
streets
en
you
would
have
a
clear
field
before
return to his home, however. Instead
teed by Kittredge Pharmacy
T-3t
my locomotive and flat cars. I ob
he drove up to the business center of route to his home. He was desirous of serve you have finished unloading you—”
getting
Into
a
heavy
ulster
before
ven

"Oh,
my
dear,
my
dear!
Surely
you
Those small ads in The Courierthe town. The streets were deserted,
those rails."
do not realize what you are saying. Gazette are read by every body. That
but one saloon—the Sawdust Pile— turing forth again Into the night air.
“
Help
yourself.
Colonel,"
Bryce
re

The violent slam with which he
You are beside yourself, Shirley. is why they are so popular and
open.

YAL
Y
L
E
OF THE
GIAN1T5
PETER DKYT4E

OK “CARRY RICKS'1

Kill Thai Cold With
CASCARA
FOR

wu etffl

jVnnlnffron strode through the bar

closed the front door after him brought plied jvith _an assumption of heartl-

Please-rPlease do not wound me so— effective.

AND

Cold*, CougLo

Ln Grip’po

Neglected Ccldo ar? Dangerous
Take no chances. Keep this standard r—l.-cy kendy for the first sneere.
Breaks t p n roid il 21 kouro — Relieves
Grippe in 3 coys—Excellent for Headache
Quinino in this form does r t aSoct tho head—Cascara is beet Tonic
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill*.-.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT
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A

perfection iri/p
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W HBO*

J BATCHES

.... .....................

THETWITCH^LL-CHAMPUN CO.

IATCHET

brand

BOSTON

SPICES & EXTRACTS MakeThingsTaste Good!

Good Fertilizers
Indispensable
AR sighted farmers who plan to make
the most of the world demand for food
—know that good fertilizers are indispensa
ble to an abundant harvest. They will
buy Lowell Animal Fertilizers because
they carry the right kinds and proper
amounts of plant food.

F

Lowell Fertilizers are made from Bone, Blood,
and Meat Meal with essential chemicals. All potash
used is high grade potash imported by us direct
from Germany. The prices of Lowell Fertilizers
are reasonable; their quality is still the highest
and most dependable.
Order your supply of Loutell fertilizers now.
Send for illustrated booh, free, ihouiing prac
tical results obtained by practical farmers.

LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY
Branch of Contolidated fiend.ring Co.

Boston

Ma„achu,ett,

Dull, listless eyes indicate ill
health with a consequent low
state of vitality. Give the
sick one renewed hope of
.speedy recovery and the eyes
will sparkle in anticipation.
Many, many people in thia
good old state have been saved from
serious illness by the timely use of
"L. F.” Atwood's Medicine. Many
have been relieved of distressing at
tacks of indigestion, nausea, bilious
ness, diarrhoea, and feverish oolds
by carefuly following directions on
tl^ label. Many testimonials of re
markable cures are on file at tho office
of the “L. F.” Medicine Co., in PortTlifl remedy is guaranteed to satisfy.
Buv today and safeguard the family health.
Have bright eves only in your home.

Stomach Out Of
Order? Try NR

llaiuCeZfitmcth
A'SEBKZS&i'at'

QUININE

n
Start The Day

Right by eating'
food that will not
clog digestion. ,

Grape’Nuts
is ideal for breakfast
Kill of real sustain
ing nourishment and
easily digestible.
‘There's et Reason
for Grape’Nuts
Made by Postum Cereal CoJ;-.;.,DattIe Creek, Mio.

Etc

□a

£very-(PtEer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 8,

WELLINGTON G. SINGHI

Funeral of Rockland Citizen Whose
Unique Advertising Won Him Fame
in New York.

The funeral services of Wellington
G. Singhi, who died suddenly in Low
ell. Muss., last Tuesday, were held
Sunday afternoon in Masonic Temple,
and in accordance with his last written
wishes were under the auspices of
Claremont Commandery K. T.
The
ritual exercises were impressively con
ducted by George T, Stewart, eminent
commander, and A. H. Newbert, pre
late. A large delegation, of uniformed
Sir Knights acted as escort as far as
Kankin block, and the bearers were
four members of that organization—
Orel E. Davies, Alonzo Maker, John T.
Berry and Ira J. Shuman. The burial
was in Sea View cemetery.
Mr. Singlii went to Lowell the last of
December, and engaged quarters at the
Y. M. C. A.
These surroundings he
found so congenial that he had expressed a desire to spend the remainder
of his days there. Last Tuesday morn
ing he was found lying on the floor un
conscious. He was hurried to a hospital,
but died without regaining conscious
ness. His own arrangements for the
funeral were found contained in a let
ter to Walter H. Butler, administrator
of the Singhi estate.
The deceased was a native of Rock
land, being a son of the late F. A. D.
and Busan S. (Ulmer) Singhi.
The
mother died a few years ago at a very
advanced age.
Mr. Singhi learned the photogra
pher’s art, but felt that the local Held
was too circumscribed, and he went to
New York State. Erie and Ithaca did
not meet up with his Ideas and he
finally located in Binghamton, where
he was plodding along with only moderate^success when he hit upon a novel
advertising scheme.
The people of Binghamton and the
surrounding towns awoke one morning
to lind that the letter “8” was the most
conspicuous feature of the landscape.
On rocks, trees, fences, buildings—
wherever the opportunity offered ap
peared the letter "S" in size according
to the background. Nobody knew what
tt meant and the solitary letter offered
no clue. In a few weeks there appeared
another letter "1.” And the public
vainly guessed as to what “SI” meant.
A few more weeks and the letter “n”
was added. “Sin" was a word that cov
ered lots of troubles, but In this in
stance it conveyed no additional hint.
And In the course of events came the
letter “g.” “Sing" was eventually fol
lowed by a hyphen, the letter “h" and
the letter “I” but if the short words had
been Greek to the people of Bingham
ton, the hyphenated word "Sing-hi" was
cerlathly Chinese.
Nearly a year had elapsed since the
first letter appeared but the public's in
terest instead of dying out was whetted
by the addition of each new letter, and
the city’s newspapers contribted to
the general curiosity by their specula
tions.
Mr? Singhi then added the finishing
touches to his advertisement, and
Binghamton people read:
"Sing-hi,
Binghamton’s Photographer,” giving,
of cojirse, the address of the studio.
The ' result was astonishing.
Mr.
Singlii found himself swamped with
business and his name, as it appeared
in the landscape advertising, became a
byword throughout the city. The name
was gven given to a cigar.
Mr. Singhi eventually sold his studio
in Binghamton aud started a gallery
in Waverly, L. I, which he also sold to
advantage. He returned to Rockland
about 35 years ago, and built the fine
Singhi cottages on Broadway. These
he gradually sold, meantime building
the bungalow across the street, which
lie occupied for a number of years. Mr.
Singhi's real estate interests also in
cluded a share in Singhi block, which
is now being fitted for occupancy of G.
W. Palmer & Son, jewelers.
Mr. Singhi was much interested in
Masonry. He was a member of Au
rora Iaxlge, King Solomon Temple
Chapter and Claremont Commandery.
During his residence in Rockland he
seldom, if ever missed a St. John’s Day
pilgrimage of Claremont Commandery.
His eccentricities were well known: he
possessed a strong sense of humor, and
in the daily meeting-up with him
friends always found a cordial greeting.
His name was seldom missing from any
petition which offered for community
good. He was a lifelong Republican.
Mr. Singhi is survived by his fourth
wife, one son, Henry U. Singhi, who is
reputed to be a millionaire contractor
in New York; and two sisters, Mrs.
Florence Dean of Rockland and Mrs.
Vittrice Thomas of Elizabethtown, Ills.
NORTH DAKOTA PAYS THE PIPER

|New York Herald)
The
Non-Partisan
League pro
gramme of State Socialism in ’North
Dakota appears to have collapsed com
pletely.
At the referendum held at the No
vember election the voters approved a
bill repealing the statute which com
pelled deposit of public funds in the
Bank of North Dakota.
*
Consequently no money is available
for the erection of the grain elevators,
the flour mills, the dwelling houses,
constructing of which was to have
been financed by the Slate.
In banking the Non-Partisan League
has. in fact, been brought face to face
with the elementary and Qindamental
requirements of sound business.
A number of State banks which lent
on farmers’ notes which were to have
been taken up when the crops were
sold have been unable to collect be
cause the farmers refused to sell their
wheat. Because of this in several
cases banks have been forced to sus
pend.
No amount of oratory will turn
promises to pay into cash: It takes
production'and dltrihution to work tills
transformation.
What has happened in North Da
kota is not new in principle.
Half
baked theorists and rabid politicians,
artfully playing on the real and Imagi
nary’ wrongs of the people, led the
voters to adopt fantastic political nos
trums In the mistaken belief they
would cure evils they could only make
worse. The result has been exactly
what was predicted by unlnjpassioned
observers.
North Dakota has danced. Now her
people must pay the piper, and as they
pay .they must salvage what they can
from the wreckage the Non-Partisan
League has strewn about their State.
Barrel

Racing.

rrel racing is a favorite amuseamong the workmen In a suburb
gondon. Some forty cellar men.
^r« and others competed In one
of this description. Then followdouble barreled race, the men end being obliged to push before
i two empty barrels Instead of one.

Estate sf Stanley Gregory Orbeton

PARMENTER t POLSEY
■ ANIMAL FERTILIZERS ■.
Greatest Production
:do at Lowest Cost
The bigger the cropfY
°P?<er acre y°u produce—<
the, bigger your net profit.

Estate of Cbarlss H. Washburn

Thoughtful farmers will take advantage of
the good prices that come from a world demand.
They will bend every effort to a greater pro
duction. They will increase the fertility of
their soil with Parmenter & Pclsey Animal
Fertilizers — the best obtainable.

Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizers contain only
high grade German Potash mixed with other
chemicals, and Blood, Bone and Meat Meal.
They are well balanced plant foods — always
in excellent mechanical condition. Their lib
eral application to your soil insures the results
every farmer wants — greatest production at
lowest cost. Order your supply of Parmenter
& Polsey Fertilizers now. Prices have been
cut the limit—but the Quality of the fertilizers
remains “the best obtainable”.
Write for our illustrated book

with valuable information
PARMENTER & POLSEY FERTILIZER CO.
Branch of Consolidated Rendering Company

Boston, Mass.

FOR A KING’S CUP

[New York World]
Albert of Belgium, a knightly cham
pion of his people in the World War,
makes himself a royal figure in world
sport with his offer of a gold cup for
a transatlantic race open to yachts
men of all lands. For the last pre
vious over-ocean race, sailed in 1905,
the German Kaiser presented a cup
which proved to be of pewter and
which was melted down for bullets
during the war. Belgium lives still,
and the trophy offered by her sov
ereign is of true metal.
Previous transatlantic races have
been four, in 1866. 1870, 1887 and 1905.
Reminiscences will be now in order ot
how James Gordon Bennetts Henri
etta beat Vesta and Fleetwing to the
Needles in the first of these contests;
how the American Dauntless lost out
in the next two events, first against
the British Cambria and then against
Coronet; how the American yacht
Atlantic outsailed ten rivals for the
Kaiser’s pewter. To spice the spec
ulation till July -J. proposed date of
this year's struggle, there are the
records of many small boats, including
America's Cup challengers, that have
crossed under their own canvas.
Open to all the world, free of all
handicaps, building restrictions and
technical triflings. King Albert’s race
should be the giant sporting event of
1921. And it may serve as well for
international friendship as fir an in
ternational rivalry of builders and
skippers. The entry lists for the run
from Ambrose Light .to Ostend should
l>e tilled promptly and generously by
names from every land that has and
loves its sailors.
NEW ENGLAND FARMS
[Cleveland Plain Dealer]
For a century
the agricultural
movement has been westward. New
England has been deserted by thous
ands in search of land of their own.
The abandoned farm became one ot
the serious social and economic prob
lems of that section of the country.
According to the
report of the
Maine commissioner of agriculture
there is rjow a movement in the op
posite direction. From many States
people are now coming to invest in
Maine lands. While the movement If
rot yet large it is regarded as highly
significant. Already there are fewer
unoccupied farms than a year ago and
the agricultural methods are under
going a change*.
Stock breeding,' market gardening
and fruit growing promise to supplant
the present agricultural activities.
The proximity of these sections to
the industrial markets and the labor
saving th.lt can be effected in these
pursuits by comparison with grain
growing seem to be the determining
considerations.
The high price of land in the West
has doubtless played an important
part in stimulating the eastward
movement. With land in Iowa and
other States selling for $609 an acre it
is difficult for ihe young farmer with
no capital of his own to acquire a
farm. By changing his methods and
moving East his chances are consid
erably improved.
The country as a whole will wel
come this movement back to the New
England farms.

Knox County—In Court of Probate held at
Rorltland on the 16th day of Janua’ry A 0
1911.
Irma t Orbeton, Administratrix on the
estate of Stanley Oregory Orbeton. late of
Rockport, In said County, deceased, having
presented her final aceouot of administration
ol said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, once
a week, three weeks successively, io Tlte
Courier-Gazette, printed in Rockland, in said
ounty, that all trersous interes.ed may attend
t a Probate Court to te held at Roexland, on
he l.’.tti day of February next nnd allow tuuse.
tr any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
ADELBEItr L. MILKS. Judge
true copy—Attest:
11T17
HENRY II PAYSON. Register.

UNION
Mrs. H. L. Robbins and Miss Cleinmie Robbins spent Thursday v.ith
friends at South Hope.
Many of our young people attended
the dance at Burkettville Wednesday
evening.
Mrs. Henry Ames and daughter
Arial were in Rockland Wednesday.
Earle McIntosh of Rockland was in
town on business Wednesday and
Thursday.
Mrs. Clarence Williams entertained
the Izirkin Club at her home Thurs
day evening.
Ralph Lewis who has been very ill,
is a little better.
The. little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
B. S. Cummings was taken very sick
a few days ago and was taken to the
hospital in Rockland where she was
operated upon and is resting comfort
ably.
The Toadies Aid of the Congrega
tional church will have an >11 day
meeting at the home of Mrs. Bertha
Simmons Thursday. Picnic dinner
will be served and it is hoped there
will be a large gathering as there is a
lot of work to be*idone.
Lucy Frohock Martin, wife of Palm
er B. Martin. died Friday morning af
ter a long and painful illness. She is
survived by her husband and three
children and live children by a formc r marriage.

WEST ROCKPORT
Knox Pomona rrtk’t wi^i Mt. Pleas
ant Grange Saturday and the fifth de
gree was conferred on four candi
dates.
The ladies mission sewing circle
will meet with Mrs. Emma Leach
Thursday. All ladies are invited.
Harold Heald is ill with a severe
attack of grippe and pleurisy.
Mrs. Mary Saunders recently had
installed in her kitchen stove, by W
D. Heald of Camden, agent, an In
stant Gas Oil Burner, which is giving
excellent satisfaction.
Fred Bellar spent Sunday in town.
Frank Thorndike is home from
Massachusetts and has been engaged
the past week tearing down his barn,
which was ore of the oldest land
marks in town.
Stewart Orbeton was in Union on
business Friday.
A. Varney of .South Hope who recetly purchased the. J. E. Orbeton
place, has nearly completed moving.

CUSHING
Mrs. W. B. Holden Is visiting rela
tives in East Boston.
Mrs. Annie Rivers and Miss Cora
E. Fogarty went to Boston Friday.
Waldo S. Page is boarding at Ever
ett Mason’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Riven are at
\V. A. Rivers for the winter.
G. I. Young went to Belfast last
week, returning Friday.
W. N. Young visited his grand
daughter, Mrs
Byron Coombs, at
Pleasant Point last week.
Perley Mason has purchased from
Eldrean Oi ff, th# house he has been
oeeu|>> ing.

MAQIC WATER

MAINE WANTS IMMIGRANTS

la good for wash
ing clothes, and
will remove mil
dew, iron rust,”
Ink, grease and
fruit stains from
the finest fabrics
without Injury if
used according to
direction.

I Portland PressJ
All of the European sea ports from
whence usually come the greater num
ber of immigrants are reported to be
over-crowded and the passport officers
at these points are being overworked
preparing for the,great Spring rush of.
immigrants to the United States.
It is said that the greater number of
'these prospective immigrants are per
sons who have always lived upon farms
in the Old World Those who will
lVWill Also
come from the northern parts of Eu
rope particularly will be a very desir
Remove
able class of citizens.
WGIC WATtJ
Here, is a chance for Maine to get
all
staJna from
gTtUGREAT
some of these immigrants settled upon
bath tuba, lavaher abandoned farms or upon new land
tor i e i, olosets
where good farms may be made. Fifty
OKgdoalU5* ginks, floors, etc.
years ago Maine did something of this
kind in Aroostook county. Hon. W. W.
Manufactured by
u ST A. MA1
Thomas, who knew’ much about the
Swedes and was an enthusiast upon
this subject, carried through a project ’ MAGIC WATER CO., Augusta, Maine
to establish a colony of Swedes in the
northern part of the State. Everyone
knows how well this experiment worked
Local Dealers
out.
COBB’S, INC.; JAMESON & BEV
It isn’t too late now for Maine to set
ERAGE, HALL & MELVIN; LARabout diverting some of this prospec
RABEE&DODGE; 0. S. DUNCAN;
tive Immigration to this State. Accord
ing to all accounts there are enough
F. O. HASKELL; E. C. PATTERabandoned farms which might be
SON, WEBBER’S MARKET and E.
available to insure a good start being
B. SPEAR, Rockland. A. J. LINEmade in providing homes for the de
KEN and W. J. SPEAR, Thomaasirable Immigrants and if properly fi
nanced and supported colonies might
♦on.
A. W.
HOOPER, F. S.
ialso be settled upon good land which
SEAVEY and L. B. ANTHONY,
has been deforested and only aw’aits
Port Clyde.
the labor of thrifty men to turn it into
splendid farms.

: V’f'CTaf*?

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County or Knox, on the 18th day ot
January. In tiie year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and twenty.one
A Certain Instrument. purporting to be the
last Will and Testament of diaries II. Wash
burn, late of Thomaston, in said County, having
been presented for probate, and application
having been nude thnt no bond be required of
the executor named in the wilt.
Ordered. That notice thereof l>e given lo
11 persons Interested, by causing a copy of
this Order to be published three weeks suc
cessively in The Courier Gazette, a newspaper
published at Rockland, tn s.ifd County, that
they may appear ut a Probate Court to be
held at Rockland, ia said t ounty, on the
HfteetP.il day of February A D 1921. at nine
o'clock In the forenoon, aud show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted.
ADEI.ItEKT L MILES, Judge ofsl’robate,
A true copy—Attest:
I1T17
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
Estate of Fisher 0. Payson

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Kfiox, on the 18th day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-one
A Certain Instrument, importing to he the
last Will and Testament of Fisher L» Payson,
late of Union, in said County, having beeii
presented for probate, and application having
been made tliat no bond be required of tiie
executor named in the will
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all
persons ^interested, by causing a copy of til's
Order to be published three weeks successively
in Tiie Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probale Court to be field at Rock
land, in said County, on tiie 13th day of Febru
ary A D. 1921, at nine o’clock in the rorenoon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of tiie petitioner should not be granted.
ADELBKRT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Attest:
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register
Estate of Charles G. Whitney

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for eaid County of Knox, on tiie eighteenth day
of January, in the year of our ord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-one.
A Certain Instrument purporting to be the
last Will and Testament of Charles G. Whit
ney, late of Thomaston, in said County, hav
ing been presented for probate, and applica
tion having been made that no bond be re
quired of the executor named in the will
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of tills
Order to be published, three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land, in and for said County, on the fifteen b
day of February A D. 1921, at nine o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of tiie petitioner should
not be granted,
ADELBERT L MILES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Attest;
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
Estate of G. A. Miller
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STATE OF MAINE

County of Knox, ss.
i
To tiie Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
within aud for said County of Knox, on the
first Tuesday of April, A. l> 1921
Rose A. Larrabee, of Bocklaud,
in tl.e
County of Knox and State of Maine, respect
fully represents that she is tiie lawful ..ife of
Fred Francis Larrabee, formerly of liocklund,
aforesaid, but whose w..-’reabouts . e now un
known; tliat she was lawiuffv in;-fried to said
Fred Francis Larrabee on the twenty-second
day of December, A D. 1913, in said Rockland,
by Rev. Edward S T’fford : tliat they co-habited
and lived together as husband and wife, after
their marriage, at said Rockland, until tiie
latter piirt of January, or first of February.
1915, when she left her said husband for good
cause and lias since lived separately and a^art
from him; that one child. Elizabeth B Larrabee. was bom to them on November 7, 1914;!
that your said libellant has always conducted
herself towards her said husband as a faithful,
true and affectionate wife, but that the said
Fred Francis Larrabee, unmindful of his mar
riage coteiian:s aud vows, has been guilty of
cruel and abusive treatment towards your said
libellant. has treated her with extreme cruelty
and, being of sufficient ability or being able to
labor and provide for her, grossly or wantonly
and cruelly refuses or neglects to provide suit
able maintenance for her; tliat tiie present
residence of said Fred Francis Larrabee is not
known to your said ,libellant and cannot be
ascertained by reasonable diligence; tliat there
is no collusion between your said libellant and
the said Fred Francis Larrabee to procure a
divorce
Wherefore, slie prays that tiie bonds of mat
rimony now existing between her and tier said
husband may be dissolved* by divorce, tliat sl.c
may be granted the custody of said minor child,
Elizabeth B Larrabee, and Unit such further
orders and decrees may be made, as to cos’s
and otherwise, as may seent just and right to
this Honorable Court
ROSE A LARRABEE.
January 11, 1921.

Trains Leave Rockland

HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

for

Eastern Standard Time
Augusta. A§7 00a. ra. 17.30a. tn.. 1 1.10 p. in.
Bangor A87.00 a. m . 17.30a. m . tl.lltp. m
Bath, A87.00a.m.. t7.30a.tu., tK10p.il>. Aj4-3C
p tn.. 11.3.5 n m
Boston ,A§7.00a tn.. *7.30a.m.. 11,10 p.m.
Brunswick, §7.00 a. ut.. 17.30 a. tn . 11 • 10 P- m.,
11.35 p. m
Lewiston, A87.00a m.. f7.30 a tn.. 11.10 p tn.
New York. 14.35 p in.
Portland. A87.00a. tn . 17.30 a. ni.. |1 10 p. tn..
14.35 p tn.
Waterville. A 87 00 a. tn.. 17.30 a. nr. 11 10 p. tn.
Woolwich. 87.00u in . T7.3O u. in. tl.lOp. tn.,
84.30? nt., 14.35p nt.
1 Daily .except Sunday.
? Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage bctw»~n Wool
wicn and Bath
_ ~
‘ .
D. C. DOUGLASS.

Drs, T. L & Ruth McBeath

M. L. HARRIS.

fc-20-20 V.P & Gcn’I Mgr. Gca'I Passcugcr Agt.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HALT AND
SWAN’S ISLAND

Osteopathic Physicians
I

UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAIN!
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

TELEPHONE I3S

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Main Street
Office Hours:

Rockland, Me.

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.; 6 to 8 P. M.
126-tf

DR. A. W. FOSS
.n
ROCKLAND. MAINZ
OFFICE HOURS: 1:00 ta 3:00; F:M la «:«
TELEPHONE 343
13-13

Mala Straat.

OfllM 400

ROCKLAND. MAINS

OIRo. H.ura, until 9 a. m.; I t» 4 A 7 ta I 9. «.

OFFICE TELEPHONE IM-W

RMltfanc^— Thcrndlk,

11*.

TEL

Hautt.

DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician andX-Ray Operator

REALLY

effective.

T O

DR. F. B. ADAMS
Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington
and Swan’s Island.
Returning, leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 a.
m. for Stonington, North Haven, Vinal
haven and Rockland.
W. S. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.

STEAMBOAT SERVICE
STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox, ss.
-BETWEENSubscribed and sworn to tills eleventh day of
January, 1921.
Before me,
CAMDEN, WEST ISLESBORO AND
FRANK If INGRAHAM.
BELFAST
Justice of tiie Peace.
Until further notice tiie swift and commodinis steamer Castine will make daily trips be
.STATE OF MAINE
ween Camden, West Islesboro ami Belfast.
L. 8
Leave Whittemore's wharf, Caaiiden
Knox, ss.
on arrival of Kockland car ....
8 05 A M
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court.
1.... A M
Leave West Islesboro .......................
January Term. A D 1921
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, Tliat tiie Arrive in Belfast.............................. Hi 00 A. M
Libellant give notice to said Fred Francis Lar Returning, leave E. S. S. Corp..
wharf, Belfast, for above
rabee, to appear before our Supreme Judicial
landings ........................................... 1 30? P. M
Court, to bo holden at Rockland, within and
for the County ot Knox, on tiie fkst Tuesday
CONNECTIONS At BelfMt frith M. C R R
of April, A. D 1921, by publishing an attested train to Bangor, and Steamer Golden Rod for
copy of said Libel, and this order thereon, North IsJosIhuo. Castine and West Brooksville
three weeks successively in The Courier-Gazette, Stage to Searsport, Stockton Springs and Sandy
newspaper printed in Rockland, iu our County Point At Cnmdfen with electric cars for Rock
of Knox, tiie last publication to be thirty days land and Thomaston
For information apply to George Diinton, E
at least prior to said first Tuesday of April,
next, tliat he ntay there and then iu our said S 8. Co., Agent, Belfast. Me Phone 21 R L.
Phone 243 3
W. W.
court appear and show cause, if any he have, Cook. Camden, Me.
why the prayer of said Libellant should not be Bowden Cafe, Camden, Me, or Camden Lum
ber Company, Camden. Me Phone 130-3.
granted.
•
SCOTT WILSON.
14 tf
COOMBS BROS Belfast. Me.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court
true copy of tiie Libel and Order of tiie
Estate of Jason M. Robbins
Court thereon.
NDTICi:
Attest;
MILTON M GRIFFIN,
The subscriber hereby gijves notice that on
Clerk of Courts.
December
21,
1920,
he was “duly appointed ad
(Seal)
14T2O
ministrator of the estate of Jason M Robbins
Estate of Robert L. Stevens et al.
late of Union, in the County of Knox, deceased
STATE OF MAINE
and on January 18, 1921, was qualified to fill
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate said trust by giving bond as the law directs
Court in and for the County of Knox.
All persons having demands against the
Respectfully represents Susan L. Stevens of estate are desired to present the same for set
Warren, Maine, Guardian of Robert L. Stevens, tlement. and all indebted thereto are required
hristlne L Stevens and Dorothea K. Stevens. lo make payment immediately to
That said minors are tiie owners of certain
GEORGE E. ROBBINS.
Real Eatate, situated M Warren, in said
Union. Maine.
County, and described as follows, viz : One
Jan. 18. 1921.
Jan. 27-Feb 3-10
undivided two-thirds of a certain lot or parcel
of land together with tiie buildings thereon,
situated in said Warren on the east side of tiie
road leading from Warren to Thomaston (on
tiie west side of Georges River) beginning at
an iron bolt in a stone at the corner of land
formerly of Mary L Tolman and Lucy J
YOU KNOW THEY
Creighton; thence running easrerly one hundred
seventy-two feet to an iron holt driven into
ARE DOING YOU
the ground; thence northerly one hundred
ninety-eight feet to an iron holt in the line
GOOD AS SOON
of land formerly of George Singleton; thence
westerly one hundred sixty-two feet to the
AS YOU PUT
road above mentioned; thence by said road one
hundred sixty-seven feet to first mentioned
ONE IN YOUR
bounds; being the former homestead of Everett
C. Stevens, deceased
MOUTH
Tliat it would be for the benefit of said
minors that said Real Estate should be sold,
THEY STOP,
and the proceeds placed at interest.
THE
Wherefore she prays tliat she may be licensed
TICKLE,
to sell and convey at pnvatc sale said real
estate for the purpose aforesaid.
Dated at Warren, Me , this eighteenth day of
January A D. 1921.
MJtS SUSAN L. STEVENS

•STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox, on the eighteenth
day of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
last Will and Testament of G A Miller, late
of Rockport, in said County, having been pre
sented for probate.
Ordered, That noftice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
this Order to be published three weeks suc
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
jmbliahed at Rockland, In said County, that
they may appear «t a Probate Court to be held
at. Rockland, in and for said County, on tiie
fifteenth day of February A D. 1921, at nine
o’clock in tiie forenoon, * and show cause. If Knox CountyIn Probate Court, held at Rockland, on the
any they have, why the prayer of the petitioner
eighteenth day of January.
should not be granted.
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered, Tliat
ADELBERT L MILES. Judge of Probate.
notice be given, by publishing a copy of said
A true copy—Attest :
l^tition, with this order thereon, once a week
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
for three weeks successively, prior to tiie third
Tuesday of February next, in Tiie CourierEstate of Edgar 0. Robbins
Gazette. a newspajier printed in Rockland, that
STATE OF MAINE
all persons interested may attend at a Court of
Knox, ss
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and Probate then to be held in Rockland, and show
for said County of Knox, on the eighteenth cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
day of January, in the year of our Lord one sliould not be granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one.
A petition asking for the appointment of A true copy—Attest:
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register
Clarence L Robbins as aduuiiistrator on the
estate of Edgar O. Kobbjps, late of Hope, in
said Cx^uitty, having been presented and ap Estate of Risto Ikonen. alias Ristian Ikorist
plication having been made that no bond be
STATE OF MAINE
Required of said administrator
Knox, ss.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
all persons interested, by causing a copy of for said County of Knox, on tiie lS'li day ' f
his Order to be published three weeks succes January, in the year of our Lord one tliou
sively 4n The Courier-Gazette, a newspa|»er sand nine hundred and twenty-one.
published at Rockland, in said County, that
A petition asking for tiie appointment «f
they may appear at a Probate Court to be Maurice P. Spillaiie as ancillary administra
held at Rockland iu and for said County, on tor on tiie estate of Risto Ikonen, alias Ristian
he fifteenth day of February A D. 1921, at Ikorist alias Kristo Ikonen or Ekonen, alias
nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause., Christopher Johnson, late of Quincy, Mass,
tf any they have, why the prayer of the pell- having been presented
tioner should not be granted.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
A true copy—Attest:
this Order to be published three weeks succes
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
sively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
published at Rockland, in said County, that
Estate of Arianna T. Smith
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
Knox, ss.
at Rockland in and for said County, on
At a Prolwte Court held at Rockland in and held
15th day of February A D. 1921, at nine
for said County of Knox, on the 18th day of othe
’
clock
the forenoon, and show cause, if
January, in the year of our Lord on© thousand any theyin have,
why the prayer of the po:inine hundred and twentv-one.
tioner sliould not be granted.
Whereas a petition lias been duly filed pray
ADELBERT
L
Judge of Frobate.
ing tliat specific property remaining^ in the A true copy—AttestMILES.
:
hands of Frank L. Lhce. Administrator of the
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
estate of Arianna T Smith, late of Rockland,
deceased, on settlement of his first account,
Estate of Reuben 0. Townsend
made at a Probate Court, held at Rockland,
County
within and for said County, on the third Tues Knox
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on Hie.
•lay of December A. D 1920, may be ordered 18th
day of Januar.v A. D. 1921
to be distributed among tiie heirs of said de
Frederick W Graves. Trustee under the Iasi
ceased, and the share of each determined
will and testament of Reuben O. Townsend,
Ordered. That notice ther«*of be given to all late of Rockland, in said County, deceased,
person^ Interested, by causing a copy of tills having
presented bis second account of ad
Order thereon to be published three weeks sue ministration aof the esta.te of said deceased
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper for allowance.
published at Rockland, in said County, that
Ordered, That notice thereof be given once
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
week for three weeks successively, in Tiie
held at Rockland, in and for said County, on Courier-Gazette, printed in Rockland. In said
the fifteenth day of February A I). 1921 at Codunty, tiiat all persons interested may attend
nine o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
if any they have, why tiie prayer of tiie pell the flftenth day of February next, and show
tioner should not be granted.
oause, if any they have, why the said account
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
should.not be allowed
A true copy—Attest:
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
A true copy—Attest;
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
Estate of Theodore Sidney McIntosh
STATE OF MAINE
Estate of Sarah M. Black
Knox, ss
NOTICE
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
The
subscriber
gives notice that on
for said County of Knox in vacation on the January 18, 1921, lioreby
he was duly appoin-ied ex
29tn day of January, in the year of our Lord ecutor of the last will and testament of Sarah
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-one.
M Black, late of Rockland, iu the (’ounty of
A petition asking for the appointment
Knox, deceased, without bond as the will diEarle Mclntosii as administrator on the estate recta, and on this (kite was qualified to fill said
of Theodore Slduey, Mclntotoh, late of Rock trust.
land, in said County, having been presented and
All persons haviivg demands against the
application having been made tliat no bond estate are desired to present the same for set
be required of said administrator
tlement, and all indelXed therto are required
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to a
to
persons interested, by causing a copy of tliis to make payment Inmiediatel.v
J. EDWIN FROHOf.
Order to be published three weeks successively
Rockland, Maine
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Jan. 18. 1921
Jan. 27-Feh 3-19
at Rockland, in said Cohnty, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
Estate of Mary E. Rokes
land in and for said County, on tiie 15th day
.STATE OF MAINE
of February A D. 1921, at nine o’clock in the Knox, ss
forenoon, and show cause. If any they have,
At a Probate Count held at Rockland In and
why the prayer of the petitioner sliould not be for sa«id County of Knox, on the elgliteetith day
granted.
of January, in Hie year of our Lord one 'thou
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
sand nine hundred aud twenty-one.
A -true copy—Attest:
A petition asking for the appointment of N.
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
B. Eastman as administrator on the estate of
Mary E Rokes, late of Warren, in said County,
Estate of Richard H. Burpee
having been presented.
Knox County.—In Court of Probate held
Ordered, Tliat notice thereof be given to all
Rockland in vacation on the 20th day
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
January A D. 1921.
Samuel A Burpee, Executor on the estate of
vi Order to be published three weeks successively
Richard H Burpee, late of Rockland, in said in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
(.'ounty, deceased, having presented his first at Rockland, iu said County, tliat they may
and final account of admilnistration of said appear a? a Frobate Court, to be held at Rock
land in and for said County, on the fifteenth
estate for allowance
day of February A D. 1921, at nine o’clock
Ordered, Tliat notice thereof be given oik
Ua the forenoon, and show cause, if any the)
a week, three weeks successively, in Tli
Courier-Gazette, published in Rockland, tn aalu IWvc, why 1he prayer of the petitioner sliould
County, that all persons interested may attend not be granted
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge or Probate.
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland or
the 15th day of February next and show cause, A true copy—Attest;
11TI7
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register
if any they have, why the said account should
noa be allowed.
Estate of Addie J. Edwards
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
NOTICE
A true copy—Attest:
The subscriber hereby gives notice tiiat on
11T17
HENRY H PAYBOX. Register
January 18, 1921, she was duly appointed
Estate of Nanoy L. Robinson
executrix of tiie last will and testament of
Knox County.—In Court of Probate held at Addie J Edwards, late of Rockland, in tiie
Rockland on tiie l&th day of January A D County of Knox, deceased, without bond as the
1921.
will directs, and on this date was qualified to
Frank B. Miller Administrator on the estate fill said trust.
of Nancy L. Robinson, late of Chicago, HI.,
All persons having demands against the
deceased, having presented his first and final estate ace desired tw present the same for set
account of administration of said estate for tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
allowance.
to make payment Immediately to
Ordered, Tliat notice thereof l>e given, once
SUSIE H COLLEY.
a week, three weeks successively, in Tiie
Gray. Maine.
Courir-Gazette, published in Rockland, in said
Jan. 18, 1921.
Jan. 27-Feb 3-19
County, that ail persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
Those small ads in The Courier
the fifteenth day of February next and show
cause, if any they have, why the said account Gazette are read by every body. That
should not be allowed.
is why they are so popular and
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.

11T17

Professional&BusinessCatt?

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

OFFICE, 15 BMch 8tra.L ROCKLAND

Until ( k. a.

OFFICE HOURS:

1:00 ta 3:00 anil 7:00 ta 3:00

9. »•

TELEPHONE 717

99-tt

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Offlna: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON*
Offloa llaurt: I to 3 und 7 to 9 P. N.

X

Raaldanoa until 9 A. M. and by Apgolntmoat
TELEPHONES: Raaldaneu. 41-4; OMaa, 140.

33-tf

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75

STREET, THOMASTON

MAIN

Office Hours—Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 to 9 a. m.
Telephone 141*3
,3-tf

H. V. TWF.EDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
9 to 12 A. M.; I tn 3 P. M.
Ratldence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 811-J.
Office telephone 493-W.

Haun:

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduate*
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Hour. 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evenings 6:30 ta 7.30
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
13«-:f

C E. BUCHANAN, M. D.
General Medicine
35 Limerock Street
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to 8 P. M.
TELEPHONE 473

140*Mrh29

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B, SILSBY, Surgeon
—and■■
X-RAY Operator
<1 1UMMEB STREET, ROC ILAMR
TELEPHONE 128

aa.iif

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (straightening taath)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEDC
299 MAIN STREET. R0CKLAN0
Spear Block................ Foot of Park Straat
Office Hours: 9 to 12; I to 5.
TEL. 74S-M.

■ ■ c A BRIGGS CO.
CAMBRIDGE MASS.

DR. LAWRY

■I

(3
HOURS:

SLOW
DEATH
Aches, pains, nervousness, diffi
culty in urinating, often mean
serious disorders. The world’s
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles—

COLD MEDAL

Oak Straat
H0CKLAN0. MR

Until (:M a. ■.
I tn 9 9. at.

2 to 4 a.

TELEPHONE 171

OR. W. HARRISON SANBORN
,
Dentist
4M MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Oppo.it. Therndikp Hntal

X-RAY aid DENTAL ELECTRIC TREATMENT
55tf

DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
Dentist
4*7 MAIN

Atev*

Phone

495-M.

STREET, R0CKLAN0, MB.
Hu.ton-Tuttlt Bonk Stan
Office Hour.: * to 12 and I la

I

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

CAPSUL ES
hrin< quick relief and often ward off
deadly diseases. Known as the national
remedy of Holland for more than 200
years.
All druggists, in three sizes.
Look for the name Gold M-dal on every box
and accept no imitation

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

Rockland. Me.

370 Main St.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Sueoettor tt A. J. Erskine A Co.

Get at the Real Cause —Take
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
That's what thousands of stomach
sufferers are doing now.
Instead of
taking tonics, or trying to patch up a
poor digestion, they are attacking the
real cause of the ailment—clogged
liver and disordered bowels.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets arouse
the liver in a soothing, healing way.
When the liver and bowels are per
forming their natural functions, away
goes indigestion and stomach troubles.
Have you a bad taste, coated
tongue, poor appetite, a lazy, don’tcare feeling, no ambition or energy,
trouble with undigested foods’ Take
OliveTablets, the substitute for calomel.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets are a
purely vegetable compound mixed with
olive oil. You will know them by their
olive color. They do the work without
griping, cramps or pain.
Take one or two at bedtime for quick
relief. Eat what you like. 15c ana 30c,

G

417

MAIN

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Dealer in Piano*
Fine Tuning

75 Cedar Street, Tel. 572-M

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
«7S

MAIN

STREET

WICKS

Ml.

Attorney at Law
431 MAIN STREET
relaohona*—Ofllna. 4RR.

: ROCKLAND. ME.

nt-tr

Noum. R03.W

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
CORNER TILLSON

AVE.

MAIN

ea*

STREET

A. C. MOORE
I

PIANO TUNER

!

I--------------------------------- 1
Wltk the Maine Music Compeep
TELFPMON?.

RDCMPAa

Taxi Cab and Carriage Service
BAGGAGE TRANSFER
BERKS’S TRANSFER

Ooer 17 Million Jan Used Yearly

Advertising Is the Cultivation
(hat Makes Business Grow

ROCKLAND.

SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE

RESIDENCE

« w VapoRub

•

•

FRANK H. INGRAHAM

OUGHS
Every few hours swallow
•lowly small pieces of
Vicks the size of a pea.
Melt a little in a spoon
and inhale the vapors.

ROCKLAND. MAIN*

STREET

11

VINTER

ST„

Telephone 408

ROCKLAND
71tf

Telephone that Item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see tt.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 8, 1921.
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THOMASTON
George Butler of Searsmont anil his
son Charlie of Camden were in town
Sunday calling on friends.
. Mr. and Mrs. Allison Wotton of
Friendship spent the weekend with
Mrs. Charles Morse.
Luke. Armstrong spent Saturday in
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Frank Beverage entertained
the O. G. Club at her home on Main
street Friday evening. A fine picnic
supper was served at 6 which included
a birthday cake in honor of Mrs. A. W.
Peabody who was also presented with
a very pretty pin as a pleasant re
minder of the evening.
Mrs. Abbie Winslow passed away
Monday morning after an illness of
several months. FuneraJ services will
be held at the Knox Hotel Wednesday
at 2 o’clock.
There will be a cooked food sale at
the Baptist vestry Friday afternoon at
2 o'clock.
• Capt. Schofield of New York is in
town.
Walter Hastings has recently had
the telephone installed and his number
ia 45-11.
The regular monthly business meet
ing of the Epworth League will be
held Tusday evening at the home of
Miss Constance Bowes.
Hon. E. W. Peaslee left Monday
morning for Augusta.
Miss Hattie Dunn left Monday morn
ing for .Boston. She will be joined in
Portland by Mrs. Annie Willey.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Orne of East
Friendship spent Friday in town.
Mrs. *Levi B. Gillchrest left Monday
afternoon for New Y'ork.
Mrs. Joseph Robinson of St. George
Was in town Monday.
Gen. Knox Chapter D. A. It. held its
.regular meeting at the home of Miss
ClaTa Creighton Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smalley have
been spending a few days in town.
The names of Mrs. John E. Walker
and Mrs. F. H. Ham were omitted from
the list of prize winners at the D. A. It.
whist party in Rockland last Friday.
Walter Lenfest of Bath spent Sunday
in town.
Ralph Tripp left Friday for Whitins
ville where he has employment.
Maynard Spear is having his house
wired for electric lights.
William Brazier was in town over
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C, Sturtevant left
Monday morning for Pittsfield where
they were called by the death of Mr.
Sturtevant's mother.
Mrs. Walter Simmons arrived Satur
day from Boston accompanied by her
son Harold who returned to Whitins
ville Sunday.
At the meeting of the Republican
Town Committee Feb. 4, Charles A.
Benner announced that, he would not
be a candidate for postmaster at the
expiration of the term of Mr. Hills.
Mr. Benner's name has been mentioned
perhaps more than any other as the
prospective postmaster.
Among the
names most favorably considered is that
of Fred Redman. Mr. 'Redman has
long been identified with the Republi
can party and belongs to one of the
oldest families of the town. He will
conduct a canvas for the office.
The following party dined at Hotel
Rockland Friday evening:
Mr. and
Mrs. H. B. MacGunnigle. Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Dunn. Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
Ham, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery.
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Elliot, Miss
Helen Carr. Miss Doris Ham and Miss
Hattie Dunn. After a most satisfying
repast, including a beautiful birthday
cake in honor of the birthdays of two
of its members, the party retuned to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Dunn where a very enjoyable evening
was spent in whist. Mrs. IJqnn was
presented with a beautiful bouquet and
both Mrs. Dunn and Mrs. Ham were re
cipients of cut glass vases as memen
toes of an unusually pleasant occasion.
Walter Henry is seriously ill at his
home in Winchester.
• • . •
High School Notes
John Upham was elected Editor-inchief of the Sea Breeze in place of Miss
S trout.
The Indian song. “From the Land of
the Sky Blue Waters.” was the central
thought of the music class for the tveek.
School closed at noon Thursday in
respect for the funeral services of the
late Gov. Parkhurst.
Catherine Blackington was a visitor
at school Friday morning and Miss
I’easlee a Warren High School teacher
was aso a visitor this week.
Liniken and Oxton spent a whole
period working up the mysterious con
coction for the wine last Friday night.
A lively class meeting took place
Thursday noon and Seniors tried to
raise the roof by their talking, but all's
Well that ends well.
Mrs. Gardiner is back at school this
week filling the place of Mr. Sturttvalit who has been called to Pittsfield
by the death of his mother.
The entertainment and dance was a
success financially, the total proceeds
amounting to $53. It is hoped that the
entertainment was an equal success
from tlft guests' point of view and
thanks are given to all who helped on
the programme and at the tables.
A happy crowd of 12 went to Elliot’s
cottage “down river” Saturday after-

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
Thomaston

Advanced SPRING PRICES on all

Cordon Hosiery
Fine line Turkish Towels, were
$1.39....................................... now 98c
Bungalow Aprons, were $1.98
..............................................now $1.00
Children's Sweaters, were $4.85
..... v.....................................now $2.79
All Blankets Reduced for Feb
ruary Sale.
Yard goods given away. Just re
ceived 500 yard sticks. Come in and
get one.

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
FOR THOSE SPECIAL GIFTS
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
TAKEN DAY OR NIGHT
Phone 33-11

Every-Other-Day

HOI Mum

■

VINALHAVEN

E B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE
She Had a Heart

THOMASTON, MAINE

GRAND AGATEWARE SALE
TWO

DAYS, FEBRUARY

11

AND

12

Blue and White Lined Assortment consisting ot the following:
80c Preserve Kettles, sale price ................ ........................................... ........ 59e
$2.00 Dish Pans, sale price each ................................................................... $1,00
$2.00 10 and 12 quart Water pail, sale price ..................... ..................... $1.00
$1.50 and $2.00 Berlin Kettles, sale price .................................................. $1.00
$1.25 Coffee Pots’, sdle price .............................................................................. 75c
75c Wash Basins, sale price .......................................................................... 39c
75c Sauce Pans, sale price ................................................................................ 39c

Blue Brilliant Assortment consisting of the following
10 Quart Preserve Kettle
12 Quart Mixing Bowl
10 Qu^rt Water Pails
14 Quart Dish Pans
•
To be sold at a special price of 79c each. These are worth
$1.10 to $1.50 each piece.
Hundreds cf other useful items in our kitchen department; many new
ones, open for your inspection.

SALE STARTS 9 A. M. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11
take

advantage of

these bargains

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10 CENT STORE
Thomaston, Maine

WAR PRICES TO THE REAR
NEW SPRING AND SUMMER SUITS, $30.00 UP

We Cut, Trim and Make Your Own Cloth for $22.00
100‘i

WOOL FABRICS

BEST TRIMMINGS

Correct Fit, Durability, Workmanship Guaranteed
Let us make your Easter Suit before the rush

By R. RAY BAKER

9 Yawl Boats, practical^ new, 14 feet long, $35 ea.

(©, 19:0. by McClure Xe*.paper Syndlcute.)

Electric Motor with starter, 7’/2 L P-. 220 volts,
r. p. m., $175.

Through the clouds of Frank Morri
son’s despair broke a shaft of sunlight
in the form of an idea.
Frank was not the first person to
have the same Idea, He knew it was
not original. He hud heard of its being
worked out successfully many times,
but until uow not once had he thought
of applying it in his own behalf.
Jane Ellison had turned him down.
After three years of pursuing her
heart, with tacit consent luring him ou,
he was wrecked on the rocky shores
of the sea of unrequited love.
But Frunk could not give her up.
There, was no other girl in the world
like her. Black hair and deep brown
eyes,, perfect complexion of white,
Jane was more like a picture than a
mere woman. Frank could uever care
for anybody but a brunette, he knew,
or for any brunette hut Jane. He was
one himself, although there was color
in his cheeks, while It was absent ia
Jane's. Yes, he must marry Jane or
life would not be worth living.
The big idea was this: He would
call on Jane's sister, Irene, who al
ways had appeared a good friend of
his, for assistance. If he could make
her a party to a plot he stood chances

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING, NEAT WORK

MacLAUGHLIN
Merchant Tailor
THOMASTON, MAINE ‘

noon and evening and all report a jolly
good time.
Hodgkins tried to stop
Up the chimney by sitting on the top
but on second ‘thought decided it didn’t
pay.
The new books have arrived for the
civips class, only a few more pages of
history.
The girls were very much disappoint
ed this morning when Jack sent word
that he couldn’t take their pictures.
My, how they were all dressed up!

, Trolley League at the Baptist church
' in Rockland Friday evening and re
port u \ery pleasant gathering.
The Twentieth Century Club will
bQ entertained Friday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Alice Gardiner.
Miss Thordis Heistad is at home
from New York to spend two weeks
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Heistad.
Miss Shirley Glidden and Edwin
Meservey of Rockland were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Loring Philbrook Sun
day.
•
CAMDEN
Harold 1-rown ar.d Rov Brann were
Keystone Chapter
will work the at home from Fort Williams last
past and most excellent degrees Med- ! week on a short furlough. They re
I
turned Sunday.
nesday evenfng.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Chrroll. Mr. and
The Odd Fellows work the first de- I
Mrs. Walter Carroll and son Howard
gree tonight.
The Seabrlght W’ovett Felt Co. re- I were guests Sunday at William Greg
ory’s in Glen Cove
sumed work Monday morning.
Wiley Philbrook is confined to his
E. Frank Knowlton went to Boston t
home by illness.
Monday.
Mrs. Sarah M. Rust and Mrs. Nancy
Mm. Herbert Currier went to Gar
diner Saturday to visit her son Harold. J. Tribou were in Thomaston Monday
"I Have Bad New*.”
L. M. Chandler went to Augusta to calling on Mrs. Theresa Amsburv.
The Rockport basketball enthusiasts
day to attend the meeting of the State
Board of PhariTUtry which meets are planning to have a special train or winning even yet. The plot would
to take them to Newcastle Friday consist of his paying attention to Irene,
Wednesday.
The Camden Y- M C. A basketball afternoon. Further notice will be thus arousing jealousy in Jane.
team defeated the Belfast A. A. team given later. »
“That’s the whole trouble,” snld
Saturday night 37 to 29 in a very fast
Frank. “Jane'thinks she has me
KNOX COUNTY hIaLTH
game. Owing to the weather the ex
right where she wants me, and It's
cursion party didn’t leave Belfast un •
made her lose Interest."
til 5 o'clock Sunday' morning.
The Knox County Health Associa
So Frank called Irene on the tele
Don’t- forget that there is to be an tion will meet in the common council
phone and arranged for a meeting. Un
Important meeting: of the Board of
room on the third floor of the City til the ptot was fully concocted he did
Trade this evening at the Y. 11. C. A.
Building. Kockland. Wednesday even not wish to appear nt the Ellison
ing. Feb. 9 at 7.30 o'clock. Dr. J. M. home, so he had Irene meet him on
ROCKPORT
Laughlin, the District Health Officer, the river bank.
“It Isn't quite proper. I know,” he
Mrs. Josie Collumore has been the and Miss Lenora A. Chaplin, the Pub
guest of Mrs. Alta Tibbetts in Rock lic Health Nurse, will speak. All in said over the wire. “But we're good
friends and I nfced your help—and I
land for a few d^ys.
Miss Alice Aborn was a recent terested in the cause of public health don't want Jane to know.”
are urged to attend, whether mem
gue^t at I. G. Reed’s in Waldoboro.
“I understand,” Irene replied, “and
Mrs. Willington L. Clark has been ' bers of the Association or not.
I'll be right there,"
confined to her home by illness for :
Irene met him on the river hank.
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
several days.
A delegation from the Young Peo- , carries the home news of Knox county She was seated on a rustic bench
pie’s Society of the Christian Bn- , to every State in the Union and to when he appeared. Nobody ever would
have mistaken one of the sisters for
deavor attended the meeting of the > many foreign lands.
I
the'other. for Irene was as pro
nouncedly a blonde as Jape was a
brunette, and she even had a few
freckles.
‘Home of Good Values”
Frank sealed himself beside her and
lost no time.
"Jane has thrown me down." he
said, "and I can't stand It. This world
will be a sad mess for me unless I
can patch things up."
"What caused the quarrel?” Irene
Inquired, gazing at him with eyes that
were serious and yet contained a ves
tige of merriment.
“There wasn’t any; that's the trou
ble. If we had had a scrap there
would be some hopes of fixing it up.
But Jane’s just got tired of me, I
Just received a lim
guess. She said we could be frfends,
hut nothing more, and a lot of that
ited number of these
bunk.”
first quality $10 Value
“Jane’s my sister," Irene observed,
"hut I must admit she’s a pretty cold
Hip
Bobber
Boots
proposition. In fact, she hasn't a
from the U. 8. Govern
heart. She isn't human. I'm convinced;
ment Army Base. If
just a picture that’s all.”
Frank protested.
you want a Pair, you’ll
“Oil, no. you're wrong. I know
have to act quick. Or.
her. and she has a wonderful disposi
der bv Mail.
tion,”
"I've known her longer." Irene de
All Mail Orders must
clared. "and 1 insist her heart is made
be
accompanied
by
of stone. Oli. I love her as a sister,
check or money order.
but I'il hale to he the man In love
with her.”
Money Refunded if not
“Don't taik that way.” Frank re
Satisfactory.
monstrated. “I think you're doing it
Parcel Post IQq Extra,
just to get me off the track. Jane is
(lie only girl in Hie world for ,n“. She's
just the type. Her hair and eyes are
perfect, and the contrast formed hy
her complexion is wonderfully fascinat
ing. Don't try to dissuade me.”
“What would you have me do?” she
asked.
Frank explained and Irene readily
agreed to he a conspirator. A visit
to a theater two nights later was
planned as the means of launching
the campaign.
NOTE—This Offer is for Ten Days Only as
At first the campaign seemed to
we have a limited quantity of these goods
bring no results whatever. Frank saw
at the old price. The new lots will cost
about a dollar more.

United States Government
Army Hip Rubber Boots
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Jane when he called on Irene, hut she
evidenced no more emotion than If she
never liad met him In any closer re
lationship.
Frank took Irene to dances, and be
fore long he could see that Jane was
becoming interested. She never spoke
about it, hut on one occasion she
flounced out of the room with a dark
scowl on her countenance when he
called to take her sister for a motor
ride.
‘ "She's displaying anger," he told
Irene when they were skimming over
a country roud. "That gives me some
hope."
“Don't be too hopeful, she hasn't a
hen rt."
Tiie warning was wpII founded, for,
although Jane assumed a haughty at
titude that showed she was displeased
by Frank's attentions to hep sister,
she never made any advances. Under
tin; circumstances. If Jane still cured
for Frank, it seemed that some hint
that he was welcome once more as a
suitor would not have been out of ,
place.
Jane was now seen frequently with
a man considerably older than herself
and the possessor of a comfortable
amount of worldly wealth. Frank was
doing well himself as head of a harilwnie firm, but he could not consider
himself on tiie higliftay to riches.
For two months the plotters kept
up their pretense, and there were no
signs of success In sight. Jane, In
fact, seemed infatuated with her new
knight.
“Better give It up." Irene told
Frank one night as they sat on the
rustic seat beside the river. “You're
wasting your time."
“And yours," said Frank. “It's a
shnme the way I've been taking all
your time. No other fellow has a
look-in."
“That's all right," she protested. “I
don't care about that."
“Let’s try it a little longer, then.”
lie insisted, and she agreed.
Two months mure without progress,
and once more the plotters held a con
sultation. It wns a warm night and the
river basked in dancing moonlight.
"I have had news," said Irene, after
they had sat In silence for some little
time, staring out over the rippling
water. “Jane Is engaged to Mr. Har
low."
Frank turned ids head away.
"Is that so?" he said without emo
tion. "1 might have expected it."
"So there’s no longer any use of con
tinuing this farce." she went on. “You
had better reconcile yourself to the In
evitable."
“It looks that way.” he acquiesced.
“However, let’s not stop now."
“Why?” she exclaimed in surprise.
“You can't possibly still have hope.
It's a good thing. I think; for really
Jane hasn’t a heart."
“I'm convinced of that," Frank
agreed. He was silent for a few mo
ments, then said abruptly.
“She hasn't a heart; but I know
some one who lias, and I want it."
“Oh. then you've found some one
else already?"
“Yes. I have: and I might ns well
make quick work of It and tell you
it's you. Irene. I never really cared
for Jane. It. was her looks that I
loved and nothing more. I thought 1
never could marry anybody hut n hrunette. hut I've decided on a Monde.
You have all Jane's good traits and
none of her had ones. Let’s kopp this
—this pretense—up for ever: only let’s
not have It n pretense any more. Will
you ?”
“Frank." she whispered. “I’ve cared
aljont you n long, long lime, with nil
that heart you claim is like the out
doors.”

BEDS NOT MADE FOR COMFORT
Sixteenth-Century Articles ef Fornlture by No Means ideal
Places for Rest.

As a curiosity or as a valuable an
tique a sixteenth century bed nt the
present date has an inflated value. It
is altogemer for ornament and not for
use. for n museum rnther than for n
bed chamber, but go into some of the
cottages in remote rural districts and
you will find in humbler form, beds of
the same type as those in use when
the Pilgrims sailed.
Not long ago an artist obtained the
entire fittings of a cottage that had
been occupied by one woman for over
a century. All her possessions had
come down Io her from father to son
or from mother to daughter and the
chief feature of the upstairs room was
an Elizabethan bed, virtually filling ail
the space available for furniture.
Made of wood and hand carved It
was of the same type as the superb
one at Quenhy hall.
\
With their wooden covers these beds
were constructed for shelter and the
tumbledown cottage, which was prob
ably part of an old manor house or
of a building that had seen better
days, let in water through the roof.
That, however, did not disturb the
woman, who on a hitter cold night,
the wind howling through tiie chinks,
could draw the curtains all around the
bed.—Christian Science Monitor.
Anachronism in Stamp.

An interesting addition to the re
cent Issues of British Colonial post
age stamps Is the new issue Just put
Into circulation for the islands of St
Christopher and Nevis, forming part
of the Leeward Islands In the West In
dies. For many years both of these
islands have had their Individual is
sues of stamps, but recently they have
been combined, the stamp being In
scribed St Kitts-Nevis, the former
name being the popular term for the
Island of St. Christopher.
The new Issue is practically twice,as
large as the former stamps, bearing
two distinctive designs in oval frames,
one being the portrait of King George
and the other that of Christopher Co
lumbus on the deck of his ship gaz
ing through a telescope nt the distant
land.
It makes a picturesque an
achronism In the history of philately,
for the telescope was not Invented for
more than a century after the discov
ery of St. Christopher Island hy Co
lumbus. The stamp is also the first
in the combined issues for* these two
islands which has borne the portrait
of King George.
Glass Flower*.

Before very long, instead of bouquets
of flowers being 'presented to ladles
upon occasions of ceremony, It will be
come the custom to present bouquets
of glass. Glass flowers for ttble deco
ration are becoming more and more
popular, for, while the necessary bril
liance of coloring can be embodied In
these glass flowers, they do not fade
as do real flowers, and, therefore, do
not need renewing unless a hrenkage
occurs.
An extension to the use of
glass bouquets Is only a step. Not only
Is. glass extending Its use from the
decorative point of view, but It Is also
finding wider scope. The very latest
use to which glass has been put Is in
the manufacture of baths of colored
glass, which will harmonize with the
scheme of decoration favored In the
bathroom.
Starving Rat* Rout Cats.

Hordes of rats made savage hy star
vation—a means Instituted by quar
antine officials to eradicate them—
Treasure Worth Finding.
The most famous of lost treastres have attacked and put to flight a large
is supposed still to exist among the cat family, it was learned today, and
Cocos islands, which lie some 500 miles otherwise played havoc aboard tit"
west of Panama. No less tlinn twelve steamship Leviathan, formerly the
million pounds Is the value spoken of. German liner Vaterland. Since the
Leviathan has been tied up at a Ho
and within tiie past 25 years half a
boken pier, her rodent population has
dozen costly expeditions have vainly
multiplied into legions. After Ihe fe
sought for tlds enormous fortune.
line artny was gone, the rats nttackeil
The story is that In ISfei, when Lima
the ship’s furnishings, luxurious leath
wns threaten' d by insurgents, tin- rich
er cushlones, panels and other fittings
citizens nut nil their valuables aboard
being gnawed beyond repair. Quar
the barque Mary Dyer and sent her
antine officers say. ir. their bnttle fcr
to the Cocos for safe keeping, rier
life, the rodents will soon destroy one
crew quarreled, most were killed, and
another.—New York Times.
the secret of tiie hiding place wns lost.
—London Tit Bits.
Opinions of Opinions.
‘‘Bliggins tins his own opinions.”
Needles*.
“I don't blame him for that,” re
“Can your little baby brother talk plied Mr. Growcher. “Opinions some
yet?" a kindly neighbor Inquired of a times happen to men the same as bow
small lad. “No, he can't walk, and legs or receding chins. What 1 object
there ain’t no reason why he should io Is the exaggerated opinion Bliggins
talk," wns the disgusted reply. “What entertains of the Importance of his
does he want to talk for when all he
opinions.”
has to do Is yell a, while to get every
Wanted to Be “Parked."
thing in the house that's worth havlug?"—New York Evening Post.
Mother aunty and little Etta were
downtown shopping. Etta was quite
tired, ami they still had many places
Io go to before they had finished their
purchasing. Presently they happened
WMO DOES NOT ADVERTISE to pass through the restroom and the
leather-covered chairs looked Inviting
IS
to Etta. Turning to her mother, she
remnrl;e«1: “Couldn't you park mo
In the Standstill Class
here while yon and aunty do the rest

The Merchant

of Jour Uiopplcg?"________ ________ .

Representative F. L. Roberts arrived
Friday from Augusta for a week’s stay.
Mrs. Harvey Abbott who has been
very seriously Ill Is recovering and her
sons Harvey and Gus have returned to
their homes in Lowell and Quincy.
The Apron Club met Friday with
Mrs. L. K. Smith and all were delighted
to meet "Mary”.
Mrs. Frank Jones and son Frederick
of Searsmont are enjoying u visit w'th
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Walls.
The following guests were delight
fully entertained Friday evening at theAmes farm,.Calderwood Neck: Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Webster, Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Creed, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Cassie and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ro
man. A delicious chicken supper was
served and was followed by dancing.
Pequod Tribe, I. O. R. M. held Its an
nual installation Friday evening with
P. S. O. V. Drew installing chief and
W. H. Ingerson as Mishanewa.
The
following officers were elected: Sachem,
G. L. Snowman; prophet, O. B. Dyer:
senior sagamore, W. H. Ingerson;
junior sagamore, Maurice Leadbetter;
chief of records, F. B. Snow; collector
of wampum, L. E. Williams; keeper of
wampum. L. W. Sanborn.
Concert
numbers by the Arion Orchestra and
vocal selections by Miss Blanche Ham
ilton and W. C. Winslow were rendered
and refreshments were served. Danc
ing followed and completed the de
lightful evening.
Oceanbound Rebekah Lodge holds its
annual installation Thursday evening.
Fred Chillis was injured Friday In a
hockey game on the quarry puddle, and
required the services of a physician.
There will be a special service at the
Union Congregational church Wednes
day at 7.30 p. rt. and the exercises,
which will be directed by the pastor,
upon the lehten season.
The usual
prayer meeting will
be hi’ld on
Thursday evening 7.30'after the ladies
circle supper at 5.

STONINGTON
King Arthur Lodge. K. of P. held
their installation of -officers Feb. 1, with
a large attendance of guests. The fol
lowing officers were installed by Dr. H.
L. Noyes, deputy grand chancellor, as
sisted by Joseph Gott, deputy grand
prelate and Frank Webb, deputy grand
marshal: Albert C. Turner. C. C.;'
George B. Noyes, Jr., prelate; Archie
Barbour, V. C.: Gilman A. Chute, M. of
W.; B. Lake Noyes, K. R' and S.;
Henry B. Smith, M. of E.; D. Jewett
Noyes, M. of F.; George P. Larrabee,
M. of A.; Reuel B. Judkins, I. G.: Ray
mond Judkins. O. G.; Reuel Judkins,
outgoing chancellor.
The exercises
were impressively conducted and were
interspersed with music and recita
tions. The floor work was very attrac
tive. Refreshments were served and a
social followed. The guests enjoyed
themselves and departed well satisfied.
Hon. and Mrs. J. C. Harman left Fri
day for Brunswick en route for Boston
where they will spend the winter.
Hon. Percy T. Ciarke Is in town at
tending to professional matters.
Fred Tqrrey has gone to Boston for
a few days.
Florestin Young is a visitor in town
after an absence of two years.
Several truck loads of young people
attended the basketball game last week
at Northwest Harbor between the
Northeast Harbor and Deer Isle teams,
scoring 24 to 37 in favor of Northeast
Harbor. Friday evening the Northeast
Harbor basketball team played and
won over Stonington High at the Opera
House.

STICKNEY CORNER
The following pupils were not absent
during the winter term at Hodge
school: Nathaniel Cramer, Glendon
Cramer, Doris Finn, Mary Humes, Al
bert Miller, Harlan Sidelinger and
Llewellyn Thurston.
Elvin Creamer who has been con
fined to the house for a few days with
acute Indigestion, is better.
Mrs. Annie Folsom has returned
home after spending five weeks at
Coopers Mills.
Mrs. Millie Jones of East Union has
been the guest of her brother Charles
Finn and family, the past week.
Frank Pendleton of Rockland who
has been visiting his sister, Mrs. Wil
burt De Coster, returned home Satur
day.
J. F. Davis who has been ill the past
three weeks with stomach trouble, Is
able to walk out pleasant das.
Charles Everett is home for a few
days from Cooper’s Mills.
Mrs. A. E. Jones is home after spend
ing the week at Cooper’s Mills with
relatives.
Mrs. Martha Glidden who has been
one of our smart old ladies and only a
few weeks ago was out nursing at tiie
age of 92 years had a shock Friday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburt DeCoster very
pleasantly
entertained
Wednesday
evening the following guests:
Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Doucette. Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Cramer, Mrs. Annie Folsom
and Mrs. R. J. Sargent. Refreshments
of ice cream and cake were served.
Mrs. Harry Brann of South Boston
was here a few days last week.
Miss Reta Butler of Union closed a
very successful term of school here
Friday. This is her second term here
and it is to be hoped she will return
for the spring term.
Adelard Charron Cabana and family
who have been visiting in Canada have
returned to their recently purchased
home here.
Mrs. Charles Finn and sister-in-law.
Mrs. Millie Jones, visited Mrs. R. J.
Sargent recently.
Charles Finn is hauling bark to
Union for B. II. Lincoln.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Crainer were
in Yassalboro visiting her brother, A.
O. Humes, last week.
Clinton Cramer is purchasing quite a
lot of stock for his farm and the peo
ple of this place arc glad to see one
young man stick by the farm.

EAST UNION
Geraldine, the little daugh'.r of Mr.
and Mrs. Rov Gould, who lias been
quite ill for several weeks is improv
ing.
About twenty from Pioneer Giange
attended Pomona held at West Rock
port last Saturday.
People about here are harvesting
their yearly supply of loe.
Harry Etter and son Melvin were
in Portland last week.
Some of tiie young people
attend
ed the dance at Union Saturday night
and report a good time.
Mrs Mii'.le Jonts spent eevena! days
with, her brother, Charles Finn, in
Washington recently.
of rtewn to Th«
where thousands of
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tin add).Ion to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department especial,
ij desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will he gladly received
TELEPHONE ........................................................
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The family of H. N. McDougall
l#ft yesterday afternoon for Portland,
where they will reside for the next
few months, having rooms at the La
fayette Hotel. The McDougall home
on Beech street will be occupied In
the family’s absence by Mr. and Mrs.

We have just opened in our Waist Department
a beautiful assortment of genuine hand made
Blouses—quite the new thing.
Price, $3.95 to $10.50

Horace 1$. Idrmli.

Mrs. W. H. Spear and Mrs. R. L.
Knowlton have charge of the ladles'
night at the Elks Home Thursday
evening. They will be assisted by
Mrs. P. A. Tirrell, Jr., Mrs. George
M. Simmons, Mrs. N. F. Cobb, Mrs.
Elmer C. Davis, Mrs. Ensign Otis,
Mrs. G, W. Bachelder, Mrs. Fred S.
March, Mrs. Ray Eaton and Mrs.
Parker F. Norcross. Supper will be
served at 6.30.

New Dimity tailored shirts, trimmed with con
trasting colors of spots and stripes.
Price, $2.95 to $3.50

One lot of
1 1
SWEATERS, were $16.00; now.......... 1 X.VV

One lot of
£ Cf)
SWEATERS, were $9.00; now.................
One lot of
SWEATERS, were $12.00; now...............

Q 00
O OO

One lot of
SWEATERS, were $5.50; now.................
One lot of
1
WOOL UNDERWEAR, was $2.00; now

Fuller-Cobb-Davit
want to see a bridge

across the Kennebec
Cleans Woodwork

Aa

Frank R. Woodcock of Belfast was
in the city last week railed by the
Ulness of his sister-in-law,
Mr#.
Hartwell L. Woodcock, who is spend
ing the winter with friends in this
city.

Well Aa Yoor

River at Bath.

Clothes

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. D. Singhi of
Lowell, Mass., have been in the city for
several days, guests at Hotel Rock
land. They came to attend the funeral
of Mr. Singhi’s uncle, the late Welling
ton G, Singhi. F. A. D. Singhi is a
former resident of Rockland and Cam
den, and met many old-time friends
during his stay here.

9Q

&Q
One lot of
1 fiQ
WINTER CAPS, were $2.50; now.......... 1
One lot of
1
WINTER CAPS, were $2.00; now............ 1
One lot of
1 1Q
WOOL TOQUES, were $1.50; now ... . 1 * 1 57
One lot of
1 1Q
WOOL LINED GLOVES, were $2.50; now 1 117
One lot of
A /I Q
FUR LINED GLOVES, were $7; now. . . **•'**'
GUYER HATS, were $8.30; now . .

MANY AUCTION PRIZES

Lady Knox Chapter Scored
Socially and Financially At
Its Recent Party.

Mont P. Trainer has returned from
a trip to Boston.

James A. French, trackman for the
Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R., con
Street Railway, is again able to be
out and about; though not yet fully tributed to the social season one of
recovered from the bumping he re its most interesting events last Friday,
ceived when run into by an automo in the form of an auction party for
bile at The Brook a few weeks ago
the benefit of its' room in Knox Hos
Mrs. Annie Haskell has returned pital. The net proceeds, $63.46, were
very gratifying to the Chapter, which
from a visit in Boston.
'
---F
has the double satisfaction of know
The Saturday
Evening Auction ing that its party was one of the
Club was entertained last week by prettiest of the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Helller and Mr.
Temple hall looked uncommonly at
ant, Mrs. E. L. Brown at the home of
the latter couple. Supper was foi- tractive, with its pretty arrangement
of flags and pines, and with the hand
l0W"d by auction, at which prises
somely gowned ladies seated at 26
were awarded to Mrs. J. Fred Knight,
tables.
sDainty
refreshments—tea,
Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Mrs. G. A. Law
sandwiches, olives and fancy cakes—
rence, Dr. A. W. Foss, Alan L, Bird were served hy Mrs. A. T. Blackingand Louis E. Wardwell. An event not ton. Mrs. H. A. Buffum, Mrs. W. P.
down on the program was the sudden Walsh and Mrs. N. F. Cobb. The
extinguishing of the electric lights. committee in charge of the auction
For half an hour, or until the power party comprised Mrs. A. 8. Black, Mrs.
came on, the guests enjoyed a taste George W. Smith, Mrs. A. S. Little
of primeval days, and played cards by field, Mrs. Ruth McBeath and Mrs.
candlelight. The meeting Saturday Lester Sherman.
evening Feb. 19, will be with Dr. and
Neighboring towns were well repre
Mrs A. W. Foss and Mr. and Mrs. sented at the tables, particularly
W. W. Spear at the home of Dr. Foss. Thomaston, to which a number of the
prizes went. Following is a list of the
, Mrs. Annie E. Bird has returned awards:
from a visit of several weeks at the
Mrs. Robert M. Packard, cut glass
home of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard S. candy jar; Mrs. A. J. Larrabee, pot
Bird in Portland.
tery vase; Mrs, John O. Stevens, half
dozen plate doilies; Mrs. G. M. Derry,
The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield glass vase in silver holder; Mrs. I. J.
Memorial . Church will meet with Shuman, pyrex dish; Mrs. R. L. WigMrs. Harry Smith, Stanley I,ane, gin, box of stationery; Mrs. B. B.
Smith, handkerchief; Mrs. J. E.
Wednesday evening.
Walker, playing cards; Mrs. WiHiani
E. Alwood, hand-painted plate; Mrs.
Raymond F. SlmmonR who under C. I. Burrows, candy box; Mrs. Adelwent a surgical operation at Silsby bert L. Miles, marmalade jar; Mrs. C.
Hospital Saturday, is quite comfort D. Jones, china bon bon dish; Mrs.
able at this time.
Frank J. Ham, Japanese card case;
Miss Kitty S. Coburn, box of candy;
Friends of Mrs. Simon Crosby of Mrs. C. W. Proctor, glass pepper and
The Highlands are glad to know that salt; Mrs. G. W. Smith, box of sta
ghe is doing nicely after a successful tionery; Mrs. A. J. Crockett, playing
cards; Mrs. A. W. McCurdy, playing
operation at the Silsby Hospital.
card#; Miss Clara Creighton, box of
Z
The Woman’s Missionary Society of correspondence cards.
the M. E. Church will meet Thursday
afternoon at 2.30 with the Misses
PARK THEATRE
•
.Britt, 181 Limerock street. Mystery
Box questions in the January Friend
Handsome Wallace Reid lying in
will be used.
bed, a towel around his head and a
pretty nurse and two doctors in at
The Methebesec Club met Friday af tendance. This is the sight that
ternoon with Mrs. C. W. Sheldon, Broad would have met your eye, had you
street. Items in regard to the King and visited the Lasky studios recently.
Queen of Belgium were given In re And you might have wondered If
sponse to the roll call. Mrs. Sheldon's Wallace has paid the price at last
personal recollections of the King and for the reckless daring that he dis
Queen, as seen by her in New York, plays in those automobile racing pic
were of especial interest. Musical se tures of his. But you would quickly
lections by the artists who took part have learned a different story. Mr.
in the conert given ip honor of the Reid was just making scenes for his
King and Queen were played on the new picture, "Sick Abed” which is
victrola. and added much to the enjoy having its
final showings today,
ment of those present.
"The Queen “Sick Abed" is one of the liveliest
of Belgium" as portrayed by Mrs. Gar Reid pictures ever screened. Wallle
land in a well-written paper, won all isn’t ill a moment, not even for film
hearers by her charming personality purposes. He’s just shamming, ac
and devotion to her suffering people. A cording to the story, in order not to
trip through Belgium's "Most Noted incriminate a friend of his in a di
Cities” under the guidance of Mrs. J. C. vorce suit. And the pretty nurse by
Hill was illustrated by maps, pictures his bedside is none other than Bebe
and the reading of "The Belfry of Daniels,
Bruges,” by Longfellow.
The next
The midweek bill offers good va
meeting will be held with Mrs. C, D. riety, nnd each one of the subjects is
North, 15 Beech street, Feb. 18, at 2.30 sure to please a majority of the
p. m. Rev. Walter S. Rounds will talk theatre-goers. “The White Moll" is
on his work In France. Each member the title of the feature, hut the title
may invite one guest.
gives only a faint clue to a picture
which never lacks interest through
The Woman’s Educational Club will out the five reels.
"Shuffle
the
hold its regular meeting in the Meth Queens” is an exceptionally good
isiist parlors next Monday evening at comedy, and the evepts of the day
7 o'clock.
are fascinatingly told in the Weekly
Review.—Adv.
The meeting of the World Wide
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
Guild announced for this week is post
poned (owing to illness in the presi carries the home news of Knox county
dent's family) to Thursday evening to every State in the Union and to
of next week.
many foreign lands.

Mrs. Lester B. Plummer and Miss
Daurice Plummer gtive a delightful
i surprise party in honor of Alice Kos
ter’s 17th birthday at the home of
Miss Mabel Thomas, Crescent street
Saturday evening. Oames and refresh
ments made the time pass all too
quickly. The guests were DaUrice
Plummer, Hazel Marshall, Hazel Nut’t
Loretta Curry, Phyllis Brown, Helen
McLoon, Gertrude Saville, Alice Kos
ter, Hugh Snow, Ralph Glendenning
Prentiss Aylward, Ira Curtis and Fred
Lange. The youngest present was
Zeke.
E. E. McAllister has returned from
a trip to New York. His daughter,
Miss Edna McAllister, who accom
panied him, remained in Boston on
her return, and will visit friend3 for
a week or so.

The Pythian Sisters have work at
their next regular meeting Wednes
day. Officers and degree staff arc re
quested to wear white. There will be
a supper at 6 p. m„ with the follow
ing housekeepers In ch.rge: Chairman
Margaret Gray, Electa Philbrook, Irene
Winslow, Alice Haraden, Hattie Till
son. Members Who have not been
solicited- are asked to take pastry.
.
... .

-

DANCING
MISS JENNIE S. HARVEY
Aesthetic and Folk Dancing
WEDNESDAYS
AT ODD FELLOWS HALL
AT 5:00 P. M.

Younger Beginners Class in
Ballroom Dancing, 3.45 P. M.

Evening Class, 7.30 P.

M.

Ballroom and Folk Dancing
THURSDAYS AT TEMPLE HALL
At 4:00 P. M. For Older Pupils
PRIVATE

INSTRUCTION

BY

APPOINTMENT

PRIVATE

CLASSES

ON

APPLICATION

Phone

Mra.

Helen

Cress, 400

“

138-T-tf

ONE-PIECE FROCK
STILUNFAVOR

5.00

A whale of a sale on CROSSETT & EMER- A A
SON SHOES, this week, your choice ....
*

Q

Also on FLANNEL SHIRTS and HOSIERY
_ SUITS AND OVERCOATS AT ALL. PRICES
No trouble to show goods.

Women Cling to Simple Dress,
Refusing to Go Contrary
to Good Taste.

FUR USED MOST SPARINGLY
Decoration Is Applied In Novel Ways
to Suita, Coats and Dresrep—
Pluth Sometimes Is Given
Preference.

This season might be termed one In
which fashions, that have been float
ing about like straws in the breeze,
become crystallized. It is a question,
observes a fashion writer, as to wlieth-

Frock of Blue Serge With White Cire
Braid Around the Bottom of the
Box-Plaited Skirt, the Cape Collar
and Pointed Edge of the Bodice.

er dressmakers are less creative than
of yore or whether the styles of Ihe
past two years have pleased women
so thoroughly that they are loath to
abandon them,
It must be said that In the near
past designers attempted new and
wider silhouettes, hut these did not
find any permanent favor. There are
always a few women looking for novel
ties, and these were the only ones to
whom the fantastic features of the
hip-extended frocks upi>e:iled. The
Parlslenne absolutely refused to adopt
them. French women have worn too
many good clothes and are too fond of
their personal appearance, to accept
anything fantastic or bizarre.
The majority of our styles are
launched In Paris, but there have been
several points In dress on which the
American woman and the Parlslenne
have disagreed. On the silhouette,
however, they are absolutely of one
mind, ll l« a tribute to the good
tSste of women that they continue
to hold to the simple, beautiful, otieniece frock, refusing to go contrary to
the principles of good taste and re
finement In dress. So out of all the
models with astonishing hip exten
sions. unusual girdling, loops and
draperies the well dressed woman hus
continued to hold to the straightllne
frock and the natural silhouette.
Fashion Strikes No New Chords.
The clothes of’ this winter, while
most interesting and pleasing, bring
with them no startling new notes.
Even those shown by Callot Soetirs
comprise models of all the types
brought out by thia house for the past
few seasons,
Callot Is showing straight dresses
of square cut—that Is. hanging from
the shoulders without being drawn ip

at the waist by means of a belt. This
straight, beltless dress has been a Cal
lot favorite for some time—and noth
ing could be more beautiful than a
plain, straightllne dress unbelted, pro
vided It is made of a suitable material.
It certainly offers a wonderful back
ground for exquisite emhroldery de
signs. This firm also shows very full
dancing dresses, such as were worn
by the beauties of the 1880 period, the
draped, wrapped-around-tlie-figure type
of evening gowns having very sheer
bodices and dresses with apron tu
nics, flounces and scallops; also little
chemise dresses* belted at a normal
waistline.
Many of Gallot'e evening gowns
are very decollete, although the square
neck and the stralght-across lines also
are featured. For day wear this firm
shows high collars and long sleeves,
as well as collarless models with short
sleeves.
Straight boxlike dresses, unbelted,
are made of serge, duvetyn nnd black
kasha. Again, these dresses are of
tulle, brocaded crepes and chiffon of
bright colors, worn over narrow foun
dation slips of velvet and satin. Often
these underslips are trimmed st the
bottom of the skirt with a hand of
embroidery from one to three inches
wide.
Shirt Bosom and Bell Sleeves.
An interesting model shows a nar
row foundation dress of blue satin. At
a normal waistline is a narrow red
ribbon belt tied in the front with loops
and round streamer ends. Over this
foundation Is hung a straight dress of
blue plaited chiffon. The bodice has a
shirtlike bosom front, at each side of
which the chiffon Is plaited. A slxInch band of chiffon is set In at a
normal waistline, but is not drawn Into
the figure, thus preserving the straight
line. There Is a high collar and long
bell sleeves.
Another noteworthy model show
ing the shirt bosom front is devel
oped in black and blue satin.
The
dress is of blue satin and appliqued
motifs of the black satin.
The en
tire dress is plaited.
On each hip
the skirt is cut so as to form two
triangles, revealing an underslip of
scarlet satin. The edges of ihe tri
angle are bound with scarlet. There
is a high collar with buttons down
Ihe front.
Buttons also appear on
the bosom front.
The sleeves are
long.
A novel Idea is the use of the
wrong and right sides of satin aud
brocades.
Thus, a dress of brown
crepe satin shows the dull side ex
tending down the front In four in
verted box plaits, which end in a
band at the bottom of the skirt. The
band is of the right, or shiny, side
of the satin. The sides are formed
of the shiny side, which loop and
make the back.
There Is a narrow
belt, short cap sleeves and straightacross neck.
,
Laee Dyed In Dazzling Hues.
The use of lace Is an Important fac
tor for entire dresses or as a trim
ming. In many Instances the lace Is
dyed a brilliant color. Koullle, er rust,
a color very popular the last two sea
sons in materials such as crepe de
chine, crepe georgette, chiffon and
duvetyn. Is now considered the nov
elty color for lace dresses and Is fea
tured by Callot.
Ga a frock of roullle, or rust-col
ored, crepe de chine and lace the same
shade, the plain bodice and plaited
skirt are of the crepe <te chine and the
overdress of lace. The blouse falls
loosely ever a lace sash.
This
sash ties low on the hips at ilie left
side. The sleeves ure very short and
tight fitting.
Another model shows a very full
skirt of rust-colored tulle having two
flounces of black Chantilly lr.ee, each
flounce edged at the top with u rose
plaiting of the tulle. The bodice Is
very sheer. In the center front at a
normal waistline Is a large black vel
vet flower.
•
,
An attractive method of using Iucp
as a trimming is seen in a dress of
browa velvet. The entire dress is of
the velvet and has a low waistline bod
ice, There is no fasteningit slips

SPRING

IS

WANTED
A COOK AND A
SECOND MAID

COMING
AND WE ARE RIGHT HERE
AND YOU WANT TO BE TOO,
AND SAVE FROM $50 to $200 BY
: : : BUYING NOW :

Middle aged women preferred.
Must be reliable, neat and com*
petent. Small family, no children.
Everything modern. If satisfactory
can have position all year round.
Must give good references.

Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell

GIVE ’EM THE ONCE OVER!

BELFAST, ME.

9tf

SOME LINE!
We're Direct Agents Now For
: : : F O R D S : : :
Sell In Any Unrestricted Territory

One lot of
RIBBED UNDERWEAR, was $1.50; now..

The Kalloch class meets with Mrs.
Cole, Old County Road, Thursday af
ternoon.

ii *t vt

BLOUSES
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on over the head. Over Ihe narrow
foundation skirt Is hung a knife-plalted lace tunic in Vandyke points. The
lace appears again as an outline for
the straight neck and short sleeves.
While fur is used more sparingly
than hitherto, a number of novel ways
of applying it to suits, coats and
dresses have been worked out. It Is
used on both suits and dresses to edge
trimming bands of velvet, which may

New Ones Coming In All the Time

A NEW BUICK, TOO, and a BABY
GRAND and MODEL 490
CHEVROLETS

Advertisements lu this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 4 times
for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents 4 times. Six words
make a line.

Lo«t and Found
WE’LL SAY THE LIST BELOW IS
A WINNER
YOU’LL WIN IF YOU BUY NOW
SOME BARGAINS!

LOST Gold wrist watch
Reward If re
turned to MINERVA STOVER, 111 Limerock
street.
17-20
LOST—SUver bar pin set with stones, Jan.
20, on the street or in Havener hall. Finder
notify COURIER GAZETTE.____________ 15 18

2 1916 Fords. One good and one
LOST—Army blanket, between Stickney Cor
ner and Rockland
E. W. F in one corner.
bettci—$185 and $265.
Please notify E. W. FARMER, 37 Sea Street.
1 1916 Ford Roadster. Good-looker ‘ Reward.
15*18
for four-year-old—$200.
FOUND—A roll of bills. Owner can have
same by proving property. F. H. BURKETT,
1 1913 Ford Touring Car; carry
! 147 New County Road.
14*17
the whole family for $175.
1 1917 Ford, a winner, $215; and
a 1916 Ford all dolled up, $225.
Wanted
1 1917 Maxwell, 5-passenger—
WANTED- At once, chamber maid and chef’s
roomy, comfortable, $325.
dishwasher HOTEL ROCKLAND
17-19
, 1.1916 Maxwell, fine and dandy,re
WANTED- 360 Egg Incubator, Buffalo or
Cyphers
preferred;
also
canopy
top
brooder.
pair, $300.
H. M. ROBERTSON. Tel. Thomaston 27-22.
2 1920 Model 4 Overlands for only
17-20
$725 each.
WANTED -Salesmen to solocit orders for
lubricating
oils,
greases
and
paints
Salary
1 peach of a 1920 Model 4 Over
or Commission. Address THE HARVEY OIL
land Roadster for only $750.
(X)., Cleveland, Ohio.
17*lt
1 1919 Studebaker (you know the
WANTED -Tenement or flat or 5 or 6 rooms
in Rocklnad or Rockport
No children in
Big Six), a gift at $800.
family. E. A. CHAMPNEY, Western Union,
1 1918 Model 90 Overland—in fine
Rockland. Me.
*
17-20
repair, $400.
WANTED -Capable woman or girl for house
1 1917 Buick 4, a regular car, $425. work. No washing or ironing. Musi be good
cook. Good wages
Apply to MRS. H H
2 Model 490 Chevroiets—speedy, STOVER, 111 Limerock street
17-20
tried and true, $200 each.
WANTED—A middle aged lady to do gen
1 85-4 Overland in excellent shape. eral housework Inquire at THIS OFFICE. 15tf
All for $650.
WANTED—35 shaggy cats nnd kittens, male
female. Highest prices paid
JOHN 8.
1 1-ton Steward Truck, 1916 mod nud
RANLETT. Rockville, Me Tel. 352-14.
15tf
el; the car for a big load, $250.
WANTED—The address of George Freeman,
1 1918 Ford Truck, furniture body, who has storage at 130 Main street. Last
address Bath. Me
MRS. ENOCH RAWLE5.
great for business, $425.
Rockville, Me.

WHIZ UP THE HILL!

WHIZ DOWN THE HILL!
TURN THE CORNER!’

THERE YOU ARE AT THE

WALDOBORO
GARAGE COMPANY
Where They Have the Goods
15-17

Tel 352-5

15*18

WANTED--Clerks, (men, women) over 17, for
Postal Mall Service, $125 month
Examina
tions Feb
Experience unnecessary. For free
particulars of Instruction write J. LEONARD,
(former Civil Service Examiner), 1057 Equit
able Bldg, Washington, D C.
15*19

WANTED—Winnowing machine in good con
dition. State price. A. L. BABBIDGE, Rock
ville, Me
15*18
WANTED—Will pay spot cash for stock of
goods, grocery or general store. Address BOX
H, Rockland
7*18

WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
paid for heavy or light sails. W. F. TIB
BETTS. Sallmaker, 61 Front Street. Tel, resi
dence 77B-W.
89-tf

WANTED-( Ticfs, cooks, waitresses, cham
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 and 6 and 7 MRS HAWLEY. 780
100-tf
TO LET—Three unfurnished or partly fur High St.. Bath. Me. Tel. 725
nished rooms for light housekeeping
Rent
WANTED—Best shag eat and kittens High
reasonable to right parties. Apply 33 PUR
est prices paid. BAY VIEW FARM, Nort
CHASE STREET.
16*19
Haven, Me.
155*38
TO LET—Small tenement. Apply to L F.
WANTED—Experienced Printer—man
or
CHASE, 45 Middle street Tel 665-2.
16-tf

To Let

woman

143-tf

THIS OFFICE.

TO LET— For a lady who would Hke a nice
WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
°lean, comfortable room for the winter months
paid for heavy or light sails
W. F. TIB
Inquire at THIS OFFICE
14-tf
BETTS, Sailmaker, 661 Main St., opposite foot
TO LET—4 furnished rooms for housekeeping, of Cottage St. Tel. 233-J. Residence. 775*W.
89-tf
at the Southend.
Inquire L. BREWER, 39
Park street.
12-tf
TO LET—Tenement 194 North Main street,
For Sale
hath room, hot and cold water, electric lights,
fireplace, bay window; on car line; arc light
FOR SALE—33% ft, sloop boat rigged with
in front of house. Near Country Club. TELE sails and power. Inquire of C. T. BRAGG,
PHONE 695-5 or 226-M
9-tf
Second Hand Store, Rankin Block.
17-tf
TO LET—Furnished rooms, well heated; bath.
FOR SALE—HORSES- Twenty good accli
MRS OTIS. 39 Grove St Tel. 182-2.
6-tf
mated horses. ERNEST HOWARD, South Hope,
17*20
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or Maine
rooms
Advertise yours in this column a*nd
FOR SALE—Household furnishings, consist
you’ll get an application immediately.
3-tf
ing of stoves, chairs, tables, etc, also small
TO LET—Desirable flat of four rooms at 28 hen-house. MRU. H. E. DOW. 39 Holmes St.
16*19
Pacific ‘street, city. TEL. Rockland 142-4 or
518-M.
4-Lf
FOR SALE—Hard wood, sawed stove length,
TO LET—Six room tenement with electric $7 50 cord. Cord wood $5 50 cord In woods
lights and bath, at 27 South Main Street. Ap Also wood on stump by the cord or junk very
reasonable price. NIKKO OJALA, Thomaston.
ply ou PREMISES.
10-tf
Tel. 27-3.
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
FOR SALE—iDump cart, jigger, hayrack,
STREET,
145-tf
grocery wagon, harnesses, and some spare colTO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, la^s. CORTLAND CROWLEY, Ash Point. 15*18
and musical instruments or anything that re
FOR SALE—Collie puppies, male $5. female
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
$3. C. E OVERLOCK, Warren. Me. R F D.
J R. FLYE. 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf
No. 2. Tel 173-4. Thomaston
14*21
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Garage; also wind
shield, two seater top, new truck body, coll
box, carburetor FRANK JOOST. Tel 233-M..
MADAME
LeNORMAND’S Famous Cele- 737 Main St Carpenter and Boat Shop Next
14-17
brated Gypsy Witch Fortune Telling Cards sent to Crockett Block
postpaid on receipt of $1. J. I. WILLIAMS
FOR SALE—A new milch cow. ANDREW
BOOK CO, Worcester, Mass
12-19
OLSON, R. F D No 2 Box 73, Cushing 13*16
$300.00 a month easily made working spare
FOR SALE—Good hand picked Baldwin
time in your home town or city. Experience apples
by bushel or barrel. Will deliver In
no: necessary. Either sex Address THE FRA efty limits
or to steamboat wharf. Orders left
TERNITIES, Richmond, Maine
12-19
at Dr. Damon’s dental office or at residence.
*lwn connection DR. J H DAMON
12-tf
RECORD EXCHANGE—All kinds of Phono Phone
graph Records exchanged and for sale.
12
TO
'OR SALE—Smoke damaged furniture, 1
RANKIN STREET, Rockland, from 6 to 9 p. m. eluding
stoves, beds, couch, nigs, chairs, e
11*18
Apply at premises, 22 BREWSTER ST
10-1

Miscellaneous

Black Cloth Drees With the Bodice
and Apron Drapery Cut in One
Piece. Monkey Fur Forme Tufts
on the Skirt and Edges the Sleevec.

be applied In loop form; also to bor
der short box coats that end aboui
four inches below the waistline. Bands
of the fur are placed up and down the
front nnd continue around the bottom
of the coat. Sometimes the band Is
omitted front the bottom of the Jacket
and the skirt will show a band of fur
whpre the jacket ends, thus giving
the appearance of a fur-edged Jacket.
Plush sometimes is substituted for fur
on (he bottoms of skirts and for col
lars and cuffs.

GINGLES’ JINGLES
BACK ON THE FARM.
We have manicured the fields of
grain, we've milked n hunch of cows,
to Ihe shocks while pitching bundles
we have made a million bows; we have
bent It llirough the stubble with our
bare feet scratched nnd sore, we have
bumped the hard heads with our toes
-humped them until we’d roar. We
have seen the rain and sunshine, seen
it all back on Ihe farm, but we cannot
say it hurt us, that it did us any
harm; neither can we say we liked it,
the appeal was cold nnd gray. It was
hustle every minute ’till we beat It for
tlte hny. And it sepined us though
we’d hardly loose ourself to pleasant
dreams, ’till a wild array of noises,
shouts,
hurrahs
combined
with
screams, would assemble us for action,
bring us back to earth once more, duty
calls, "right shoulder pitch forks,”
would be shrieked within our door.
And that 4 a. in. old rooster, with his
tenement near otlrs, for a bird was
sure some yodlcr ia Ihe dawus’
small early hours; but ’mid noises that
disturbed us let him warble In the
dawn, he the early bird and yodle—we
should worry now,
.
o. f
we're gone.
sLytk

DENTAL NOTICE—I wish to announce that
FOR SALE—The Isaac Jameson homestead,
I am now In my office every day. DR. J. H. opposite
Oakland Park car station. The farm
DAMON, Dentist Telephone 593-R
10-tf
contains about 38 acres. Splendid pasture and
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the quantities of berries. Wood for home use.
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail or Orchard of 40 trees, mostly all winter fruit
ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
18-tf See GEORGE K. JAMESON for terms, just
across the road, or write Rockland, R. F. D;
INCOME TAX RETURNS—I am prepared to 122 G.
lo-tf
give assistance in making out tax returns.
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm nt Northport.
ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main St Tel 77.
25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
6-tf
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
ENGRAVED CARDS—('all at this office and home. Address DICKKY-KNOWLTON OO , Bel
examine styles
If you already have a plate fast, Me
7*tf
bring It in and let us print you cards in latest
FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline eng
size. THE COVKIER-4!AZETTE
3-tf
These pnglnes, one of them in good shape,
NOTICE—R B Fillmore is authorized to rep both in good running order. Will sell e
resent The Courier-Gazette In Knox county and one of them at a trade Can be seen at
to receipt for money paid on new aud old sub mill The reason of sale Is that I am t
scriptions.
109-tf
to use electric motors for grinding. L
LITTLEHALE.
4
ACCORDION PLEATING. MACHINE HEM*
STITCHING. PICOT EDGE. COVERED BUT*
FOR BALE—In Camaen, 17-room lodgl
TONS. Orders promptly filled. PHYLLIS E house on Chestnut street, near P O. and Y
--------- N. 18 LeJa
TOLMAN.
’ St. Tel. 270-J.
dand
5*24
C. A. Beautiful view of water and mountali
fitted for 3 flat apartment; furnished or i
furnished. Bargain If taken at once. Call
42
CHESTNUT STREET, Camden. Tel. 41BANKRUPTS PETITION FOR DISCHARGE
134-tl
In the matter of Thomas W. Beal, Bankrupt.
In Bankruptcy.
FOR SALE—Double tenement bouse, 28 and 30
To the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of 'the Masonic Si, with extra lot of land on Graco
District Court of the United States for the Street
Will sell together. Apply to R. U.
District of Maine.
COLLINS, 375 Main St., Rockland, or MRS. B.
Thomas W. Beal of Camden, in the County KELLEY, Fairfield. Maine.
T»-tf
of Knox, and State of Maine. In said District,
FOR SALE—Delicious sweet elder, fresh c
respectfully represents, that on the 18th day of
Delivered anywl
September, last past, he was duly adjudged day from choice apples
JAMES H. SIMON!
bankrupt under thl Acts of Congress relating Drop me a card
120
to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered Rockland. R F D.
all his property and rights of property, and
has fully complied with all ihe requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touch
ing Ills banqruptcy
Wherefore be prays, That he may be de
creed by the Court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate under
said bankrupicy Ads, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge
Dated this 13tli day of December A D. 1920.
THOMAK W BEAL.
Bankrupt.

5 A want ad finds I

party who wants yt

Order of Notice Thereon

On thi.4 5th day of February A. D. 1921, on
District of Maine, ss.
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be
had upon ihe same on the 25th day of March
A D. 1921, before said Court at Portland, in
said District, at ten o'clock In the forenoon;
and that notice thereof he published irl The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed in said
District, and that all known creditors, and
other persons in Interest, may appear at the
said time and plhce, and show cause, if anv
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted
And It is further Ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
Portland. In said District, on the 5th day of
February A D. 1921.
(L. S)
GEO C WHEELER,
Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:
GEO C. WHEELER,
Clerk
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DEAD GO TO HEAVEN

TENANT’S HARBOR

Immediately On Dying, Is thf
Opinion
Expressed
By
Evangelist Gordon.

Charles Rawley spent Friday and
Saturday in Rockland.
Mr. ifnd Mrs. A. J. Rawley and Mrs.
’’harles Wheeler were in Rockland
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Flones are
guests of Mi's. Albert Slingsby.
*
Mr. and Mrs. King are occupying
.Trs. Everett Snow’s tenement.
Claude Wiley was home recently
roin the Burnt Island Life Saving
station.
W. H. Wiley has been confined to
;he house with stomach trouble and
a severe cold.
Edward Bickmore has bought the
house formerly owned by Mrs. Charles
Robbins, better known as the late
Rosella Dukeshire property and it is
rumored that he will soon move it
upon his cellar.
The sewing circle met with Mrs. E.
E. Allen Tuesday.
Tonight the Odd Fellows will have
work on the third degree and a picnic
supper will be served. All Odd Fel
lows wives and Rebekahs are invited
in a body to serve supper in the ban
quet hall and ladies, please bring your
aprons.
A. .1. Rawley who has been suffer
ing from an affected jaw bone is a lit
tle better. H? is attended by Pl.
Ellingwood of Rockland.
Mrs. Albert Slingsby and Mrs.
Frank Flouer were in Rockland Sat
urday.
Sandwiches and coffee will he serv
ed at the next regular meeting of
Puritan Rebekah Lodge.
Myron Wiley ar.d Maynard Gardner
are working for W. E. Sheerer.

It is Evangelist S. D. Gordon’s belief
that the dead are immediately in the
presence of God when the breath
leaves the body.
They are there
“quicker'n you can bat your eye,” was
the speaker’s own way of putting it.
Mr. Gordon’s is conducting meetings in
rfoston's Tremont Temple before large
audiences, and this was one of several
talk’s on life after death, a problem, he
said, which the philosophers of all ages
have tried to solve. He touched upon
’ the views held by the ancient Greeks,
the Romans, the philosophers of the
Euphrates, the Phoenicians* and also
the scholars of later days.
Rut there is an answer, declaretl the
evangelist, and it is reassuring to the
heart, beause it puts a brighter edge
to the dark cloud. Christian civiliza
tion, he went on, rests on the fact of
Christianity, of which it is a by
product; and Christ made a sacrifice
for the world, and spoke with positive
ness of the life beyond, claiming for
Himself a revelation from God.
’’He’s gone. Where?" said Mr. Gor
don, quoting an oft-repeated phrase.
"Right Itito the conscious presence of
the Lord Jesus Christ. Space and dis
tance are only mental limitations and
the dead are there, with all bodily in
firmities gone, all stress of body and
mind gone. The identity is just the
same, there are all the individual traits
just as you saw them on earth; there
are mutual recognitions between these
and others who may have gone on long
before, and many learn for the first
time what it meant to have Christ die
for them. But there will be certain
moral changes. Ffre burns all the im
purities; what isn’t good will be de
voured by the flames. The dead, too,
will be conscious of what is going on
on earth, they will discern the things
here, thetr relatives, possessions, but
there will be a radical reshift of values.
Many of the things that we havevheld
to tenaciously will be recogniz*m as
worthless.
"I have been asked, if our loved ones
know us, how they an be happy when
they see the sufferings of those on
earth. The answer is that they see
things here through the eyes of God.
Home will have to them only the
sweetest meaning; and the purposes of
God in his relation to life here will be
revealed in a new light in which there
will be no sorrowful idea. Peope do
not grow old there in the sense as we
know it; they just mature, ripen. Ser
vice up there is according to ability,
and all who will may serve. In keep
ing sweet and true to Jesus lies the
secret of perfect happiness in His
presence, and through that closeness
one takes on new traits. All men have
light enough to get in touch with the
heart of God. tmt not all realize it. Why
do we know they are in the presence
of God?
“It is not because they are members
of the church, which of itself is a
blessed privilege; it is, not because
they partook of the holy communion, or
because they believe in the love of
Christ, but simply because Jesus shed
his blood for them. It is Jesus' blood
that makes admission possible. It is a
satisfying thought that our loved ones
out yonder are consciously and joyous
ly in touch with God."

"1 EEEL LIKE A

BRAND NEW MAN”
This Is What George Johnson

Says After Suffering Four

Years — Tanlac

Restores

Health.

Still another well-known Vermont
man relates his remarkable experience
with Tanlac. George W. Johnson, 7
Roberts Ave,, Rutland. Vt„ bookkeeper
for the Hugh Duffy Coal Co., declares
jthat a few hotties of the medicine re
lieved him of stomach trouble and he
has gained ten pounds in weight.
’’For four years before I began tak
ing Tanlac I had suffered from a bail
form of stomach trouble. After every
meal I had a disagreeable, heavy feel
ing in the pit of my stomach and at
times 1 just had to. fight for breath. I
was in pain nearly all the time, could
get hut little sleep and would get so
dizzy I had to hold U> something to
keep from falling. 1 lost so much
weight and was so weak I could
scarcely get around.
"One night I happened to read 9
statement about Tanlac and decide.! to
try it. In a short while I could eat
anything I wanted and now I am sim
ply feeling like a new man. My nerves
are in splendid condition, I sleep all
night long and get up in the mornings
feeling good and rested and never have
a sign of dizziness. 1 have gained teh
pounds, feel good all the time and cah
do my work with the greatest ease."
NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOLS
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Corner
Drug Store; in Washington by F. L(Lewiston Journal]
Ludwig; in North Haven by W. SNew Hampshire furnishes an un Hopkins, and by the leading druggists
usual and in some sense a remarkable in every town.—adv.
example. This relates to the operation
of a law recently enacted in that State
NORTH UNION
by which the New Hampshire Board
of Education is given State supervision
Hibbard School closed last wee«.
over private as well as public schools.
Mrs. Harold Linseott and daughter
The fact that such a law was passed
is notable; and further the fact that it Louise visited Mrs. Nettie Linseott
has the support of Bishop Guertin of last week.
Harold and Robert I.inscott were it
the Manchester diocese of the Catholic
Warren Saturday.
church is even more interesting.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Clarry were i®
This law, now on the books of New
Hampshire requires that the English Washington last week.
Harold Linseott and Ralph Luc«*
language be taught in all schools, pri
vate as well as public.
Foreign’lan are working in thp woods for Adri^l
guages are permitted in devotional ex I.inscott.
Miss Clara Dearborn was at Harold
ercises. Moreover inspection has been
conducted in the parochial schools by Linscott’s last week.
Harold Simmons was home WedState officials as a result of which, ac
cording to the excellent authority of j nesday night.
General Frank H. Streeter, chairman of
Will Hall’s baby is very ill.
the State hoard, steps have been taken
George Blanche lost a horse re
by the authorities in these private cently.
schools to bring these institutions into
Mrs. Mary E. Maddocks is still nt
conformity with recommendations made Knox Hospital where she expects to
by the State officials.
undergo an operation soon.

as good as
LaTourame Coffee

Telephone that item ot news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see it.

40 cents per Vi pound canister

RED TAPE
ED TAPE was once the means of
tying up official documents. Now
adays red tape Is the means of tying
up most anything from gumshoes to
governments. Red tape may draw a
line against tha errors of slipshod
workers. More often, however, it fet
ters efficiency and makes a hangman’s
noose for action.
Once In the fleet there was a cap
tain who desired an especially conve
nient form of waste basket. He had it
■nude on requisition by the navy yard.
Unfortunately just as it arrived aboard
he was ordered to another ship. In the
confusion of departure the waste bas
ket remained liehind.
At the end of the quarter the cap
tain's yeoman (clerk) made an invoice
as per "regs." Everything checked up
O. K. but the basket. It was missing,
aud it could not be “expended” be
cause it was an Item of some value
and rather new,
A letter of Inquiry was sent to the
old ship stating the case and request
ing that the article be forwarded. Af
ter some weeks the letter was return
ed with several sheets of endorse
ments attached. It turned out that the
navigator had taken the basket with
him when he went to command a Pa
cific coast cruiser.
The navigator “resReetfully stated"
that his baggage had gone adrift, the
basket with It. Whereupon u survey
or Investigation was ordered by the
original owner. The yeoman prepared
all papers in due form explaining the
loss of the article and forwarded them
to Washington.
These papers including six endorse
ments of explanation were sent out to
the navigator. He smeared on a few
more aud mailed the packet hack to
his old ship. On arrival the batch was
not fully understood. It was endorsed
a few times more’and boosted on to
headquarters, who shot It back to the
captain.
Briefly that packet made the circuit
four and a half times. Each time It
connected a few dozen more endorse
ments, remarks, comments. Inquiries
and respectful statements.
Finally the captain called in his yeo
man. “Jones." lie said, “If 1 find that
blankety-blank waste basket batch of
rot on my desk again I'm going to dis
rate you to coal-passer. If I don't find
It I'll rate you up to chief.” Jones ayeaye-slred and beat It. He looked up
the monthly difference In pay between
his rate and that of chief.
It was
someiliiug like ten dollars. He went
ashore and spent ten beans.
Next day the captain found under
his desk a fine new waste basket. It
was just like the one he’d lost. In the
bottom of it was a pile of paper torn
to bits. Keil tape had been snipped In
to a million pieces.
But suppose everybody started snip
ping.
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With Clean Hands
“Give us cheaper food,” the consumers cry. Farmers
have responded, in the face of discouraging difficulties.
Yet the consumers still cry out against the high cost
of foodstuffs, and against the farmers.
The National Grange demands that the complaint be
lodged against those who are truly to blame—against
food manipulators and wasteful distributors. And the
distributor is the city man’s neighbor; food distribu
tion is the city man’s problem. Not until the con
sumers clear themselves of responsibility for high
prices can they come with clean hands to criticize or
even help the producers.
the farmer in his cleanly-fought fight
for a decent living—has thrown light
on what happens between the pro
ducer and the consumer. It will
keep you informed of the newest
methods in the management of your
farm business and provide wholesome
entertainment for your whole family.
If you already subscribe, tell your
friends that our secretary will order
for them the next 52 issues for just
$1.00. If you are not a subscriber,
send in your dollar today.

KNOX COUNTY POMONA GRANGE, NO. 3
MRS. CLARA LIGHT, Secretary
JAMES E. DORNAN, Master

Dear Secretary: I’m glad to see the

Union, Maine
East Union, Main.

being pushed with good advertising. And here’s my dollar for
The COUNTRY Gentleman for a' year—52 weekly issues. Please forward my order to,the Publishers at
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa.
Grang-.

(My Name),

(My Address).

(Town)_____

cw’XIE world has conceded the genius
of Wright and Curtiss, but only
as individuals. In reality our national
aeronautic prowess runs back sixty
years and more.
When we contemplate the $1,000,OOo.lMJO which has been suggested for
the next aviation budget, and the plan
of building 50.000 machines in one year
It Is a little difficult to understand the
government’s former attitude.
The "balloon Idea" was brought to
Washington In 18C1 by Professor
Lowe. He was a young inventor who
started us making artificial ice. lie
died only four years ago after a long
life which was calculated to spite his
enemies In the capitol. They had call
ed him a lunatic when he proposed to
fly over the Confederate lines and
bring hack information.
There was a rumor that the hostile
army was about to attack. Young
I.oxve's balloon was used as a last re
sort. He ascended about 3,000 feet,
drifted over the enemy batteries, and
returned with what proved to be
straight dope that Johnny Red had no
Intention of starting anything.
This exploit was such a feather in
Lowe's bonnet that his pay was in.
creased to $10 a day. Which ruined
him. For, though he made subsequent
flights—or drifts, the “gross indecency
of paying a common Prof, such a sum
when men were dying for less,” cre
ated a near-riot. As a compromise It
was reduced to $6. But his retirement
soon followed. Sic semper the ”cit.’
The Union army then made its own
“aerostats,” as they were called. Reg
ular reconnaissance work was carried
out, hut as the balloon was always
captive the zone of Inquiry was very
narrow. Foreigners came over to Id
vestigate the wild rumors which had
become rife In Europe.
The technique of this early aviation
corps was very crude. Their gas bags
were of rough cotton goods, oiled, and
doubled-spliced at the seams. Inflation
was achieved by means of hot air from
a pine-knot fire. A heavy rope Anchor
ed the balloon. Several times this got
foul of the operators on the ground
and had to be cut. The observer land
ed when and where he could. U«nnH
he drowned or qlse ate his supi>er
a Confederate prison camp.
•

A

Z,

The hands of the Grange are clean.
All its acts have been for the benefit
of producer and consumer alike. Be
cause it has helped the farmer to do
his share in producing, it can fittingly
say to the city consumer: “Yours and
yours only is the task of remedying
food distribution evils.”
On tne score of its clean record for
service the Grange merits your sup
port. And it urges, too, your sup
port for the work of The COUNTRY
Gentleman, which has stood with

.(State).

Every-Other-Day 5

1921.
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ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL

EMPIRE THEATRE

T

STREET,

ROCKLAND

OWL’S HEAD

attended the supper at the Congrega
tional church Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. .John Stevens of
Friendship are visiting at Benjamin
Starrett’s.
A largo delegation from the Warren
Granges went to West Rockport Sat
urday to attend Pomona..
Mrs. Tarr of Rockland was a week
end guest of Mrs. Robert Morton.
Mrs. Minnie Yates of Camden was
in town Sunday.
John Cates has bought a shop of W
Overlock and will move it to Cornhill.
Miss Inez Buxton has returned
home from Ellis Starrett’s where she

Messrs. Feyler and Whitney of the
Maurice Tourneur has made a thrill
M. J. Jameson Co. have begun cutting
ing motion picture out of Jacques Fuice on the St. Clair pond.
trelle’s well known mystery-romance.
A very successful church supper was
held Wednesday evening at the Owl’s
My Lady’s Garter,” which is shown
Head Inn. About twenty dollars was
today. The story centers around the
realized and is to tie used toward re
pursuit of a baffling international
plenishing the Sunday school library,
thief, known as "The Hawk,” and in
which is sadly in need of new books.
volves the love affair of a- young
Misses Vivian and Dorothea Babb
Englishman who was for a time sus
pleasantly entertained their teacher
pected of being the criminal, and the
and classmates Friday evening.
daughter of a railroad magnate. The
A large number enjoyed the dancing
plot is spirited m the extreme and inparty Saturday evening at the Owl's
voves such thrilling scenes as the
Head Inn. Refreshments of coffe and
near-crash of two railroad trains, an
cake were served.
exciting pursuit on the water in yachts,
Friends of Charles Mathews of
and the escape of “The Hawk” by a lAs been boarding.
W. P. Hay Jr., of Stoneham. Mass., Waterville who has spent his summers
leap from a second-story window and
traveling
salesman
for
J.
S.
Cheever
here for a long time, are sorry to hear
his final end in motorboat explosion.
Interest in the midweek bill will & Co., recently visited his daughter,, that lie suffered a shock of the left side
a few days ago. ’
center largely on the final episode of Lois Hay. at Frank Payson’s.
The Eight Day Flub met with Mrs
On Thursday of this week the ques
“Bride 13.” It’s certainly the most
tion of the division of the town is to
sensational of all the serials that have! H. N. Hilton Friday.
Mr. Wotton of Thomaston injured lie decided. Those citizens who have
been presented at this theatre and the
climax is in keeping with the other I his foot quite badly Saturday at the been most active and who have given
such careful thought and so much time
depot while loading ice.
episodes.
J. S. McDonald was in Camden for the movement known to he of ma
Marion'Davies’ latest Cosmopolitan
production, “April Folly,” which will be' Friday on a business trip.
terial benefit to the part of the town
shown Wednesday and Thursday, next' Mr. ar.d Mrs. Prescott of Rockland that is asking to be separated, are
week, was adapted from Cynthia were
guests
Sunday at Clifford awaiting with interest the decision of
the State.
Stockley’s story of the same name. As I Spear’s.
a magazine serial, it attracted unusual’'
attention. The theme is a most novel
one, relating how April Poole, played
by Miss Davies, in search of material
for a new novel, impulsively offered to
exchange places with the daughter of
an earl who was on her way to South
Africa with a famous diamond. Pri
vate detectives and a pair of inter
national jewelry thieves are trailing
the gem. April has several thrilling
encounters on shipboard and a pretty
affair of the heart.
The climax is
The Real-Fruit Dessert—No extra price
startling, but entirely satisfatory. Con
way Tearle is the leading man*.—adv.
Today it costs no more than
Get Jiffy-Jell in these days

JVJy-Jcii

WARREN
Miss Dawson of Rockland, was a
visitor Friday at Mrs. Ivan McKcllar’s.
Mrs. Fred Davidson of Philadelphia
is a guest of hpr brother, C. F. Berry.
Mrs. Annie Swartz was in ' town
Friday from Rockland visiting at the
home of her brother.
Mrs. Elizabeth Burgess, Mrs. Alice
Watts,- Mrs. Jessie Walker, Mrs. Fan
nie Wyllle and Mrs. W. H. Robinson

— the quality dessert.
due to you and yours.
Here alone you get the
fruit juice condensed
Sealed in glass. There’s a
tle in each package.

It is
real
and
bot

old-style quick desserts, with
flavors in dry form.
We supply dessert molds to
users. Also other useful
things. Write for catalog of
gifts. Tell us which you want.

Jiffy Dessert Co., Waukesha, Wis.

10 Flavors—2 Pkgs.for 25c

Buylt
Either
Way

yrJ'i'i

A Fertile Soil Means Money Crops

Tablets

T is well known that bumper harvests seldom follow one

I

another.

The thoughtful New England farmer will capi

talize this khowledge - and will make the most of marketing

conditions—by preparing for a record crop with New England

or
Liquid

PE-RU-NA
A Brest Medletaa

Mn. M. J. Riley, R, R, No. 1. Box 101, Cal
vert, Texas, writes:

HIS PAPER Reaches the
PEOPLE OF PUR.
CHASING POWER In
This Neighborhood More Effec
tively Than Any Other Medium,
ud No One Who Desires to Gain
Their Attention Can Afford to
Neglect Its Advertising Columns.

L MARCUS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Animal Fertilizers.

The more bushels you grow per acra—

the greater your profits.

New England Animal Fertilizers are made from Bone-BloodMeat Meal and essential chemicals—mixed with high grade

German Potash of our own importation, the only kind used.
They are specially adapted to New England soil conditions,

and insure both heavy crops and low cost of production.

The prices of New England Animal Fertilizers have been

reduced to lowest level — the high standard of the products
remains the same. Order your supply of New England Animal
Fertilizers now.

They mean a fertile soil and a money crop.

Send for booklet containing
valuable records for farmers.

•'I have need Pe-ra-oa and know It h food
for colds, coughs and catarrh. It cared my
catarrh and I do not take cold when I use
Pe-runa. it Is a great medicine.”

NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER COMPANY

Daring the last fifty years, Pern-na has been
looked upon ae the reliable medicine for
catarrh of every description, whether It be of
the note and throat, stomach, bowels or other
organs.
By keeping Pe-m-na In the home for emer
gencies, serious sickness may frequently be
prevented. Cee It after the grip or 6penlsh Flu.

Boston, Mass.

Sold Everywhere

Branch of Consolidated Rendering Company

NEW ENGLAND
Animal Fertilizers

